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Abstract
Exact combinatorial search is essential to a wide range of application areas including constraint
optimisation, graph matching, and computer algebra. Solutions to combinatorial problems are
found by systematically exploring a search space, either to enumerate solutions, determine
if a specific solution exists, or to find an optimal solution. Combinatorial searches are
computationally hard both in theory and practice, and efficiently exploring the huge number
of combinations is a real challenge, often addressed using approximate search algorithms.
Alternatively, exact search can be parallelised to reduce execution time. However, parallel
search is challenging due to both highly irregular search trees and sensitivity to search order,
leading to anomalies that can cause unexpected speedups and slowdowns. As core counts
continue to grow, parallel search becomes increasingly useful for improving the performance
of existing searches, and allowing larger instances to be solved.
A high-level approach to parallel search allows non-expert users to benefit from increasing
core counts. Algorithmic Skeletons provide reusable implementations of common parallelism
patterns that are parameterised with user code which determines the specific computation,
e.g. a particular search. We define a set of skeletons for exact search, requiring the user to
provide in the minimal case a single class that specifies how the search tree is generated
and a parameter that specifies the type of search required. The five are: Sequential search;
three general-purpose parallel search methods: Depth-Bounded, Stack-Stealing, and Budget;
and a specific parallel search method, Ordered, that guarantees replicable performance. We
implement and evaluate the skeletons in a new C++ parallel search framework, YewPar.
YewPar provides both high-level skeletons and low-level search specific schedulers and
utilities to deal with the irregularity of search and knowledge exchange between workers.
YewPar is based on the HPX library for distributed task-parallelism potentially allowing
search to execute on multi-cores, clusters, cloud, and high performance computing systems.
Underpinning the skeleton design is a novel formal model, M T 3 , a parallel operational
semantics that describes multi-threaded tree traversals, allowing reasoning about parallel
search, e.g. describing common parallel search phenomena such as performance anomalies.
YewPar is evaluated using seven different search applications (and over 25 specific instances):
Maximum Clique, k-Clique, Subgraph Isomorphism, Travelling Salesperson, Binary Knapsack, Enumerating Numerical Semigroups, and the Unbalanced Tree Search Benchmark. The
search instances are evaluated at multiple scales from 1 to 255 workers, on a 17 host, 272
core Beowulf cluster. The overheads of the skeletons are low, with a mean 6.1% slowdown
compared to hand-coded sequential implementation. Crucially, for all search applications
YewPar reduces search times by an order of magnitude, i.e hours/minutes to minutes/seconds,
and we commonly see greater than 60% (average) parallel efficiency speedups for up to
255 workers. Comparing skeleton performance reveals that no one skeleton is best for all

searches, highlighting a benefit of a skeleton approach that allows multiple parallelisations to
be explored with minimal refactoring.
The Ordered skeleton avoids slowdown anomalies where, due to search knowledge being
order dependent, a parallel search takes longer than a sequential search. Analysis of Ordered
shows that, while being 41% slower on average (73% worse-case) than Depth-Bounded,
in nearly all cases it maintains the following replicable performance properties: 1) parallel
executions are no slower than one worker sequential executions 2) runtimes do not increase as
workers are added, and 3) variance between repeated runs is low. In particular, where Ordered
maintains a relative standard deviation (RSD) of less than 15%, Depth-Bounded suffers from
an RSD greater than 50%, showing the importance of carefully controlling search orders for
repeatability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Exact combinatorial search algorithms are used in a wide range of application areas including
constraint programming, computational algebra and many more [1]. Combinatorial searches
look for configurations of domain-specific objects solutions that satisfy a set of goals. For
example, we may wish to find cliques within graphs, i.e. a set of vertices such that each vertex
is adjacent to every other vertex in the set. The specific configurations required are defined by
the type of search: enumeration, which searches for all solutions matching some property,
e.g. maximal cliques; decision, which looks for a specific solution, e.g. a clique of size k; or
optimisation, which looks for a solution that minimises/maximises an objective function, e.g.
finding a maximum clique. These problems are solved by systematic exploration of all valid
object configurations known as the search space. For decision and optimisation problems the
entire search space must be explored, or pruned, while decision problems may terminate early
if a solution is found.
Generally a huge number of combinations exists, many that are no good, making these
problems computationally hard in both theory (often N P-hard [2]) and in practice, with
large instances taking many hours, days, or more, to solve. Handling the large number of
combinations is a real challenge, often dealt with by providing an approximate solution from
(meta-)heuristic search algorithms [3]. However for many applications an exact or optimal
solution must be guaranteed, for example, it is of little use to know it is unlikely a sub-structure
exists for a mathematical object, we must be sure.
An alternative to finding approximate solutions is to exploit parallelism to reduce search times.
At the core of exact search is a backtracking search algorithm that allows the search space to
be represented as a tree. By providing parallel tree search functionality, exact combinatorial
search problems may be parallelised in a domain-independent manner.
Modern hardware offers parallelism at every level, from multi-core parallelism on a single
machine, through small clusters of machines, and up to large scale distributed cloud services
and high-performance computing environments. The potential for parallelism in combinatorial
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search is great, with many areas of the search space able to be explored with (almost) complete
independence. However, despite the potential for speedups from exploiting parallelism,
implementation challenges mean that most exact combinatorial search algorithms are either
not parallelised at all, or are parallelised once using ad-hoc methods aimed at a single scale of
parallelism and a specific application.
There is potential for a unified approach to exact parallel combinatorial search that works at
every scale (from desktop to large cluster, cloud, or HPC), while removing the burden of parallel programming from the search domain expert. This is not simple: combinatorial searches
differ from standard parallel workloads due to the speculative nature of the parallelism, their
high degree of irregularity, heavy use of symbolic/integer methods as opposed to floating
point, and minimal I/O.
This thesis presents the design and implementation of a set of parallel algorithmic skeletons
for combinatorial search as a step towards this unified approach. The skeletons are generalpurpose, allowing many different search applications to be encoded, while also allowing
different parallelism approaches to be explored. By supporting distributed-memory architectures they provide easy access to the plethora of parallel hardware without requiring detailed
parallelism knowledge from domain experts.
We show the approach to be general, encompassing many types of search (enumeration,
decision, and optimisation) and many different applications, while also being scalable on
medium sized clusters featuring 255 workers. By making it easier for domain experts to
exploit parallelism, we allow them to solve larger instances, making previously impractical
searches practical.

1.1

Contributions

This thesis makes the following research contributions:
1. A critical review of parallelism for exact combinatorial search (Chapter 2). Existing
approaches for exact parallel combinatorial search often lack generality, i.e. they focus
on a specific type of search such as optimisation, a specific application such as clique
search, or a specific domain such as constraint programming. This thesis considers
the differences and similarities across application domains, search problems, and
search types, to inform the design choices for constructing a general-purpose and
widely applicable parallel framework for exact combinatorial search. We explore and
categorise existing approaches to parallel search (Section 2.4), including their scalability
(Section 2.4.3), and use this to inform the design of algorithmic skeletons for search.
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While there are many existing parallel search approaches we motivate the need for a
new framework in Section 2.4.4.
2. A novel formal model, M T 3 , for parallel backtracking search, covering enumeration, decision, and optimisation search types (Chapter 3). The formal model is based
on operational semantics, and provides a precise specification of parallel search order
and parallel reduction rules. The model is used to derive a programming interface
for the skeletons (Section 3.4), inform the design of an abstract framework (TSF) for
describing the skeleton operation (Section 4.2), succinctly describe the work generation
behaviours of the general-purpose skeletons (Sections 4.3.4.1, 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.6.1), and
to show how performance anomalies affect parallel search (Section 7.2).
3. A widely applicable application programming interface for tree search (Section 3.4).
We introduce Lazy Node Generators as a uniform abstraction for application developers
to specify how specific search trees are created. The generators implicitly encode
application-specific search order heuristics. Search tree nodes are constructed lazily,
such that pruning eliminates redundant computation, i.e. it eliminates sub-trees before
they manifest. The generality of the Lazy Node Generator programming interface is
shown by specifying the search trees of seven search applications (Section 5.2).
4. The design and implementation of four, widely applicable, parallel algorithmic
skeletons for tree search (Chapter 4). We abstract parallel search into a family of
algorithmic skeletons that use the Lazy Node Generator interface. Four skeletons are
designed: Sequential, Depth-Bounded, Stack Stealing and Budget; based on parallel
search approaches identified in Chapter 2. They are reusable, widely applicable,
and reduce the engineering effort required to create custom search parallelisations.
By widely applicable we mean the implementations are general enough to express
enumeration, decision, and optimisation search types. Reusability is demonstrated by
applying the skeletons to seven search applications.
5. The design and implementation of a general-purpose parallel tree search framework: YewPar (Chapter 5). YewPar is a C++ framework that implements the Lazy
Node Generator programming interface (Section 3.4) and parallel search skeletons
(Chapter 4) for distributed-memory architectures. It features custom work-stealing
schedulers that handle search irregularity and carefully manage search order heuristics.
YewPar builds on the HPX C++ parallelism framework to provide distributed-memory
parallelism features such as a global address spaces. Modern C++ implementation
techniques, such as template metaprogramming, keep the overheads of YewPar small
compared to state of the art search implementations, showing, on average, a 6.1%
slowdown (Section 6.3).
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6. A systematic performance analysis of the skeletons and YewPar (Chapter 6). A
detailed analysis of the skeletons is performed using seven applications and more than
25 instances, including a mix of enumeration, decision, and optimisation searches. The
applications are: Counting Numerical Semigroups, Unbalanced Tree Search, k-Clique
to solve a finite geometry case study, Subgraph Isomorphism Problem, Maximum Clique,
Travelling Salesperson and 0/1 Knapsack. We find low overheads, with a mean 6.1%
slowdown for using the skeletons as opposed to hand written searches (Section 6.3), and
that knowledge exchange using a global address space and broadcasts are appropriate for
medium scale search, e.g. 255 workers (Section 6.4). The skeletons reduce the runtimes
of search by an order of magnitude, i.e. from hours/minutes to minutes/seconds. No
single skeleton performs best for all applications (Section 6.8). Averaging over all
applications, Stack-Stealing performs best with an average speedup of 37.4 on 120
workers, compared with 24 and 34 for Depth-Bounded and Budget respectively. The
skeletons show good scalability on a set of larger instances (Section 6.9) achieving a
minimum (geometric mean) 45% efficiency and with a maximum 112%1 efficiency on
255 workers.

7. The design and implementation of a specialised skeleton for replicable branch
and bound search (Chapter 7). Search order anomalies in parallel branch and bound
search can cause huge variance of runtimes, even for the same instance. Anomalies
occur when a parallel run performs significantly more (or less) work than a sequential
search due to runtime knowledge sharing and a dynamically changing search tree
shape. A lack of reproducible runtimes is particularly undesirable for domains such as
empirical algorithmic design. We show the design and implementation of a specialised
anomaly-avoiding skeleton, Ordered, that attempts to provide the following properties
a) parallel runs are never slower than the single worker case; b) adding additional
workers does not cause significant degradation of runtime (avoid slowdown anomalies)
and c) runtime variance is small. Analysis of Ordered shows that, while being 41%
slower on average (72% worse-case) than Depth-Bounded2 , in all cases it maintains
the replicable performance properties (allowing for small slowdowns due to parallel
overheads). In particular, where Ordered can maintain a relative standard deviation
(RSD) of less than 15% in all cases, Depth-Bounded suffers from an RSD greater than
50%, showing the importance of carefully controlling search orders for repeatability.

1
2

Efficiencies >100% are possible due to superlinear scaling behaviour.
For Maximum Clique.
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Publications and Authorship

This thesis is closely related to the work reported in the following publications:
• B Archibald, P Maier, C McCreesh, R Stewart and P Trinder, Replicable Parallel
Branch and Bound Search, Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing, Volume
113, 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpdc.2017.10.010. (reference [4]).
• B Archibald, P Maier, R Stewart, P Trinder, and J De Beule. Towards Generic Scalable Parallel Combinatorial Search, in Proceedings of the International Workshop
on Parallel Symbolic Computation, 2017, https://doi.org/10.1145/3115936.3115942.
(reference [5]).
The work reported here is primarily my own, with the following exceptions:
• The definitions of search trees and initial operational semantics for parallel tree traversal
(i.e. those reported in Archibald et al. [4]) in Chapter 3 are the work of Patrick Maier.
Changes to these rules to support specific search types and spawning is my own work.
• Background information for the finite geometry case study (Section 5.2.2.2) is based
on a description written by Jan De Buele (reported in Archibald et al. [5]).
• Sequential implementations for clique search (Section 5.2.2.1, Section 5.2.3.1) and
subgraph isomorphism (Section 5.2.2.3) were provided by Ciaran McCreesh [6].
• Sequential implementation for Numerical Semigroups (Section 5.2.1.2) was provided
by Florent Hivert [7].
• The formula for repeatability of scaling in Appendix C is based on a derivation from
Patrick Maier.
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Chapter 2
Background
This thesis is concerned with parallel algorithmic skeletons applied to exact combinatorial
search. This chapter introduces the technical background of both combinatorial search
and parallelism separately, before combining them to detail the key challenges of parallel
combinatorial search and discuss existing approaches.
Combinatorial search is introduced with an example, namely finding cliques within graphs
(Section 2.1), before being generalised to wider classes of application (Section 2.1.1). Combinatorial search solves a family of problems, based on a specific search type: enumeration,
decision or optimisation searches (described in Section 2.1.3).
Parallelism can help handle the computational complexity of search, allowing us to solve
problems that would otherwise be impractical. A general discussion of parallelism is given in
Section 2.2. To allow scalability we focus on distributed parallel hardware (Section 2.2.1),
such as that found in clusters, cloud and high performance computing (HPC) environments.
Background on parallel programming models is given (Section 2.2.2), with particular focus
on task-parallelism and the related problem of (distributed) load-balancing. We finish this
section with a discussion of high-level approaches to parallelism (Section 2.2.4), in particular
parallel algorithmic skeletons.
Parallel exact combinatorial search is discussed in Section 2.3. Search can be parallelised
in many ways, e.g. parallel node processing, space-splitting, or portfolios (Section 2.3.1).
We focus on space-splitting as it is domain-independent, making it an ideal candidate for
general-purpose skeletons. The key challenges of parallel combinatorial search are introduced
(Section 2.3.2), in particular highly irregular task sizes and performance anomalies caused by
ordering effects.
Existing approaches to space-splitting parallel search are categorised and discussed in Section 2.4. These approaches influence the skeleton designs of Chapter 4. Although there are
many existing approaches, we argue in Section 2.4.4 that a new parallel search framework–that
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unifies many of these approaches–is required.

2.1

Combinatorial Search
a

b

g

c
f

e

d

Figure 2.1: An example graph.

We begin by considering an example combinatorial
search application: finding cliques within a graph such
as the one shown in Figure 2.1. In practice the graphs
are much larger, often with hundreds or more vertices.
A clique is a set of vertices C where each vertex in C
is adjacent to every other vertex in C. Example cliques
in Figure 2.1 are {a}, {a, b} and {a, c, e}. {a, b, c, e}
is not a clique as there is no edge between e and b.

We are interested in particular properties of cliques within graphs. We may wish to know,
for example, the number of maximal cliques1 : which is of practical importance, e.g. for
bioinformatics applications [8]. Or perhaps we want to determine if a clique of size k is in
the graph; the k-clique problem (described in Section 5.2.2.1). Finally, we may look for the
largest clique(s) in the graph; the Maximum Clique problem (described in Section 5.2.3.1). In
each case we are looking for specific combinations of vertices from within the larger graph
structure.
A naive approach to clique search would be to enumerate the powerset of all vertices (i.e.
{{}, {a}, . . . , {a, b, c, d, e, f, g}}) and then, in turn, test each to check if it maintains the
clique property. The largest element(s) of the powerset meeting the clique poperty would be
the maximum clique(s); k-cliques are any powerset elements with cardinality k that meet the
clique property; and maximal cliques are those that meet the clique property and are not a
proper subset of any other set that also meets the clique property. While such an approach can
be applied to small graphs, the size of the powerset grows exponentially with the number of
vertices in the graph, making this approach computationally impractical for larger graphs.
Rather than generating all possible combinations of vertices, we can search more efficiently by
ensuring we only generate valid cliques. That is, given any clique, we can extend it by adding
any vertex that is adjacent to all elements of the clique. This is the essence of backtracking
search, where we continually extend a clique until no more additions are possible. When this
occurs we remove the last added element and try to add a different vertex. We can continue to
add and remove vertices systematically, building a search space of valid cliques. This search
space may be represented as a tree such as in Figure 2.2(a), where nodes in the search tree
1

A maximal clique is a clique where it is not possible to add any additional vertices without breaking the
clique property. For example, {a, b} is not maximal as we can add c and still form a clique, while {d, e} is
maximal as we cannot add any more vertices without breaking the clique property.
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represent cliques. Notice that some cliques are generated multiple times as {a, b} = {b, a}.
We can avoid this by only generating cliques we have not seen before as in Figure 2.2(b). In
practice this tree is never fully materialised in memory, and search creates nodes on demand
when they are required.
We can explore the search tree to find the information we require. The number of maximal
cliques is the number of (unique) leaf nodes in Figure 2.2(a), 6 in this case. We must use the
tree that does not remove symmetries here since a leaf node in Figure 2.2(b) is not guaranteed
to be maximal (e.g. adding a to the leaf node {b, c} still forms a clique). In practice the BronKerbosch algorithm [9] is used to find maximal cliques and ensures we build a backtracking
search tree without symmetries, with maximal cliques at the leaf nodes. The maximum
clique is the longest branch(es) of Figure 2.2(b). In this case {a, b, c} and {a, c, e} are both
maximum cliques. k-cliques are nodes at a given depth of Figure 2.2(b), e.g. 2-cliques are at
depth 2. There are 9 2-cliques, but no 4-cliques.
It is not always necessary to traverse the entire search tree. For example, to prove a k-clique
exists it is sufficient to find a single example, i.e. we only need to generate {a} and {a, b}
to show a 2-clique exists. To show a k-clique does not exist then we must search the entire
space to prove that no example exists. To enumerate all maximal cliques we must explore the
entire search tree. For finding a maximum clique we must first find the optimally sized clique
and then search the rest of the space to prove that there is no larger clique.
In practice, for k-clique and maximum clique, we do not need to explore all branches so long
as we can prove a k-clique or improved optimal clique cannot exist in the branch. This is the
basis of branch and bound search. During the search the best solution found so far, known as
the incumbent, is tracked. A bounding function is then applied to each node that estimates the
maximum possible improvement if we continue searching from this node. If the bound is less
that our k value, or current optimal solution, then we can safely ignore it without affecting the
proof of existence or optimality. For clique search, a possible bounding algorithm is greedy
colouring [10], where the number of colours used bounds the maximum size of a clique.

2.1.1

General Combinatorial Search

While we have used clique search as an example, the concepts apply in the more general
context of combinatorial search. Combinatorial search looks for specific configurations of
objects, e.g. cliques, within the set of all object combinations (the search space), e.g. the
powerset of vertices. Search spaces are often huge and search problems are hard in both
theory, usually N P-hard [2, 11], and in practice, with instances often taking hours, or more,
to solve.
Combinatorial problems are typically solved using either:
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Listing 2.1: General Backtracking Search.
1
2

function search(SearchSpace space, Node root):
expand(space, root)

3
4

function expand(SearchSpace space, Node n):

5
6
7
8
9

//
//
//
//

Searches perform processing of ’n’ here. The type of processing depends on
what is being searched for, for example, checking if ’n’ is a valid solution.
Node processing can stop the next branching step being executed to allow support
for pruning and early termination.

10
11
12
13
14

children ← branch(space,n)
for c in children:
expand(space, c)
return // Backtrack when no children remain

Approximate Methods that trade improved performance at the cost of non-exact answers,
i.e. they do not guarantee that the entire search space is explored. Example approximate
methods are simulated annealing and ant colony optimisation [3]. In the context of
clique search, they are not appropriate for maximal clique enumeration as maximal
cliques may be missed, for k-clique they can only solve satisfiable instances but cannot
prove that an instance is unsatisfiable, and for maximum clique they cannot guarantee
optimality.
Exact Methods that ensure the entire search space is systematically explored, usually by
some form of backtracking search, allowing proofs of optimality etc. to be obtained.
Exact searches may be converted to an approximation algorithm by stopping search
once a suitable timeout has elapsed.
This thesis attempts to achieve the benefits of exact search, while still allowing larger instances
to be solved by using parallelism to reduce search runtime rather than approximate methods.

2.1.2

Backtracking Search

Exact search algorithms work by systematically generating (valid) object configurations and
testing them for specific properties. Most searches2 are based around a backtracking search
algorithm such as that of Listing 2.1. At each step a branch function (line 5) determines all
valid children of a node n, e.g. a clique (represented by n) extended with additional vertices.
These children are explored in turn until no children remain. Once all children are explored
we backtrack and try the next child at the previous level of search. This ensures no part of the
search space is unexplored.
2

Some search algorithms, such as the conflict driven clause learning (CDCL) for SAT problems [12], use
search restarts and non-chronological backtracking when performing search. We do not consider these types of
algorithms in this thesis.
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2.1.3

Types of Search

The backtracking search algorithm (Listing 2.1) includes node processing that is dependent
on the type of search. There are three main types of search:
Enumeration: Enumeration searches determine properties of the search space, for example
counting maximal cliques in a graph (Section 2.1). At each expand step, node processing first determines if we are interested in the node, e.g. “is it maximal?”, and
reacts accordingly, e.g. incrementing a counter or storing a representation of the node.
Enumeration problems must explore the full search space to ensure correctness, giving
them a fixed workload. Examples of enumeration searches include the well-known
n-queens problem, where we wish to enumerate ways of placing n queens on a n × n
chess board such that they do not attack each other [13]; enumerating all maximal
cliques of a graph [8]; and counting numerical semigroups of genus g (Section 5.2.1.2).
Decision: Decision searches look for a specific node that matches a property, for example
searching for a k-clique in a graph (Section 2.1). If a node with the property exists we
call the instance satisfiable otherwise it is unsatisfiable.
Decision searches only need to explore enough of the search space to determine if a
solution exists, allowing early termination for satisfiable instances. If no solution exists
then the entire space must be explored to prove no solution exists. Examples of decision
searches are the k-clique problem (Section 5.2.2.1); subgraph isomorphism finding
(Section 5.2.2.3); and the boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) [14] that determines a
valid variable assignment in a boolean formula that allows it to be true (if one exists).
Optimisation: Optimisation searches look for node(s) that maximise or minimise a given
objective, for example, finding the largest clique in a graph (Section 2.1). The entire
search space must be explored (or eliminated by a bound) to first find the optimal
solution and then to prove that no better solution exists. Examples of optimisation
searches are finding the maximum clique in a graph (Section 5.2.3.1); optimally packing
items into a Knapsack (Section 5.2.3.3); and finding the lowest cost tour in the travelling
salesperson problem (Section 5.2.3.2).

2.1.4

Search Ordering and Heuristics

Finding a solution early allows early termination in decision searches and improved pruning
for branch and bound optimisation searches. To exploit this fact the order in which the search
tree is explored is extremely important. For enumeration problems the entire search space is
explored so ordering has little overall effect, other than changing performance characteristics
such as overall memory usage.
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Listing 2.2: Backtracking Search using a selection function.
1
2
3

function search(SearchSpace space, Node root):
frontier ← {root}
expand(space, frontier)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

function expand(SearchSpace space, NodeSet frontier):
forever:
n ← select(frontier)
if n == Nothing:
return // Search complete
else:

11
12
13
14
15

//
//
//
//

Searches perform processing of ’n’ here. The type of processing depends on
what is being searched for, for example, checking if ’n’ is a valid solution.
Node processing can stop the next branching step being executed to allow support
for pruning and early termination.

16
17
18

children ← branch(space,n)
frontier.insert(children)

The backtracking search algorithm given in Listing 2.1 implicitly explores the search tree in a
depth-first manner, where the deepest unexplored node is expanded; usually tie-breaking by
taking the leftmost node first if there are two unexplored nodes at the same depth. In practice
different node selection policies are available, and are described using a selection or heuristic
function [15]. These functions operate on a set of unexpanded nodes (the search frontier), as
shown in Listing 2.2.
Three common search orderings are:
Depth-First Search (DFS): chooses the first open child at the highest depth (deepest in the
tree). The main benefit of DFS is modest memory requirements, as we only need to
store the path from the root to the current node (and siblings on the path) and once
nodes are processed they can be safely removed from memory. In practice sibling nodes
may be generated on-demand, e.g. created in the for loop of Listing 2.1, reducing the
memory requirement further.
However, DFS has a narrow view of search, i.e. most nodes share common ancestors,
and can spend a long time exploring a single branch. The use of heuristics to improve
branch selection for DFS is discussed in Section 2.1.4.1.
Breadth First Search (BFS): chooses the first open child at the lowest depth in the tree.
While this gives it a wide view of search, it suffers from large memory requirements to
store all nodes (required to expand all children node beneath them). This large memory
requirement often excludes BFS from search problems due to the huge number of nodes
in a search tree. Practically it is often useful to use BFS to generate initial tasks for a
parallel search (Section 2.4.1).
Best First Search (BeFS): given a suitable bounding function, chooses an open child with
the best bound, i.e. the one most likely to lead to an improved solution. The performance
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of BeFS depends on how good the bounding function is. If many nodes are assigned
the same bound then it can lead to an increase in memory requirements similar to BFS.
On the other hand, given a strong bounding function, search can quickly converge on a
solution.

The skeletons presented this thesis primarily use DFS, as it (a) runs in bounded memory, a
limiting factor in parallel search and (b) does not require a global ordering on nodes as in
BeFS.

2.1.4.1

Search Heuristics and Discrepancies

DFS can spend a long time exploring a single sub-tree. If search chooses a poor sub-tree to
explore, i.e. one with limited solutions, then it can be a while before this decision can be
remedied by choosing a better sub-tree.
Search heuristics attempt to avoid this issue by placing an ordering on how the nodes are
explored. In general, for DFS, these manifest as a left-to-right ordering on the children of a
node, where nodes to the left are heuristically good choices. For example, when solving a
Travelling Salesperson Problem children may be ordered in increasing distance cost from the
last city added to the tour.
Domains such as constraint programming [16], that try to find a set of assignments of the form
x = a, often include two types of heuristic: variable ordering and value ordering. Variable
orders determine the next variable, e.g. x, to be assigned, while value orderings determine
the value, e.g. a. As such, variable orders control the tree shape vertically and value orders
horizontally (where branching represents assignment of a value to a variable). Heuristics
determine good choices, not necessarily those that lead to solutions. For example, a common
variable ordering heuristic is fail-first [17] that can reduce the average depth of tree branches
by backtracking sooner (i.e. on failing to find a valid assignment).
In this thesis, unless otherwise stated, we always use heuristic ordering to mean the leftto-right ordering on child nodes. This does not preclude variable ordering heuristics, only
that these are implicit in the branching step. Given the importance of search heuristics, any
approach to general-purpose parallel search must be able to encode domain-specific heuristics.
Unfortunately heuristics are often weak near the top of the search, where there is little
information available to fully inform them [18]. This can lead to situations where DFS gets
stuck exploring a poor sub-tree due to a bad heuristic choice near the start of search.
Discrepancy search [18, 19] is one method for avoiding this situation. A discrepancy occurs
when search goes against the heuristic ordering, i.e. it takes a right child instead of a left child.
Discrepancy searches purposefully use discrepancies to counteract poor early decisions, by
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Figure 2.3: Example distributed parallel architecture.
iteratively probing the tree based on the number of discrepancies. That is, it explores branches
with no discrepancies, then those with one discrepancy, then two, and so on.
We use discrepancy search orders in Section 7.4.1 as a method of avoiding bad heuristic
choices in a fixed-order parallel search.

2.2

Parallelism

This section introduces key parallel computing concepts used in the thesis. Section 2.2.1 gives
a high-level overview of parallel architectures, in particular those that achieve scalability by
distributing computation over multiple cooperating machines. Section 2.2.2 discusses two
main models for (user-level) parallelism: data-parallelism and task-parallelism. Section 2.2.3
looks at techniques for mapping computations to workers, in particular the core work-stealing
scheduling algorithm used in the tree search skeletons of Chapter 4. Finally an overview of
the typical parallel performance metrics is provided (Section 2.2.5).

2.2.1

Parallel Architectures

For many years programmers could rely on exponentially increasing processor clock speeds
for improved single-processor performance without requiring structural changes to their applications: the so-called “free lunch” [20]. Due to hardware challenges such as heat dissipation
and power consumption, processor clock speeds stopped significantly increasing around
2003. To further improve performance, modern processors consist of multiple cooperating
processors/processor cores (multi-core computing). While additional cores enable concurrent
execution of operating system processes, to take full advantage of extra cores for specific
applications, large and often difficult to correctly implement, application changes are required.
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Figure 2.3 shows an example of a modern distributed parallel architecture that consists of
multiple physical machines, called localities3 , connected via a network. While only two
localities are shown, in practice many more localities are available.
Localities feature multiple processor cores (and sometimes multiple processors) that share a
single address space, the shared-memory model. This shared address space allows for quick
(compared to distributed) communication between cores. We assume that localities are formed
of a set of parallel cores without considering specific architectural features, i.e. the layout of
processors and caches. The term worker is used in a general sense to refer to a processing
element, e.g. a core, a thread, or even a process in distributed single core architectures.
The number of cores within a single locality is limited by power requirements and heat dissipation. Larger parallel architectures are created using multiple cooperating localities, often
communicating using message passing technologies such as MPI [21]. Distributed parallel
systems of this kind are common in cluster, cloud, and high performance computing (HPC)
setups. Usually localities are fully interconnected, allowing any locality to communicate
with any other locality, although communication time is not guaranteed to be uniform, i.e.
the underlying network topology may not be fully interconnected and messages may require
multiple hops.
In a distributed architecture each locality has its own memory space (distributed-memory), requiring explicit communication to read/write data between localities. To improve programmability, the partitioned address space model (PGAS) provides a shared-memory abstraction for
distributed-memory environments, allowing one locality to directly access the memory of the
another locality, with the PGAS implicitly managing communication and address resolution.
The YewPar implementation, described in Section 5.1.2, makes heavy use of the PGAS model
to provide global knowledge transfer and load-balancing.
This thesis only considers homogeneous architectures where the performance of each locality
is uniform.

2.2.2

Parallelism Models

Parallelism can be introduced to a system in many ways, from instruction level parallelism
[22], such as superscalar processing, to hand-crafted multi-threaded applications.
User defined parallelism is often classified as either data-parallel or task-parallel, which
represent approaches to structuring parallelism rather than specific implementation techniques.
These categories are not mutually exclusive and a task-parallel application may use elements
of data-parallelism, e.g. vector instructions.
3

Localities are also commonly known as nodes. To avoid confusion with search tree nodes, we adopt the
term localities here.
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Data-Parallelism

Data-parallel applications divide data structures into parts and process each of these in parallel.
For example, say we want to add two large arrays. In a sequential environment we would
loop over both arrays, one element at a time, and perform the addition. A data-parallel
approach would instead break the array into n chunks and distribute these across workers,
each performing the addition for the assigned chunk.
Data-parallelism is exploited by many modern processors through vector instructions that
allow, for example, 4 floating point numbers to be added using a single instruction [23]. This
fact is often utilised by compiler designers to implicitly parallelise user code.
Data-parallelism has also gained popularity for processing large amounts of data in cloud
computing environments. Data Driven Execution Engines, such as MapReduce [24] or Apache
Spark [25], split large datasets, e.g. database tables, over multiple localities for processing,
while transparently performing communication, load-balancing, and fault tolerance.
2.2.2.2

Task-Parallelism

Task-parallel applications are structured as multiple cooperating tasks, where a task is a
sequence of instructions, e.g. a function. Tasks may have ordering dependencies, e.g. task A
runs after task B, and, in many systems, tasks are allowed to generate new tasks.
Task-parallel frameworks/runtimes, for example Cilk++ [26], Thread Building Blocks (TBB)
[27] or HPX [28], often implicitly handle task scheduling, allowing the programmer to focus
on structuring the application correctly. Because of runs after relationships, applications
should create more tasks than workers. Having more tasks than workers allows workers to
make progress on other tasks instead of idling while awaiting data. The mapping of tasks to
workers is discussed further in Section 2.2.3.
Task-parallel frameworks are formed, at a minimum, of a spawn operator that creates new
tasks (often from a function), and a method to express task dependencies. Task dependencies
are often expressed using parallel futures [29]. Futures represent the results of parallel
computations, and may be either valid, if the parallel task has already executed, or awaiting a
result. Tasks may wait for futures to become valid to express runs after relationships.
Spawning and task dependencies are shown for an example task-parallel Fibonacci program
in Listing 2.34 . In this example a spawn primative converts a function (and any arguments)
into a task and returns a future representing the result of the task. Importantly the execution
of the function is delayed until the task is scheduled5 . The await function blocks until all
4

Expressed as pseudocode rather than using a specific parallel framework.
This is in contrast to strict function calls where f(g(x)) initially evaluates g(x) and then invokes f with the
result.
5
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Listing 2.3: Fibonacci as a task-parallel program.

1
2
3
4

function fib(n):
// Trivial Case
if n <= 1:
return 1

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

// Two tasks for the left and right Fibonacci tree branches
future n_minus_one ← spawn(fib(n-1))
future n_minus_two ← spawn(fib(n-2))
// Block until results from both tasks are valid
await(n_minus_one, n_minus_two)

12
13
14

// Combine the results
return n_minus_one.value + n_minus_two.value

futures passed to it contain a value, and is common in many task parallel frameworks.
As search trees are not fully materialised in memory, task-parallelism is the dominant parallelism model for tree search.

2.2.3

Load-Balancing

A challenging aspect of task-parallelism is ensuring workers are not under-utilised. A loadbalancing scheme [30] provides an (often dynamic) assignment of tasks to workers. A system
is described as starved if there are not enough tasks to keep workers busy, as often occurs at
the beginning and end of application runs.
If tasks are known a priori then load-balancing can be performed statically [31]. Assuming
no dependencies, tasks can be assigned to processing elements such that the average load of
each is similar, avoiding the case where a single task dominates the total running time.
Unfortunately static schemes cannot handle dynamic and irregular computations. Dynamic in
the sense that tasks may generate new tasks at runtime, and irregular due to unpredictable
task runtimes. Tree search falls into this category of irregular application, where the running
time of tasks is both unknown and varies significantly, e.g. minutes versus milliseconds.
To handle irregular applications, dynamic load-balancing, which can respond at runtime to
load imbalance, is required. Dynamic load-balancing schemes fall into one of two categories,
based on where the re-balancing decisions are made:
Centralised A master process collates information from all processing elements and uses this
to make informed load-balancing decisions, e.g. [32]. The global view of system state
allows precise load rebalancing to be performed at the cost of increased communication
to a single locality, which may become a bottleneck for large systems. Some centralised
schemes operate in a hierarchical manner, where load balance within smaller clusters is
maintained using a single master per cluster, and these masters then communicate to
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make global load-balancing decisions. These hierarchical setups are typically known as
master–hub–worker schemes.
Decentralised In a decentralised approach the workers themselves are responsible for maintaining load balance. Work-stealing scheduling [33] is a famous decentralised approach
that shines for irregular computations and is the form of load-balancing used in this
work.

2.2.3.1

Work-Stealing

In a work-stealing scheme, tasks are divided up into multiple workpools that store ready-to-run
tasks (those that are not waiting for other tasks to complete). The number of workpools may
vary, for example there may be one workpool per worker, or one workpool per-locality in the
case of distributed setups6 . Each worker is assigned a local workpool, where newly-generated
tasks from this worker are placed.
Workers indefinitely fetch and execute tasks from their local workpool so long as tasks are
available. When the workpool is empty7 the work-stealing algorithm is initiated to avoid the
worker becoming idle (if possible).
The idle worker becomes a thief and selects another worker, the victim, to steal tasks from.
The thief accesses the victims workpool (either directly or via a request to the victim) and, if
it is non-empty, steals work from the victims workpool and adds it to its own. If no work is
available at the victim8 then the thief will choose a new victim and repeat the process.
In practice, work-stealing algorithms often differ on:
1. Victim selection, with random victim selection being popular due to strong theoretical
performance guarantees [34].
2. How much to steal from a victims workpool: often this is a single task or a steal-half
approach [35].
3. Whether steal requests are forwarded to other workers in the case of a failed steal.
As work-stealing makes no distinction about where the victim resides it is applicable both in
shared-memory and distributed-memory environments.
6

The skeleton implementations Section 5.1.3 use a workpool per-locality, shared between all workers.
A scheme known as watermarking allows work-stealing to begin when the number of tasks in the workpool
goes below some threshold, allowing communication to overlap with computation avoiding worker stalls.
8
Sometimes the victim will forward the steal request to another worker instead of signalling the original
thief.
7
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The workpools are often based on double-ended queues (deque) that allow different behaviour
for local and remote steal requests, e.g. local workers take from the front (newest tasks)
and remote workers from the rear (oldest, and hopefully largest, tasks). We discuss the
implications of deque based work-stealing for search applications in Section 4.4.

2.2.4

High-Level Approaches to Parallelism

Although task-parallel frameworks improve programmability by introducing features such as
automatic scheduling, creating task-parallel applications still requires parallelism knowledge
to correctly structure the application. For example, tasks must be created at a suitable
granularity, task dependencies must be managed to ensure deadlock is not introduced, and
updates to shared data-structures require careful management.
To make parallelism available to non-experts, higher level approaches are required.
Higher level approaches to parallelism target specific types of (recurring) parallel application.
For example in OpenMP [36] a user can parallelise a for loop by using the #omp parallel
for pragma9 and have OpenMP automatically decompose the loop into chunks, schedule
them for execution, and ensure threads re-join after the loop.
2.2.4.1

Algorithmic Skeletons

Algorithmic skeletons [37], introduced by Cole [38], provide a method to structure parallel
programs as a set of higher order functions that abstract over common patterns of parallel
coordination. The skeletons themselves are parameterised with user-specific computations
allowing a single skeleton to be applied in multiple domains. For example, a parallel map
skeleton applies the user-specified function to each element of a collection in parallel. The
users task is greatly simplified as they need not be aware how the map is implemented, only
of the semantic outcome of the operation. Because the semantics are well defined, larger
applications can be constructed using multiple skeletons. Importantly, the user does not need
to use any low-level parallel features, e.g. locks, directly, allowing issues such as deadlocks to
be avoided.
By abstracting away details of the underlying coordination layer, algorithmic skeletons
gain portability in their parallel implementations. For example a parallel map might use a
GPU implementation [39], a shared-memory implementation utilising a framework such as
OpenMP [36], or split the collection over a set of distributed machines.
Common examples of algorithmic skeletons include parallel reduction, which combines
elements of a collection, e.g. summing an array; pipelines, which transform input data through
9

Assuming loop iterations are independent, i.e. iteration i does not depend on iteration i − 1 and there is no
shared data. Some loops with shared data can be specified using additional pragmas.
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a set of functions simultaneously executing each function on the output of the previous step;
and divide-and-conquer, which splits the input into smaller tasks, executes a function on
trivial elements, and recombines the elements to compute a final result.
A detailed list of skeletons is given by González-Vélez and Leyton [40]. González-Vélez
and Leyton split skeletons into three categories: data-parallel, task-parallel, and resolution.
Resolution skeletons abstract over families of problems, and as such, search skeletons fit into
this category. That is, they are reusable for a range of parallel searches, but are not necessarily
as general-purpose as, for example, a map.
Sometimes parallel implementation details necessarily leak into the skeletons: for example,
a distributed-memory map over a non-primitive data type requires a method to serialise the
type. Some skeletons give additional control of parallelism to the user by, for example, letting
them fine tune parameters such as chunk sizes, which necessarily leaks the fact that chunking
is being used.

2.2.5

Parallel Performance Metrics

The overall goal of parallelism is to perform computations faster than is possible using a single
worker. The following metrics are used to discuss the performance of parallel applications.
Sequential Runtime Tseq : Total runtime for a fully sequential run on a single worker.
Parallel Runtime Tpar(n) : Total runtime for a parallel run using n workers. Generally,
Tpar(1) > Tseq as this includes parallelism overheads such as acquiring locks.
Tseq
Absolute Speedup Tpar(n)
: Measures how much faster a parallel run with n workers is compared to a fully sequential run. If the workload of an application is fixed, i.e. does not
depend on n, then the ideal speedup for n workers is n. In practice, due to sequential
parts of applications as well as the effects of shared hardware, e.g. caches, memory
busses etc., it is less than n.
T

Relative Speedup Tpar(m)
: Measures how much faster a parallel run with n workers is compar(n)
pared to a parallel run with m workers. This is useful when it is impractical to gather
Tseq for an application, e.g. it may take days to run without parallelism.
Speedup
Parallel Efficiency Workers
: Usually given as a percentage, measures how well the parallel resources are utilised. A 100% efficient program gives fully linear scaling. For
applications with non-fixed workloads, efficiency may be >100%.

Reasoning about speedups in parallel search can by difficult as they often feature non-fixed
workloads. Non-fixed workloads occur when the total amount of processing for n workers
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is significantly different from n + 1 workers. This can be caused by, for example, pruning
of the search tree causing the total number of nodes searched to differ in the n worker and
n + 1 worker searches. In this case, speedups of > n for n workers can be observed as the
total work performed is reduced as opposed to workers being used to process a fixed amount
of work faster. Such a speedup is called a superlinear speedup. Caveats when reasoning about
parallel search performance are discussed further in Section 6.2.

2.3

Parallel Combinatorial Search

This section introduces parallelism methods and key challenges for parallel search. Section 2.4
details specific existing approaches found in the literature.
The aim of parallel search is to both solve existing instances faster and allow larger instances
to be practically solved. To make search practical we wish to reduce search times by an order
of magnitude, that is take instances that run for hours and solve them in minutes, or from days
to hours. Being able to solving instances faster has significant impact for many applications:
for example, given a vehicle routing problem we cannot spend two days to find an optimal
schedule if the vehicles must be dispatched on the same day.
While parallelism can solve instances that would be impractical otherwise, there are always
harder instances to be solved, e.g. larger mathematical structures to search. Given the N Phard nature of search, processor counts are unlikely to keep up with the computational
demands. However, processor counts are continuing to rise, with many high performance
computing (HPC) systems featuring more than 300,000 cores [41]. Taking advantage of these
existing cores is essential for solving instances that are currently out of reach today.

2.3.1

Methods of Parallelising Combinatorial Search

Adopting the taxonomy of Gendron and Crainic [42], tree search applications may be parallelised in three main ways:
Parallel Node Processing (Type 1 [42]): Parallel node processing introduces parallelism
to branching/bounding steps of search tree generation. For example, the bounding
operations for the Flowshop Problem can be performed on GPUs [43, 44, 45], or we
can make use of vector instructions (e.g. Section 5.2.2.1) on CPUs. Parallel node
processing does not change how the tree is explored; instead it tries to reduce the time
spent processing each node.
Space-Splitting (Type 2 [42]): Space-splitting techniques divide the search tree into multiple (non-overlapping) sub-trees that are searched using multiple workers. Each sub-tree
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can be searched fully independently; however, knowledge, such as improved bounds,
is often shared between workers to improve performance by pruning. Sharing of
knowledge between workers can cause interesting performance effects as discussed in
Section 2.3.2.1.
Portfolio (Type 3 [42]): Portfolio techniques run multiple complete searches for a specific
application. Each search differs in some manner, often by adopting different heuristics
or bounding methods. This approach reduces the cost of search choosing a poor
heuristics/bounding method. As with space-splitting searches may run completely
independently, or share new knowledge as it is gained.
Hybrid approaches are also possible: for example, we can use a space-splitting search that
performs bounding operations on a GPU, or run multiple space-splitting searches at once as a
portfolio. It is not clear how hybrid methods interact on resource constrained systems, e.g.
parallel node processing and space-splitting may share the same workers. Apart from using
accelerators to perform node processing, we are unaware of work in this direction.
We are mostly concerned with parallelism via space-splitting as it leads to reusable approaches
across a range of applications. Both parallel node processing and portfolio approaches
require domain-specific knowledge, e.g. to vary bounding functions, limiting the generality
of the approach10 . However, we are cautious not to exclude a user from using parallel node
processing within in a general-purpose framework, and many of the case studies in Section 5.2
make use of data-parallelism (vectorisation) as a form of parallel node processing.

2.3.2

Challenges of Space-Splitting Search

Space-splitting approaches map well into the task-parallel model (Section 2.2.2), with tasks
representing sub-tree search. The search space is divided such that sub-trees are nonoverlapping, allowing search to be performed with no interaction between tasks in the case of
enumeration searches, and with limited interaction in the form of knowledge exchange (e.g.
new bounds) for branch and bound decision and optimisation searches. Task input is limited,
requiring only the sub-tree root.
The (near) independence of tasks gives this approach a deceptively simple feel. However,
there are many challenges to overcome. Search trees are highly irregular11 and the time
required to search a particular sub-tree is both unpredictable and highly variable.
10

A skeleton for portfolio based searches is possible and, if knowledge exchange is excluded, resembles a
task farm with early termination.
11
See, for example, Figure 4 of [46]
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The irregularly of the tasks can cause a single task to dominate the running time. Careful
choice of an initial work distribution, or methods to dynamically generate more work at
runtime, are essential to keep workers busy and avoid starvation.
Knowledge transfer further complicates matters for the following reasons:
1. New knowledge dynamically changes the shape of the search tree at runtime. This
further complicates the irregular nature of the tasks, and tasks that were predicted to
be long running (often those near the root of the tree) can quickly become trivial. On
large systems a knowledge update can invalidate many tasks at once, requiring a quick
response to redistribute work.
2. Because task runtimes, and hence number of explored nodes per task, change dynamically (due to bounding), it becomes difficult to reason about parallel performance due to
the presence of performance anomalies. Performance anomalies can manifest in many
ways, for example, as superlinear-speedups, and are discussed further in Section 2.3.2.1.
3. Gaining new knowledge quickly is highly beneficial to overall search time as it allows
the total search space to be reduced. As heuristics guide search to promising areas, they
essentially form an ordering on tasks. That is, an effective parallel search framework
must maintain heuristic orderings as much as possible.
4. Knowledge is shared globally which can prove costly on large systems. Fortunately
knowledge exchange is an optimisation, e.g. improved bounds, making an eventual
consistency model appropriate, as opposed to requiring tasks to wait for new knowledge.
In Section 6.4 we show that there are often few global knowledge updates.

2.3.2.1

Performance Anomalies

Search algorithms rely on search heuristics to attempt to find useful nodes as early as possible,
where a useful node could be the target node in a decision problem, or a node with a strong
bound for a branch and bound optimisation problem. To take advantage of these heuristics,
search proceeds in a left-to-right order (at all depths of the tree).
For sequential search this left-to-right ordering means that any node has full information
about the search tree, e.g. incumbents, from all nodes to-the-left of it. Because of this, every
time a sequential search is run the search tree always looks the same, i.e. the same pruning
opportunities present themselves every time.
Parallel searches relax this condition and instead speculatively search sub-trees without full
information to-the-left. Speculatively exploring sub-trees is beneficial as it allows information
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to also flow right-to-left, opening up additional pruning opportunities. However, it comes at
the cost of potentially performing more search overall than an equivalent sequential search.
This speculation can lead to the following performance anomalies [47, 48, 49, 50]:
Detrimental Anomalies: When parallel speedup is less than one, that is, a parallel search
can be slower than a sequential search. These occur when, due to not having perfect
information to-the-left, a significant number of sub-trees that would have been pruned in
a fully sequential search are explored. If the total amount of extra work done becomes
greater than the parallelism can counteract, e.g. more than double the work for two
workers, then a detrimental anomaly occurs. Detrimental anomalies can also occur
during scaling, where the speedup for w workers is less than for w − 1 workers.
Acceleration Anomalies: When parallel speedup is greater than w, for w workers (i.e. superlinear speedups). Acceleration anomalies can occur when knowledge flows right-to-left,
opening up more pruning opportunities that are unavailable to a sequential search. In
practice this manifests itself as the search doing less overall work, allowing speedups
greater than w.
In general we wish to avoid detrimental anomalies while allowing acceleration anomalies to
occur (and try to encourage them to occur by maintaining heuristic orderings). In Chapter 7
we show a specialised search skeleton that carefully controls anomalies to give replicable
performance guarantees.
The presence of anomalies makes it particularly difficult to reason about the scaling of search
applications due to non-fixed workloads. We discuss these challenges further in Section 6.2.

2.4

Existing Parallel Space-Splitting Searches

Space-splitting search approaches can be classified based on how work is organised in the system. For example, Gendron and Crainic [42] split approaches into synchronous/asynchronous
single/multi-pool based on the layout of workpools and then describe how work is generated/balanced in this setup. Trienekens and de Bruin [51] present a taxonomy focused around
knowledge, which includes both tasks and bounds, and how it moves between knowledge
bases (that reflect the architectural setup). The approach used here focuses on how/when tasks
are generated and load balanced, and treats the architecture (i.e pool/knowledge base layout)
as the secondary consideration. All three categorisations are similar in that each describe the
same issues, e.g. workpool layout, load-balancing, synchronicity; but each has a different
areas of focus.
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We split the approaches into two classes based on when and how they generate work. Static
approaches partially explore the search tree, usually breadth first, to generate a set of tasks
that are then explored in a search phase. Dynamic approaches split the tree at runtime as new
tasks are required.
To make it easier to contrast approaches we adopt consistent terminology throughout this
section, based on that of Section 2.2, e.g. localities, workers, and steals, even if the original
source uses a different term. We compare and contrast approaches by considering existing
frameworks as examples. Given the large number of previous approaches, from many different
domains, this is not a comprehensive review. Recent reviews of parallel search exist, e.g. [52],
although these are often for a particular search domain.

2.4.1

Static Approaches

Static approaches usually operate in two phases: work generation and search. In the work
generation phase the search tree is partially generated to create a set of tasks, i.e. sub-trees
to be searched. In the search phase this set of tasks is mapped to workers who search their
assigned sub-trees, independently or with knowledge exchange. Importantly, ignoring pruning,
the task set is static on repeated runs.
Static approaches tend to be simple and can often be implemented without modifications
to existing (sequential) solvers [53]. Supporting knowledge exchange between solvers may
require some modification if we want knowledge exchange within a sub-tree search. An
alternative is to only exchange knowledge after a search task completes, i.e. tasks start with
updated knowledge but never update during the task execution.
Because there is no mechanism to dynamically generate more tasks, a major challenge is
controlling task irregularity. That is, ideally the tasks created during work generation are of
roughly the same size to avoid a single large task dominating the runtime.
Static approaches often differ in how they overcome this challenge by varying:
1. How they determine which sub-trees become tasks.
2. When they distribute the tasks to workers, e.g. upfront or on-demand.
A popular, and representative, example of a static approach is Embarrassingly Parallel Search
(EPS) [54, 55]. It avoids imbalance by generating many more tasks than workers and allowing
workers to take work as required rather than assigning tasks to workers upfront. In practice
the search space is divided into N × w tasks, where w is the number of workers, and these
are stored in a workpool on a master locality. Workers continuously take a task from the
workpool and process it until no tasks remain or the problem has been proved satisfiable.
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On-demand work distribution avoids situations where tasks cannot run because they are stuck
behind a long running task as can occur if tasks are distributed to workers upfront.
Empirical analysis [54] shows N = 30 tasks per worker performs well for a range of constraint
programming instances. More generally, low values of N risks load imbalance while high
values of N increases the decomposition time, memory requirements for the workpool, and
communication to/from the workpool. The work generation phase may be performed in
parallel and is suggested when supporting large numbers of workers, e.g. in medium sized
data centres [56].
As the work generation phase partially generates the search tree we can apply data-parallel
approaches (Section 2.2.2) over the set of initial tasks. We can utilise this fact to use existing
distributed data-parallel frameworks, e.g. MapReduce [24], which automate data management,
task distribution, fault tolerance and networking. This is a route to performing parallel
search in cloud environments which are often designed with these distributed data-parallel
frameworks in mind.
For example, Xiang et. al. [57] use MapReduce [24] to solve the maximum clique problem.
To achieve load balance, instead of generating a fixed number of tasks, e.g. based on number of
workers, tasks are generated until their predicted runtime is deemed to be small. The runtime
prediction is domain-specific, based on the number of vertices and density of sub-graphs,
limiting the generality of the approach. The runtime prediction works well for a selection
of random graphs (see Figure 2 of [57]), but it is unclear how well this works for practical
instances. Unfortunately asynchronous knowledge transfer is not directly supported in the
MapReduce model and requires custom work-arounds (i.e. using sockets) that breaks built-in
fault tolerance features.
The maximum clique problem has also been solved in cloud environments by Elmarsy et.
al. [58] using Apache Spark [25]. As with Xiang et al. the tasks are determined by runtime
prediction. A benefit over MapReduce is that, instead of generating all partitions upfront,
they allow partitioning and solving over multiple phases. Each phase consists of partitioning
the graph until the (predicted small) tasks fit into memory (to avoid costly disk operations)
and then storing any subgraphs requiring additional partitioning for later processing. The
tasks generated in the partitioning phase are then searched and, once all tasks are complete,
another partitioning phase takes place and the process repeats. This is different from the single
generate-and-search model that many static approaches use, however because the runtime
prediction is fixed this approach generates the same tasks on repeated runs. That is, the
approach is static with on-demand task generation.
Similar task runtime predictions have been used to improve load-balancing. Imbrahim et al.
[59] use statistical random sampling, while Otten and Dechter [46] solve AND/OR branch
and bound problems using a machine learning approach that estimates the complexity of a
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sub-problems based on previous instances. It remains unclear how well they work for a range
of (domain-independent) applications.
Cloud environments have also been used to support Integer Programs using Everest [60],
which generates the an initial workload via a user defined decomposition script (allowing it to
adopt domain knowledge), and cOSPREY for computational protein design using MapReduce
[61]. cOSPREY uses a pipeline of MapReduce jobs where each job generates a new set of
inputs for the next by decomposing the problem further.
Cube-and-Conquer [62] is a static approach to solving boolean satisfiability problems (SAT).
Here, cubes (partial variable assignments) are created upfront using look-ahead SAT solvers
[63] before being solved in parallel using incremental SAT solvers (CDCL). The amount of
work generated is based on predicting task runtime as the product of the number of decisions
and number of assigned variables in the cube; a domain-specific heuristic.
Fischetti and Monaci [64] present SelfSplit, an approach that does not require a centralised
workpool and hence minimises communication between workers. In SelfSplit every worker
decomposes the search tree into a fixed task set and a deterministic algorithm maps these
tasks to a specific worker. Workers ignore the other tasks that are not assigned. Assigning
tasks to workers uses a domain-specific (constraint programming) task complexity estimate
and round-robin scheduling to attempt an even distribution of tasks to workers. Without a
centralised workpool there is no method to rebalance if the task distribution proves to be poor.

2.4.1.1

Static Approach Summary

Static approaches are an efficient form of parallelism. They work well in distributed environments as the amount of communication is small, e.g. a single node on-demand. This allows
them to often scale to large numbers of workers, e.g. 800 cores for (two level) Cube-andConquer [65], 512 workers for EPS [56] and 100 workers for MapReduce Maximum Clique
[57].
Many approaches rely on domain-specific heuristics to determine when to stop generating
tasks that cannot be implemented in a general-purpose parallelism framework without a
method for a user to provide this information. In Section 4.3.4 we introduce a generalpurpose static approach that spawns tasks until a fixed cut-off depth in the search tree. We
avoid scalability issues by opting for distributed workpools rather than a centralised master
workpool. Although simple, these approaches can lead to good performance as illustrated in
Section 6.5.
As the task set for a given instance is fixed many static approaches allow for deterministic
results, i.e. they always find the same result even if there are multiple solutions. If they are
order preserving and perform bounds sharing they can be used to avoid performance anomalies
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(Section 2.3.2.1). We explore this idea further in Chapter 7 and show how a skeleton based on
a static approach allows replicable performance guarantees.

2.4.2

Dynamic Approaches

Dynamic approaches divide the search space during search rather than in a predefined work
generation phase. These approaches can be classified by their load-balancing strategy:
periodic, centralised, or decentralised.
2.4.2.1

Periodic Load-Balancing

Periodic load-balancing approaches interspace search phases that process existing tasks, with
load-balancing phases that generate new tasks if necessary. Periodic approaches differ in:
1. The frequency of load-balancing phases.
2. Determining which workers receive work.
3. Determining how much work should be given to another worker.
Karp and Zhang [66] (and more recently Pietracaprina et al. [67]) divide search into three
phases: (depth-first) traversal; pairing, where idle processors are matched with busy workers;
and donation where work is moved between paired workers. Workers are paired either
deterministically, via a maximal matching algorithm, or randomly. In [67] donation sends
the “topmost unexplored right subtree” (assuming binary search trees) to the paired worker,
while in [66] half the nodes at the lowest depth are donated. The algorithms are shown to be
theoretically efficient but not empirically analysed.
Sanders [68] uses a poll-and-shuffle approach to load-balancing. Originally designed for
hypercube architectures [69], search is divided into cycles where each cycle consists of
multiple work phases. At the end of work phase i, work requests (if required) are sent down
dimension i of the hypercube. At the end of a full cycle, subproblems are randomly permuted
across all workers in order to avoid clusters of work forming. While designed for hypercubes
the approach can be generalised to other networks by selectively choosing neighbours at the
end of each work phase. The approach is only analysed theoretically, making it unclear how
this approach performs in practice.
Periodic load-balancing has also proved useful for single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD)
machines where asynchronous load-balancing is not possible. For example, Karypis and
Kumar [70] use a dynamic triggering scheme to determine when to initiate load-balancing. In
this scheme load-balancing is triggered when the idle time of processors during the search
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phase and (predicted) cost of the next load-balancing phase are equal. Sharing of work is
performed by matching idle workers to busy workers, in a round-robin fashion, starting from
the processor after the last to donate work (to avoid the same processors always donating).
The work to be donated is created dynamically by partitioning unexplored nodes into two
parts. While SIMD computers have gone out of fashion12 the triggering and load-balancing
ideas could be utilised by other periodic re-balancing systems, and perhaps adopted by GPU
based search frameworks.
DryadOpt [71] runs all workers run until a predefined time deadline. Like many static
approaches, DryadOpt targets cloud environments by making use of Dryad [72], a dataparallel compute engine similar to MapReduce or Apache Spark. DryadOpt is designed
with generality in mind and allows domain-independent branch and bound searches to be
implemented.
The tree search framework mts [73] form of asynchronous periodic load-balancing. In this
scheme workers are given a sub-tree and budget (number of traversed nodes) by a master.
Workers then search the sub-tree until either the budget is exhausted or the search is complete
and then return any unprocessed nodes to the master. The master collects unprocessed nodes
and assigns these on-demand to idle workers. In this way the budget, and sub-problem, forms
a period; though not all workers will complete their searches at the same time.
In Section 4.3.6 we introduce an approach similar to mts that re-partitions work based on a
backtracking budget. Our approach features fully distributed workpools and work-stealing
rather than a centralised master process.

2.4.2.2

Centralised

The most common approaches to space-splitting search use asynchronous load-balancing
where work is requested/assigned as it is required. A common software architecture is
master–worker, where the master operates as a centralised load manager and solution store.
Master–hub–worker architectures are extensions of master–worker where a master manages
several hubs that in turn manage several workers. Centralised schemes are particularly useful
for performing best-first search as they can maintain a global task ordering.
The BOB family of frameworks (BOB [74], Bobpp/Bob++ [75], and Ibobpp [76]) centre
parallelism around the notion of a global priority queue (GPQ). Each search step consists
of removing an unprocessed node from the GPQ, processing it, and adding any remaining
children back into the GPQ. This approach is known as node-oriented search [76]. The
load-balancing between processes is handled transparently by the GPQ, which, by being
12

SIMD computing with GPUs is currently popular, however it is not clear that the architecture lends itself
well to search due to the large number of branching instructions often encountered.
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an abstract type, allows interchanging of methods. For example, Bobpp supports the Kaapi
task-parallel environment [77] where inserts into the GPQ correspond to spawning a new
task13 . Likewise concurrent priority queues could be used to implement efficient sharedmemory parallel approaches. One difficulty with node-oriented search is that the GPQ can
become a bottleneck, particularly with a large number of workers and/or short node processing
functions. To overcome this Ibobpp [76] suggest using node-oriented search to generate many
tasks and then reverting to a sequential14 search. While similar to a static approach, by
introducing a dynamic threshold that is based on the number of waiting workers, work is
dynamically re-partitioned at runtime. Similar node-orientated approaches have been used
for both distributed-memory [78] and shared-memory applications [79, 80], including in the
Muesli skeleton framework [81] .
MaLLBa [82], a skeleton library for combinatorial optimisation problems (both exact and
approximate), makes use of a master–worker [83] scheme where the master tracks the state of
workers (e.g. idle). Workers that require help to complete a large sub-tree can ask the master
for a list of idle workers to push work to. The pushing of work is worker–to–worker and does
not go through the master. Schulte [84] uses a similar approach however this time the idle
workers ask the master (called a manager) for work. The master then selects a busy worker
and requests it shares some work with the idle worker.
The approach of Dabah et al. [85] uses a multiple workpool approach. The master maintains
a global workpool that is populated via a breadth-first traversal of the tree (to some depth).
Each worker likewise maintains a current workpool of locally generated nodes (traversed
depth-first). If a workers local workpool is empty it requests work from the global workpool.
In the case that the global workpool is also empty the master gathers one node from each
busy worker; refreshing the global workpool. While not explored in [85], the use of local
workpools would allow each worker to itself run in parallel (on multi-core say) essentially
creating a master–hub–worker configuration.
Master–Hub–Worker The scalability of master–worker schemes is limited by the performance of the master process, i.e. it is a potential bottleneck. To overcome this additional
hub processes can be introduced that manage a subset of available workers in a hierarchical
fashion.
The PICO framework [86] and its predecessor PEBBL [87] make use of such an architecture to
solve integer programming problems. As in many master–worker schemes the hubs maintain
a workpool of unexplored nodes and use this to push work to idle workers (in this case by
requesting the worker who owns the open node perform the donation). An interesting feature
13

As Kaapi supports distributed workpools, Bob++ may also be classified as a decentralised. We classify it as
centralised here as the core model is based around a global queue.
14
Allowing communication of new solutions/bounds.
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of PICO is that nodes (more precisely node identifiers) are probabilistically released to the
hub, e.g. a probability of 100% implies all new nodes are given to the hub. These probabilities
are set based on system parameters such that workers with more work donate more often. If
the hubs run out of work then they may request a task from each worker in a similar manner to
Dabah et al. [85]. Two mechanisms support load-balancing between hubs, scattering where
workers release nodes to a remote hub instead of the local hub, and rendezvous where the
root master receives workload information from all hubs and uses this information to pair
hubs based on workload such that workload is be equalised across the system (tree based
load-balancing). Rendezvous is a form of periodic load-balancing showing how hybrids of the
dynamic approaches to parallel search can be used to good effect. ALPS [88] is a more recent
attempt to apply master–hub–worker schemes to integer programming that adopts many ideas
from PICO/PEBBL.
Tree-based load-balancing procedures are likewise used by Jaffar et al. [89], that asks all
workers to predict how much work they can provide and uses this to match idle to busy
workers. Vu and Derbel [90] also use tree based load balancing based on relative sub-tree
size, i.e. difference in number of workers per hub. To avoid clustering of work a scattering
approach is used allowing localities to send work requests through random “bridges” to other
localities.
An additional benefit of centralised approaches, not explored in this work, is the possibility of
providing fault tolerance15 , e.g. [91], by tracking who requested specific sub-problems and
restarting these in case of node failure.

2.4.2.3

Decentralised

Workers may also operate fully asynchronously, maintaining load balance in a distributed
fashion, often using work-stealing. Important design decision in the decentralised approach
include victim selection, i.e. which worker should be asked for work, and determining a
suitable workload to send on a request.
These approaches are often based around dynamically splitting a search tree when a work
request is received. This can be seen as an application-level work-stealing scheme that, instead
of stealing existing tasks from workpools, also provides the creation of tasks.
One of the first parallel search systems to feature a fully distributed dynamic approach was DIB
[92] (A Distributed Implementation of Backtracking). In this approach each worker maintains
two tables, WorkGotten, that tracks nodes remaining to be processed, and WorkGiven, that
is used to determine when a stolen node has been processed by another worker. In modern
task-parallel environments, WorkGotten is equivalent to a workpool while WorkGiven is often
15

Fault tolerance can be provided in a distributed scheme, but doing so is typically more complex.
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represented using (distributed) future objects. Two victim selection policies are available. The
first organises the workers into a ring and propagates steal messages around the ring until
work is found. Propagation starts from the successor of the last successful steal (similar to the
approach of Karypis and Kumar [70] in their periodic scheme) to avoid always stealing form
the same workers. The second policy broadcasts requests to k machines at a time without
request forwarding. Upon receiving a work request a worker will either send a portion from
the local workpool (WorkGotten), or will split the tree it is current exploring (if it is known
to be non-trivial). Muesli [81] supports a similar ring based stealing scheme where work
requests are sent to a direct neighbours only. Victims send their second best problem (i.e. the
one they are not working on) on receipt of a work request as this is most likely to generate
more work.
Sanders [93] presents a similar scheme where trees are always split (if possible) on a steal
request. Victim selection is done at random to avoid problems with ring based work-stealing
schemes, i.e.
“The basic problem of these neighbourhood polling schemes is that highly loaded
PEs are quickly surrounded by a cluster of busy PEs and are therefore unable to
transmit work” [93].
The Cilk [34] developers likewise analyse the advantages of a randomised victim selection
scheme.
A random work-stealing approach has also been applied to maximal clique enumeration [8],
and tested using different work splitting mechanisms: steal high, steal low, or steal vertical
split [94]. Zhang et al. [95] provide a theoretical analysis of randomised work-stealing for
tree search where a single top-most node is given to the thief.
Vu and Derbel [96] likewise use random work-stealing to enable load balance, but, to support
heterogeneous machines, the amount of work transferred is based on the relative power of the
workers, where power is defined as the number of nodes processed per second. By using nodes
per second instead of a measure such as clock speed they allow for architectures featuring low
clock speedups but high throughput, e.g. GPU acceleration, where the combined performance
might be higher than a single faster CPU.
ZRAM [97] mixes random work-stealing with ring based steals such that idle workers first
select victims at random. If a steal is unsuccessful, then victims are chosen in a round-robin
fashion (forwarded from the last victim node). Justification is given that this keeps the
“algorithm simple”, presumably meaning that a list of already chosen victims does not need to
be forwarded with the steal message.
In Section 4.3.5 we detail an approach that relies on random distributed work-stealing and
on-demand tree splitting to perform parallel search.
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Locality Load Information To further improve load-balancing some systems maintain
information about the load of neighbouring localities.
Lüling et al. [98] use a weight function (based on the bounds of unexplored nodes) to
determine the load of a worker. Load-balancing is then triggered based on detecting a
changing load. For example, large increases of load cause work-pushing to neighbours, while
large decreases in load cause work requests to be sent to neighbours.
Gau and Stadtherr [99] present an advanced decentralised load-balancing approach where
state information is periodically shared between workers. This state information uses stack
length as a representation of work-load and, using this, work-stealing (or work-pushing) can
be performed in a principled manner, i.e. with more knowledge than random work-stealing.
Such an approach performs well in practice for a small number of workers (16). Di Fatta and
Berthold [100] adopt a similar approach where workers record workload information in both
a peer-to-peer and centralised fashion. Instead of stack length, they use starting time of the
current job as a heuristic and steal the longest running jobs first.
Confidence based work-stealing [101] is a scheduling algorithm specifically designed for
parallel constraint programming. The algorithm is based on estimating solution density
of sub-trees and using this to assign more workers to fruitful areas of search. Confidence
estimation is performed online allowing the approach to adapt to any problem instance. The
work-stealing algorithm does not actually steal work. Instead, workers restart from the root
node and use the confidence values to traverse the current search tree until an unexplored node
(with high confidence) is encountered, i.e. it “steals” unexplored sections of a global tree. This
requirement of having a global search tree limits the approach to shared-memory, although it
would be possible for stolen sub-trees to be sent and solved in parallel on other localities. In
this scheme workers do not need to fully explore their assigned sub-trees. Instead a budget
measure (i.e. a periodic approach) is used to tell the workers when to restart work-stealing.
This avoids workers getting stuck in areas that prove to have limited confidence.

2.4.2.4

Index-Based Stealing

Most approaches are based around workpools of unexplored nodes or a splitting function that
can dynamically produce set of nodes. However, it is also possible to use indices into the
search tree as a unit of work.
Given a search tree, and a deterministic branching function, it is possible to uniquely identify
each node in the tree using the path from the root to the node. For example, node A in
Figure 2.4(a), is assigned label 0220.
Abu-khzam et al. [102] make use of this technique to implement a work-stealing scheme
based on stealing indices. During search each worker keeps track of the current position in
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Figure 2.4: Indexed approaches.
the tree and how many child nodes are available at all depths above. When a worker receives
a steal request the largest task can be calculated quickly by finding the lowest depth that has
child nodes remaining. The index of the lowest depth child node is sent to the thief without
ever needing to generate the node locally. The thief then recomputes the tree using this path
to find the starting position. This approach supports stealing multiple nodes/paths if there are
multiple at the lowest depth16 .
We use a similar approach in Section 4.3.5 of exploring the stack to find the most promising
next node. However, we sends the node itself rather than search indices to avoid recomputes
(although could be extended to support both).
Mezmaz et al. [103] show how combinatorial problems based on permutations can be
described using an N × N matrix and a position vector, where N is the number of objects,
e.g. graph vertices. This is known as the Integer-Vector-Matrix (IVM) approach and is shown
graphically in Figure 2.4(b). An IVM consists of a depth integer, a vector that details the
path through the tree (e.g. 220 above), and a matrix that represents branching choices. With
the IVM searches can be described by position intervals, rather than nodes, e.g. worker 1
can explore from 0000 to 2000 while worker 2 explores 2100 to 3210. When work requests
occur the interval can be dynamically split, although a specific interval might contain no
work. A key advantage of this approach is the reduced and deterministic memory usage as the
structures are fixed size. This approach has been applied in the context of GPU search [43,
44], where managing linked list structures is difficult, but vector and matrix updates are much
easier. So far IVM has only been used for Flowshop instances and it is unclear how well it
applies to non-permutation problems.
2.4.2.5

Dynamic Approaches Summary

The main benefit of dynamic approaches is their ability to create new work at runtime in
respond to system conditions, e.g. starvation. Implementations are typically more complex to
16

In the original implementation stealing N nodes must from the right-most child. While simple to implement,
this goes against the heuristic ordering which suggest the left-most unexplored node is a better choice.
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manage the increased communication both work and control messages and to introduce work
splitting methods. By utilising techniques such as random work-stealing deterministic results
are no longer guaranteed.
There are three main types of dynamic approaches: 1) periodic load-balancing, which iterates
between search and load balance phases; 2) centralised schemes, which introduce master localities that accumulate knowledge to make load-balancing decisions; and 3) fully decentralised
approaches which often take the form of work-stealing scheduling to handle the irregularlity.

2.4.3

Scalability of Existing Approaches

There have been many attempts to scale parallel combinatorial search to large architectures
over the years. Table 2.1 highlights the scale achieved, and the application domains considered,
by the approaches outlined in Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2. We report the scales and
domains found in the literature. This does not imply that approaches could not scale further,
or be used in additional application domains.
Given the wide range of architectures and, in turn, wide range of worker performance, it is
difficult to compare approaches based solely on number of workers. It does however show
that scalable approaches are possible in practice even given the challenges of parallel search
(Section 2.3.2).
No one style of parallelism dominates high worker counts, although master–hub–worker
approaches do appear to use higher numbers of workers than master–worker approaches
showing that the single master bottleneck can be effectively removed. Abu-Khzam et al. [102]
utilise the largest amount of workers (131,072) overall and show that distributed work-stealing
based approaches can scale.
Likewise, no one application/domain dominates, and many frameworks are only tested
on a single application/domain. YewPar (5), described in this work, supports the largest
number of applications/domains (6)17 , with DIB [92] supporting the next largest number of
applications/domains (5).

2.4.4

The Need For A New Search Skeleton Framework

This section motivates why, given the range of existing search approaches and parallelism
frameworks, a new skeleton based search framework, YewPar (Chapter 5), is required.
Task-parallel frameworks provide many features that aid parallel tree search, in particular workstealing to handle the irregularity of search. However many make assumptions that are invalid
17
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Distributed
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Xiang et al. [57]
Elmasry et al. [58]
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Cluster
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5
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Constraint Programming
Maximum Clique
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Mixed Integer Programming
SAT
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n-Puzzle
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Quadratic Assignment; Mixed Integer Programming
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Constraint Programming
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Mixed Integer Programming
Mixed Integer Programming
Integer Programming
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Maximal Clique Enumeration
Flow-shop Scheduling
Convex Hull; 15-Puzzle
Vertex Cover; Travelling Salesperson; n-Puzzle; VLSI Layout
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Subgraph Mining
Constraint Programming
Vertex Cover; Dominating Set
Flow-shop Scheduling
Unbalanced Tree Search; Numerical Semigroups; Subgraph
Isomorphism; Clique Search; Knapsack; Travelling Salesperson
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Table 2.1: Summary of existing approaches: scalability and application domains.
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Framework
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for search problems. For example, standard deque based work-stealing can break heuristic
search orderings (discussed in Section 4.4). Likewise, many work-stealing frameworks
assume that the number of tasks in a workpool is a good measure of worker/locality load. As
pruning can make many tasks trivial this is not necessarily the case in search.
Many work-stealing algorithms also assume that tasks are already created and should be
balanced between nodes. For tree search applications we often want to dynamically split the
work (Section 2.4.2) which requires some interaction at application level. Ideally this, and
knowledge exchange, should be hidden from the user, requiring search specific frameworks.
Many existing search approaches are designed with a particular application in mind, e.g.
Integer programming in PICO [86], PEBBL [87] and ALPS [88], or constraint programming
with EPS [54] and confidence based work-stealing [101]. This can manifest itself as, for
example, domain-specific functions for predicting task sizes, or many frameworks assuming
optimisation problems without providing support for enumeration or decision variants.
Likewise, many approaches are designed with a particular scale in mind, often distributed or
shared-memory but seldom both. This is likely an historical artefact as many approaches were
designed before the widespread adoption of multi-core processors. Older approaches are also
based on a set of assumptions, such as inter process communication being particularly costly,
that are less true today18 .
While the search approaches, by implementing a backtracking search algorithm, could support
any search application, there is often no general-purpose API for search. This causes the
frameworks to be difficult to extend and makes it difficult to compare approaches. Few papers
describing an approach will make performance comparisons with others, a notable exception
is [79]. Finally, most approach implementations are not openly available making them difficult
to adopt for new search problems.
Two frameworks that attempt to provide a high-level unified approach to parallelism using
skeletons are Muesli [81] and MaLLBa [82]. Both frameworks are designed for branch
and bound optimisation problems, and unlike YewPar, do not currently support decision
or enumeration searches. Being skeleton based, different parallelism approaches can be
used with the same domain-specific search application. However, both frameworks provide
a limited selection of parallel approaches. MaLLBa implements a single master–worker
approach, while Muesli supports both a centralised scheme and a distributed scheme based on
work-stealing in a ring. The virtual class hierarchy approach of Muesli has been shown to have
high overhead [104]. Bob/Bobpp/Ibobpp [74, 75, 76] similarly provides a separation between
18

While inter process communication is still costly today relative to shared-memory access, it is typically
much faster than a search task.
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user search and implementation details by utilising the global priority queue abstraction.
A new framework can overcome these issues. It can extend standard task-parallel functionality, e.g. spawn and futures, to support search specific work-stealing and task generation,
as well as knowledge exchange. By adopting a consistent API that covers all three types of
search problem, we allow many different parallelism approaches to be both implemented
and compared. YewPar (Chapter 5) is open source [105], supports three types of search
(enumeration, decision and optimisation), and features a wide range of parallel approaches
inspired by the literature. In particular: Depth-Bounded (Section 4.3.4), a static approach that
converts any node below a user specific dcutoff to task; Stack-Stealing (Section 4.3.5), a dynamic approach based on random work-stealing between workers; and Budget (Section 4.3.6),
an asynchronous periodic approach that spawns new tasks once a user specified number of
backtracks has been performed.
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Chapter 3
Formalising Parallel Tree Search
This chapter formalises parallel, space-splitting, backtracking tree search as small-step structural operational semantics [106]. The family of models, referred to as M T 3 (Multi-Threaded1
Tree Traversal), is defined in an abstract, domain-independent manner, allowing reasoning
about high-level (i.e. non domain-specific) parallel tree search.
M T 3 follows the BBM model of Archibald et al. [4] that models trees as partially ordered
sets (Section 3.1) and shows how, via an order-isomorphism from words over N, this partial
order can be extended to a total ordering allowing search order heuristics (Section 2.1.4.1) to
be encoded (Section 3.1.1). In particular we add (direct) support for enumeration and decision
search (Section 3.3.6), spawn rules for generating new tasks (Section 3.3.8), and an ordering
on reductions ensuring correctness (Section 3.3.2).
Modelling parallel search as operational semantics is novel. Previous approaches are designed
to prove properties of performance anomalies [47, 48, 49, 50] rather than specifying general
parallel search. These models do not give full reductions over search trees and generally
model search as a set of tasks where, at each step, (a subset of) tasks are removed, processed,
and children reinserted (i.e. node-oriented search). These assumptions do not allow the range
of existing approaches Section 2.4 to be modelled, e.g. they do not allow explicit spawning of
tasks.
M T 3 maintains a separation of concerns that make it easier to vary both the type of search
and style of parallelism. A M T 3 model consists of four rule categories:
1. Traversal rules (Section 3.3.4) that specify a) how tasks are assigned to threads, b) how
to move through a tree in a depth-first manner, and c) the conditions for terminating a
thread.
1

The use of multi-threaded here implies the ability to have multiple, individually scheduled workers, rather
than requiring a physical implementation to use a threading abstraction. As such, the model may be applied to
any worker configuration, including distributed-memory.
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2. Node Processing rules (Section 3.3.6) that extend the model to support a specific type
of search, allowing M T 3 to support all of: enumeration, decision and optimisation
searches.
3. Pruning rules (Section 3.3.7) that add support for branch and bound search.
4. Spawn rules (Section 3.3.8) that capture work generation, allowing succinct descriptions of the search skeletons described in Chapter 4.

Combinations of these rules are selected to model a particular search, e.g. an enumeration
search with branch and bound pruning, but no spawning. That is, M T 3 is not a single model,
but a family of closely related models.
A key component of algorithmic skeletons, such as those in Chapter 4, is the ability to specify
a user computation that is independent of the parallel coordination. In Section 3.4 we show
how the tree definitions used by M T 3 give rise to a suitably abstract interface for tree search
allowing domain-specific searches to be passed to the skeletons.

3.1

Modelling Search Trees

M T 3 is derived from the BBM model of Archibald et al. [4] who present a formalisation of
parallel tree search based on trees as partially ordered sets and similarly provide small-step
operational semantic reduction rules that specify parallel state transitions. Unfortunately,
BBM does not capture all the tree searches presented in this work, as BBM:
1. Does not capture how work is spawned; instead it is always constructed a priori.
2. Only provides direct support for optimisation searches with no support for enumeration
problems. Decision searches are possible in BBM by encoding early termination in the
pruning function, but not made explicit in the model itself.
3. Assumes branch and bound searches and does not directly support searches that do not
perform pruning without introducing a trivial pruning predicate.
This work generalises and extends BBM to support additional search types (Section 3.3.6),
non branch and bound searches, and task spawns (Section 3.3.8).
Adopting the terminology of Archibald et al. [4] search trees may be formalised as follows.
Let X be a non-empty set with power set 2X . The set of finite words over alphabet X is
denoted by X ∗ , with the empty word denoted by . |w| denotes the length of a word w ∈ X ∗ ,
where || = 0.
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We denote the prefix order on X ∗ by  and use ≤lex to denote the lexicographic extension
of the natural order ≤ on N to N∗ . A prefix order is a reflexive and transitive substring
relationship on words such that u  v if u is a prefix of v, that is, there is some w such
that uw = v. For example the words cc and ccde both both have cc as a prefix and hence
cc  ccde. ≤lex is an extension of the prefix order , such that, for two words, e.g m = 001
and n = 0023, m ≤lex n compares the words numerically based on the first position that
does not match a common initial substring. That is, m ≤lex n as the first non-common prefix
comparison gives 1 ≤ 2. Lexicographical ordering gives a total ordering on the set N∗ , e.g.
0 <lex 00 <lex 1 <lex 10. We define a function succ(S, w) that returns the (unique) element
that comes strictly after w in ≤lex order in a finite non-empty set S ⊂ N∗ if it exists, else
succ(S, w) returns ⊥.
Trees are defined as prefix-closed sets of words. A tree T over alphabet X is a non-empty
subset of X ∗ such that there is a least (w. r. t. ) element u ∈ T and T is prefixed-closed
above u. A tree is prefixed-closed above u if for all v, w ∈ X ∗ , u  v  w and w ∈ T
implies v ∈ T . We use the notion T = (X, ) to denote a tree over X with ordering .
Elements of T (i.e. v ∈ X ∗ ) are called nodes2 with the least element u ∈ T known as the root.
A maximal node v, where there is no u in T such that v  u, is known as a leaf. Given nodes
u and v, if |v| = |u| + 1 and u is a prefix of v then we call u a direct child of v. The set of all
direct children of u is given as children(u) = {v ∈ T | |v| = |u| + 1 ∧ u  v}.
Given a node u ∈ T , a sub-tree S rooted at u is the set of all vertices sharing the prefix u in T .
That is, S ⊆ T where u is the minimal element of S and the prefix order, , of elements in S
is maintained (i.e. if u ≺ v ≺ w in T then u ≺ v ≺ w in sub-tree S). The sub-tree rooted at a
node u is given by subtree(T, u) = {v ∈ T | u is a prefix of v}. u is a prefix of itself and, as
such, also appears in subtree(T, u).
An example tree over the natural numbers is given in Figure 3.1. Each node is labelled based
on the path from the root to that node. These paths are known as branches in the tree.
Here the node set = {, 0, 1, 2, 00, 01, 20, 21, 000, 210, 211}, with  ≤lex 0 ≤lex 00 ≤lex
· · · ≤lex 211. An example sub-tree S is {0, 00, 01, 000} where 0 is the root of the sub-tree
and 000 and 01 are leaf nodes.
A tree generator is a function g : X ∗ → 2X . We define tg as the smallest subset of X ∗
that contains  and is closed under g, where closure implies that for all u ∈ tg and all
a ∈ g(u), ua ∈ tg . That is, tg is the tree generated by g. For example, the tree generator for
2

In Archibald et al. [4] these are known as vertices.
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00

2

1

0
01

000

21

20

210 211

Figure 3.1: Example search tree over N where nodes correspond to (finite) elements of N∗ .
Figure 3.1 may be defined as the function that maps:
g() = {0, 1, 2}
g(0) = {0, 1}

g(00) = {0}

g(2) = {0, 1}

g(21) = {0, 1}

g(a0 . . . ai ) = {}
From the closure property we have, for example, g(0) = {0, 1} implies tg contains the nodes
00 and 01.

3.1.1

Ordered Trees

An important feature of decision and optimisation searches is the use of search heuristics to
guide search towards solutions (Section 2.1.4.1). In a depth-first search heuristics take the
form of orderings of child node exploration, i.e. good candidates should be placed further
to-the-left. To capture this, we generalise trees to ordered trees by labelling trees as elements
of N∗ and using ≤lex to provide a total search order.
Formally, an ordered tree λ over X is a function λ : (N, ) → (X, ) such that λ is an order
isomorphism between the two trees. This implies, ∀u, v ∈ (N, ) if u  v then λ(u)  λ(v).
We overload the λ notation to denote both this ordered tree function above and the corresponding image of the function (i.e. the tree over X). That is, we call λ an ordered tree over
X.
An example ordered tree is given in Figure 3.2. Each node in (N, ) has a corresponding
node under the image of λ, for example 00 → aa and 1 → c.
As λ is an order isomorphism, the lexicographical ordering, ≤lex on N∗ , carries over to the
ordered tree λ. This gives a total ordering on λ such that 0 ≤lex 00 ≤lex 01 ≤lex 1 ≤lex
· · · ≤lex 21 implies a ≤lex aa ≤lex ab ≤lex c ≤lex · · · ≤lex bb. To avoid confusion we call the
elements of (N, ≤lex ) positions, although formally these are tree nodes.

3.2. Example: Tree Generators for the Travelling Salesperson Problem
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2

00 01 10 11 20 21

λ

a

c

b

aa ab cb ca ba bb

Figure 3.2: Example ordered tree. Each position in the left tree corresponds to a node on the
right (the image under λ). For example 00 → aa and 1 → c.
An ordered tree generator is a function g : X ∗ → X ∗ such that all images of g have no
repeating letters (are isograms). We can define an ordered tree generator λg : (N, ≤lex ) → X ∗
as the function with the smallest domain (i.e. the smallest subset of N∗ ) such that:
• λg () = 
• λg is closed under g.
Closure under g implies that for all positions u ∈ (N, ≤lex ) and nodes v = λg (u), if g(v) =
a0 a1 . . . an−1 and i < n then ui is a position in (N, ≤lex ) and λg (ui) = vai .
By construction λg is an order isomorphism and hence an ordered tree, the ordered tree
generated by g. For example, the tree generator for Figure 3.2 is the function that maps:
g() = acb
g(a) = ab
g(b) = ab

g(c) = ba
g(d0 . . . di ) = 

Where g(c) = ba implies that nodes cb and ca are present in the tree and that cb ≤lex ca by
extension of ≤lex under λ (i.e 10 ≤lex 11 in (N, ≤lex )).

3.2

Example: Tree Generators for the Travelling Salesperson Problem

To show how the abstract terms defined above map to a specific search tree we use the famous
travelling salesperson problem as an example. The travelling salesperson problem (TSP)
searches for the shortest tour between N cities that returns to the (fixed) starting city. An
implementation of TSP is discussed in Section 5.2.3.2. This formulation of TSP comes largely
from Archibald et al. [4].
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aô
bô
dô
cô

a b
a 0 3
b 3 0
c 2 1
d 5 6

c
2
1
0
2

d
5
6
2
0

Figure 3.3: Example (symmetric) TSP instance.
The input to TSP consists of a set C of n cities and a cost function given by the symmetric
non-negative distance function d : C × C → R. Figure 3.3 shows an example with four cities
and associated cost function given by the distance matrix (e.g. d(a, b) = 3).
Tours are modelled as isograms over C where the word t = c1 c2 . . . ck ∈ C ∗ represents a
(partial) tour starting at c1 and ending at ck . The tour is complete if k = n, that is, if every
city in C is visited exactly once. Complete tours implicitly include the return to the root city
in their distance calculations.
The distance function d can be generalised to operate on words, C ∗ , such that:
d() = 0
d(c1 ) = 0
d(c1 . . . ck ck+1 ) = d(c1 . . . ck ) + d(ck , ck+1 )
d(c1 . . . cn ) = d(c1 . . . cn−1 ) + d(cn−1 , cn ) + d(cn , c1 )
An unordered tree generator, g : C ∗ → 2C , extends a partial tour with every city that has not
yet been visited, enumerating all possible tours.
g(c1 . . . ck ) = C \ {c1 , . . . , ck }
For example, in the TSP instance of Figure 3.3, given the (partial) tour ac, g(ac) = {b, d}
implying that acb and acd are both nodes in the tree generated by g.
The tree is built be repeatedly applying g, fixing a starting city3 of a.
g() = {a}
g(ab) = {c, d}

g(ac) = {b, d}

g(ad) = {b, c}

g(abc) = {d}

g(abd) = {c}

g(acb) = {d}

g(acd) = {b}

g(adb) = {c}

g(adc) = {b}

g(e0 . . . e3 ) = 
3

g(a) = {b, c, d}

to remove symmetries.
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0→a
d=0
bnd = ∞

00 → ac
d=2
bnd = 7
000 → acb
d=3
bnd = 11

001 → acd
d=4
bnd = 12

02 → ad
d=5
bnd = 10

01 → ab
d=3
bnd = 8
010 → abc
d=4
bnd = 8

011 → abd
d=9
bnd = 13

020 → adc
d=7
bnd = 10

021 → adb
d = 11
bnd = 14

0000 → acbd 0010 → acdb 0100 → abcd 0110 → abdc 0200 → adcb 0210 → adbc
d = 14
d = 11
d = 13
d = 11
d = 13
d = 14
bnd = 14
bnd = 11
bnd = 13
bnd = 11
bnd = 13
bnd = 14
Figure 3.4: Search tree corresponding to the TSP instance of Figure 3.3.
Such that the final tree consists of the nodes {a, ab, acad, abc, abd, acb, acd, adb, adc, abcd,
abdc, acbd, acdb, adbc, adcb}
One possible search heuristic is to explore children in order of increasing distance cost. To
this end, we define an ordered tree generator, h : C ∗ → C ∗ as:
h(a0 . . . ak ) = b0 . . . bi where {b0 , . . . , bi } = C \ {a0 , . . . , ak }

and ∀l, j l < j ≤ i, d(ak , bl ) ≤ d(ak , bj )

That is, the children are any city not yet in the tour ordered in increasing distance from the
last city chosen in the tour.
The complete search tree for the TSP instance given in Figure 3.3 is shown in Figure 3.4. Each
node shows the ordered tree mapping (λ) from a tree over N to one over C, the distance of the
(partial) tour, and an upper bound based on a maximum spanning tree function (described in
Section 5.2.3.2). The tree generator does not remove symmetries, i.e. abcd = reverse(adcb),
causing all solutions (including the optimal) to appear twice. An improved generator could
account for this to reduce the search space further.

3.3

Semantics of Parallel Tree Search

Using the definitions of ordered trees, we construct a set of small-step reduction rules to model
multi-threaded tree traversals. We assume an ordered tree λ over X that will be traversed
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Traversal T (Section 3.3.4)
schedule
terminate
advance

Pruning P (Section 3.3.7)
prune-decide
prune-optimise

Node Processing N (Section 3.3.6)
enumerate
decide
optimise

Spawn S (Section 3.3.8)
spawn
spawn-depth-bounded (Section 4.3.4.1)
spawn-stack-stealing (Section 4.3.5.1)
spawn-budget (Section 4.3.6.1)

Table 3.1: M T 3 rule categories.
according to the order ≤lex . Importantly the reduction rules only work when using an ordered
tree as a total ordering of nodes is required4 .
The reduction rules specify the behaviour of parallel tree traversal by defining transitions (the
rules) between program states (Section 3.3.3). Repeated application of rules correspond to
the execution (on an abstract machine) of parallel tree traversal.
A summary of all the rules given in this section, and the spawn rules for each of the skeletons
of Chapter 4, is given in Appendix A. We show the rules can successfully perform tree search
by providing a Haskell program in Appendix B that implements the reduction rules for branch
and bound optimisation searches.

3.3.1

Creating an M T 3 Model

M T 3 is a family of search models. The model for a specific search is created by choosing an
appropriate set of reduction e.g. rules for a branch and bound optimisation problem.
The rules fit into the four categories shown in Table 3.1. The Traversal rules must be included
in any model as these define the core tree traversal semantics. Additional rules are then chosen
on a per search basis. One Node Processing rule must be chosen, e.g. enumerate, to determine
the correct global state σ. Pruning and Spawn rules are both optional. Adding a Pruning rule
enables branch and bound support while Spawn rules allow for parallelism.
The skeleton designs in Chapter 4 mimic the separation of core tree traversal rules and
additional search-specific functionality. As the skeletons affect only Traversal (to allow
different workqueue policies on a schedule) and Spawn rules; the same parallelisation can be
applied to all search types, increasing reusability.
4

Any unordered tree can be converted to an ordered tree by simply enforcing some ordering on nodes; even
if there is no search heuristic underpinning this.
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Rule Ordering

To ensure correctness, we must constrain the order that the categories of rule are applied. This
avoids, for example, not processing a node due to traversing twice without a process.
The ordering of rules depends on the category of the rule given in Table 3.1 (e.g. Traversal,
Node Processing etc.). Rules should be applied as follows:
T

N

P

S

That is, if the last rule we applied was a Traversal (T ) then we should next attempt to apply a
Node Processing (N ) rule. If no rule in a category applies then we try a rule from the next
category. This ordering occurs on a per-thread basis rather than the entire search performing a
single category of rules.
As Prune (P) rules are only an optimisation it is allowable to skip this category. However, in
this work, and practically, prune rules should almost always be applied where possible.

3.3.3

Search State

Let n ≥ 1 be the number of threads. The state of a backtracking tree traversal takes the form
hσ, Tasks, θ1 , . . . , θn i where:
• σ stores global search state, e.g. best solution so far. The global search state depends on
the type of search being performed and is specified in more detail in Section 3.3.6.
• Tasks is a queue of pending tasks, where a task corresponds to a sub-tree to be traversed.
We use [ ] to denote the empty queue, and S:Tasks to denote a non-empty queue with
head S, where S is a sub-tree. The notation Tasks:S represents adding S to the tail of
Tasks.
In practice the structure of Tasks and order of removal from Tasks is important for
maintaining heuristic search orders, and is discussed in detail in section Section 4.4.
Here we assume tasks are removed in the order they are inserted (first-in, first-out).
• θi is the state of the ith thread. We use ⊥ to represent an idle thread or hS, vi to represent
a thread currently exploring node v in sub-tree S.
Search begins with all threads idle and Tasks containing the entire search tree,
i.e. hσ, Sroot :[ ], ⊥, . . . , ⊥i. In cases where static work generation (Section 2.4.1) is used,
e.g. Chapter 7, the Tasks may begin populated.
Search ends when the Tasks queue is empty and all threads are idle, i.e. hσ, [ ], ⊥, . . . , ⊥i.
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Traversal Rules

General backtracking tree traversal is defined by the following three reduction rules, where
the subscript i on the rule represents the thread executing the rule:

(advancei )

u = succ(S, v)
u 6= ⊥
hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, ui, . . .i

(terminatei )

succ(S, v) = ⊥
hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, Tasks, . . . , ⊥, . . .i

(schedulei )

v = root of S
hσ, S:Tasks, . . . , ⊥, . . .i → hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i

The advance rule is central to tree traversal and forms the majority of search steps. Given a
node in a sub-tree the advance rule expands the search by moving to the next, ≤lex , vertex to
be explored.
terminate allows a running thread to move to the idle state, ⊥, if and only if the currently
allocated sub-tree has been fully explored. It does not need to return any results as these are
stored in σ.
schedule ensures that threads do not idle if there is work to be performed. All work is drawn
from the global Task queue.

3.3.5

Example Reductions for TSP

Given these three rules, a parallel reduction for the TSP problem of Section 3.2 is shown in
Figure 3.5.
We assume there are two threads in the system, t1 and t2 , and that threads are scheduled
round-robin starting from thread 1. As we have not yet introduced a spawn rule we further
assume that initially Tasks = {Sac , Sab , Sad }, i.e. all sub-trees rooted at depth 1 in the search
tree of Figure 3.4, corresponding to the partial tours {ac, ab, ad} respectively.
Figure 3.5 shows both threads are initially scheduled, thereafter most steps become advance
as the search tree is traversed. Because the sub-trees have the same size both threads terminate
together. Due to a lack of available tasks a single thread completes the rest of the traversal, i.e.
load balance is poor.
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Rule

State
hσ, [Sac , Sab , Sad ], ⊥, ⊥i
(schedule1 ) hσ, [Sab , Sad ], hSac , aci, ⊥i
(schedule2 ) hσ, [Sad ], hSac , aci, hSab , abii
(advance1 ) hσ, [Sad ], hSac , acbi, hSab , abii
(advance2 ) hσ, [Sad ], hSac , acbi, hSab , abcii
(advance1 ) hσ, [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcii
(advance2 ) hσ, [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcdii
(advance1 ) hσ, [Sad ], hSac , acdi, hSab , abcdii
(advance2 ) hσ, [Sad ], hSac , acdi, hSab , abdii
(advance1 ) hσ, [Sad ], hSac , acdbi, hSab , abdii
(advance2 ) hσ, [Sad ], hSac , acdbi, hSab , abdcii
(terminate1 ) hσ, [Sad ], ⊥, hSab , abdcii
(terminate2 ) hσ, [Sad ], ⊥, ⊥i
(schedule1 ) hσ, [ ], hSad , adi, ⊥i
(advance1 ) hσ, [ ], hSad , adci, ⊥i
(advance1 ) hσ, [ ], hSad , adcbi, ⊥i
(advance1 ) hσ, [ ], hSad , adbi, ⊥i
(advance1 ) hσ, [ ], hSad , adbci, ⊥i
(terminate1 ) hσ, [ ], ⊥, ⊥i
Figure 3.5: Example reductions for the TSP instance of Section 3.2. Backtracking only.

3.3.6

Node Processing Rules

At this stage M T 3 only specifies how the tree is traversed (in parallel), but no useful work
is performed as we have not yet specified the type of search (e.g. enumeration, decision or
optimisation). The type of the search affects not only the rules, but also the global state σ.

3.3.6.1

Enumeration

Enumeration searches are closely related to the tree traversal above in that the entire search
space is always explored. For each node searched we wish to track some information. For
example: counting the number of nodes at a particular depth, counting the number of leaf
nodes, or storing a representation for each node.
Let σenumeration = {m}e , where m is an element of a monoid hM, id, +i. The e subscript on
the state distinguishes this as an enumeration state. Processing a node corresponds to the
following rule, where h : X ∗ → M maps search tree nodes into the monoid:

(enumeratei )

h{m}e , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → h{m + h(v)}e , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i
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By using a monoid we abstract over the details of what is being enumerated. This improves
the generality of the enumeration search. For example, in the case studies presented in
Section 5.2.1 the monoid always takes the form of a map between depth and vertex count,
where m + h(v) adds one to the map at the depth of v. To count the leaf nodes the monoid
would treat a h(v) as id if it is a non-leaf and add one to a count if it is a leaf.
For correctness the enumerate rule must fire exactly once for each node in the search tree.
This corresponds to firing after each advance and schedule rule (on the same thread).
3.3.6.2

Decision

Decision problems search for a node with a particular property known as the target node. If a
target node is found termination can occur before exploring the entire search tree.
Let σdecision = {v}d if a target node v is found, otherwise {}d . A function match : X ∗ →
{true, false} returns true if a node in the search tree matches the target node, otherwise t
returns false.
Processing a node corresponds to the following rule.

(decidei )

match(v)
h{}d , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → h{v}d , [ ], ⊥, . . . , ⊥i

decide handles the early termination by putting the search into the final state hσ, [ ], ⊥, . . . , ⊥i
if it finds a target node.5
As with enumerate, decide must be applied if possible after every advance and schedule rule,
to ensure a target node is never missed.
Using the TSP instance of Section 3.2 we show in Figure 3.6 how the reductions change to
support decision searches. Here we assume work is statically generated by splitting into three
sub-trees Sac ,Sab and Sac . Let the target function match return true if and only if a tour of
length 13 is found. An additional tour length column shows the tour length of the node each
thread is currently considering where ∞ represents a partial tour length and ⊥ represents no
node is currently being considered.
Due to early termination, the decision version of the search requires fewer reductions complete
than the full traversal (Figure 3.5). As the search was found to be satisfiable no explicit
termination rules were required as termination was handled by decide. Here we see the power
of the early termination rule that allows the entire sub-tree Sad to never be scheduled or
traversed.
5

The decide rule could alternatively only update σ and allow a specialised pruning rule to handle early
termination.
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Rule

State
Tour Length
h{}d , [Sac , Sab , Sad ], ⊥, ⊥i
h⊥, ⊥i
(schedule1 ) h{}d , [Sab , Sad ], hSac , aci, ⊥i
h∞, ⊥i
(schedule2 ) h{}d , [Sad ], hSac , aci, hSab , abii
h∞, ∞i
(advance1 ) h{}d , [Sad ], hSac , acbi, hSab , abii
h∞, ∞i
(advance2 ) h{}d , [Sad ], hSac , acbi, hSab , abcii
h∞, ∞i
(advance1 ) h{}d , [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcii
h14, ∞i
(advance2 ) h{}d , [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcdii
h14, 11i
(advance1 ) h{}d , [Sad ], hSac , acdi, hSab , abcdii
h∞, 11i
(advance2 ) h{}d , [Sad ], hSac , acdi, hSab , abdii
h∞, ∞i
(advance1 ) h{}d , [Sad ], hSac , acdbi, hSab , abdii
h13, ∞i
(advance2 ) h{}d , [Sad ], hSac , acdbi, hSab , abdcii
h13, 13i
(decide1 )
h{acdb}d , [ ], ⊥, ⊥i
h⊥, ⊥i

Figure 3.6: Example reductions for the TSP instance of Section 3.2. Decision variant.
Although two target nodes exist (acdb,abdc) the search only stores the first to be found6 . In
practice this can cause non-deterministic executions.

3.3.6.3

Optimisation

The final search type is optimisation, that searches for a node that maximises/minimises a
particular objective function. Each node must be checked to determine if it improves the
current incumbent. In Section 3.3.7 we show how pruning, based on the current incumbent,
can be used to further reduce the search space.
Let σoptimisation = {v}o where v is the current incumbent, initialised to the root node . A
function improves : X ∗ × X ∗ → {true, f alse} determines, for two search tree nodes u
and v, if v is an improvement of the objective function compared to u. Processing a node
corresponds to the following rule:

(optimisei )

improves(u, v)
h{u}o , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → h{v}o , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i

optimise must fire after each advance and schedule, if v improves u, to ensure no solution is
missed.
Figure 3.7 shows how the reductions change to support optimisation search for the TSP
instance of Section 3.2. As before, we assume work is statically generated by splitting into
three sub-trees Sac ,Sab and Sac . The function improves(u, v) returns true if and only if the
distance of the tour at node v is less than that of u (i.e. minimises the distance). For nodes
6

The global state could be extended to store all solutions if required.
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Rule

State

h{}o , [Sac , Sab , Sad ], ⊥, ⊥i
(schedule1 ) h{}o , [Sab , Sad ], hSac , aci, ⊥i
(schedule2 ) h{}o , [Sad ], hSac , aci, hSab , abii
(advance1 ) h{}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbi, hSab , abii
(advance2 ) h{}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbi, hSab , abcii
(advance1 ) h{}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcii
(advance2 ) h{}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcdii
(optimise1 ) h{acbd}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcdii
(optimise2 ) h{abcd}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcdii
(advance1 ) h{abcd}o , [Sad ], hSac , acdi, hSab , abcdii
(advance2 ) h{abcd}o , [Sad ], hSac , acdi, hSab , abdii
(advance1 ) h{abcd}o , [Sad ], hSac , acdbi, hSab , abdii
(advance2 ) h{abcd}o , [Sad ], hSac , acdbi, hSab , abdcii
(terminate1 ) h{abcd}o , [Sad ], ⊥, hSab , abdcii
(terminate2 ) h{abcd}o , [Sad ], ⊥, ⊥i
(schedule1 ) h{abcd}o , [ ], hSad , adi, ⊥i
(advance1 ) h{abcd}o , [ ], hSad , adci, ⊥i
(advance1 ) h{abcd}o , [ ], hSad , adcbi, ⊥i
(advance1 ) h{abcd}o , [ ], hSad , adbi, ⊥i
(advance1 ) h{abcd}o , [ ], hSad , adbci, ⊥i
(terminate1 ) h{abcd}o , [ ], ⊥, ⊥i

Tour Length
h⊥, ⊥i
h∞, ⊥i
h∞, ∞i
h∞, ∞i
h∞, ∞i
h14, ∞i
h14, 11i
h14, 11i
h14, 11i
h∞, 11i
h∞, ∞i
h13, ∞i
h13, 13i
h⊥, 13i
h⊥, ⊥i
h∞, ⊥i
h∞, ⊥i
h11, ⊥i
h∞, ⊥i
h14, ⊥i
h⊥, ⊥i

Incumbent
Tour Length
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
14
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

Figure 3.7: Example reductions for the TSP instance of Section 3.2. Optimisation variant.
with partial tours, improves(u, v) always returns false. Because there is no pruning, the
entire search space is explored to prove optimality of the solution, even though we find the
minimum cost tour early in the search. As the search heuristics perform well we find the
optimal solution quickly in the second thread.

3.3.7

Pruning Rules

An improvement for decision and optimisation searches is to use a bounding function to
reduce the size of the search space by pruning sub-trees that provably cannot contain an
optimal result or target node. That is, to move from fully backtracking to branch and bound
search.
Let pd : X ∗ → {true, false} be a pruning function for decision problems, where an upper
bound of a node v is used to determine if the sub-tree rooted at v should be pruned, based on
the target node. Let po : X ∗ × X ∗ → {true, false} be a pruning function for optimisation
problems, where given an incumbent node inc and a node v, po (inc, v) determines if the
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upper bound of v makes it impossible for the sub-tree rooted at v to contain a solution that
improves the incumbent, i.e. should v be pruned?
We encode pruning using the following rules:

(prune-decidei )

pd (v)
S 0 = subtree(S, v)
h{}d , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → h{}d , Tasks, . . . , h(S \ S 0 ) ∪ {v}, vi, . . .i

(prune-optimisei )

po (u, v)
S 0 = subtree(S, v)
h{u}o , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → h{u}o , Tasks, . . . , h(S \ S 0 ) ∪ {v}, vi, . . .i

Where pruning removes the sub-tree rooted at the current node, i.e. v. To ensure succ is well
defined, v must appear in both the sub-tree that has been removed and the tree it was removed
from, i.e. (S \ S 0 ) ∪ {v}.
For correctness the pruning rules should meet the following conditions, shown here for
the maximising optimisation case (minimisation and decision cases follow similarly). We
assume a function obj : X ∗ → R that returns the objective value of a node, and a function
bnd : X ∗ → R returning an upper bound on the maximum objective possible for a given
node, such that ∀v, bnd (v) ≥ obj (v).
1. ∀u, v ∈ X ∗ , if po (u, v) = true then obj (u) ≥ bnd (v).
2. ∀u, v, v 0 ∈ X ∗ , if v  v 0 and po (u, v) = true then po (u, v 0 ) = true
3. ∀u, u0 , v ∈ X ∗ , if po (u0 , v) = true and obj (u) ≥ obj (u0 ) then po (u, v) = true.
Condition 1 states that we should only ever prune a subtree that cannot possibly contain an
improved solution. Condition 2 ensures that if the root of a subtree should be pruned, then
any child node in the subtree should also be pruned. Condition 3 states that if a node v should
be pruned with given an incumbent u0 , it should be pruned with any stronger incumbent u.
Conditions 2 and 3 are statements of the monotonicity of po . Non-monotonic reasoning rules
exist [107] that allow, for example, randomisation to occur in po so long as no valid solutions
are ever removed. Such reasoning is outwith the scope of this thesis and we restrict ourselves
to the conditions given above.
Importantly, pruning rules are an optimisation only and not applying the rule, or applying it
only in some cases, does not affect the correctness of search. Informally, we can show pruning
does not affect correctness of search as follows, assuming a maximising optimisation problem7 .
7

The decision variant follows in a similar fashion
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Rule

State

Tour
Length

Bounds

(schedule1 )
(schedule2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(optimise1 )
(optimise2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(prune-optimise1 )
(advance2 )
(terminate1 )
(prune-optimise2 )
(schedule1 )
(terminate2 )
(advance1 )
(advance1 )
(advance1 )
(prune-optimise1 )
(terminate1 )

h{}o , [Sac , Sab , Sad ], ⊥, ⊥i
h{}o , [Sab , Sad ], hSac , aci, ⊥i
h{}o , [Sad ], hSac , aci, hSab , abii
h{}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbi, hSab , abii
h{}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbi, hSab , abcii
h{}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcii
h{}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcdii
h{acbd}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcdii
h{abcd}o , [Sad ], hSac , acbdi, hSab , abcdii
h{abcd}o , [Sad ], hSac , acdi, hSab , abcdii
h{abcd}o , [Sad ], hSac , acdi, hSab , abdii
h{abcd}o , [Sad ], h(Sac \ Sacd ) ∪ {acd}, acdi, hSab , abdii
h{abcd}o , [Sad ], h(Sac \ Sacd ) ∪ {acd}, acdi, hSab , abdcii
h{abcd}o , [Sad ], ⊥, hSab , abdcii
h{abcd}o , [Sad ], ⊥, h(Sab \ Sabdc ) ∪ {abdc}, abdcii
h{abcd}o , [ ], hSad , adi, h(Sab \ Sabdc ) ∪ {abdc}, abdcii
h{abcd}o , [ ], hSad , adi, ⊥i
h{abcd}o , [ ], hSad , adci, ⊥i
h{abcd}o , [ ], hSad , adcbi, ⊥i
h{abcd}o , [ ], hSad , adbi, ⊥i
h{abcd}o , [ ], h(Sad \ {adb, adbc}) ∪ {adb}, adbi, ⊥i
h{abcd}o , [ ], ⊥, ⊥i

h⊥, ⊥i
h∞, ⊥i
h∞, ∞i
h∞, ∞i
h∞, ∞i
h14, ∞i
h14, 11i
h14, 11i
h14, 11i
h∞, 11i
h∞, ∞i
h∞, ∞i
h∞, 13i
h⊥, 13i
h⊥, 13i
h∞, 13i
h∞, ⊥i
h∞, ⊥i
h11, ⊥i
h∞, ⊥i
h∞, ⊥i
h⊥, ⊥i

h⊥, ⊥i
h7, ⊥i
h7, 8i
h11, 8i
h11, 8i
h14, 8i
h14, 11i
h14, 11i
h14, 11i
h12, 11i
h12, 9i
h12, 9i
h12, 13i
h⊥, 13i
h⊥, 13i
h10, 13i
h10, ⊥i
h10, ⊥i
h11, ⊥i
h14, ⊥i
h14, ⊥i
h⊥, ⊥i

Incumbent
Tour
Length
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
14
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

Figure 3.8: Example reductions for the TSP instance of Section 3.2. Branch and bound
optimisation variant.
Assume pruning occurs in a state h{u}o , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i, that is, po (u, v) = true
implying obj (u) ≥ bnd (v) (by condition 1). The improves : X ∗ × X ∗ → {true, false}
function from the optimise rule ensures the objective value of the stored solution increases
monotonically over time, such that at the end of search we have a solution node u0 such
that obj (u0 ) ≥ obj (u). For correctness, subtree(S, v) cannot contain any node w such
that obj (w) ≥ obj (u0 ). As subtree(S, v) was pruned we know obj (v) ≤ obj (u0 ), and, as
we have a subtree, we know ∀w ∈ subtree(S, v), v  w therefore by condition 2 ∀w ∈
subtree(S, v), obj (u0 ) ≥ obj (w) showing that pruning never affects the correctness of search.
We further gain from condition 2 that, even if we do not apply the prune rule for hS, vi, we
can prune for any future node v 0 where v  v 0 without affecting the correctness of search.
Figure 3.8 shows how branch and bound affects the reductions for the TSP instance given
in Section 3.2, where the bounds are calculated using a maximum spanning tree procedure
(described in Section 5.2.2.1). In this case, prune-optimise fires twice when it determines the
bound of the current node cannot possibly beat the incumbent, e.g. bound of 12 and incumbent
of 11 in the first prune-optimise case. In this search pruning helps little as the pruning rules
only remove a single node in each case. In practice instances are much larger and we expect
to remove many more nodes.
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Spawn Rules

So far we have assumed that the Tasks workqueue is populated before search begins. To
support dynamic parallelism (Section 2.4.2) we require a method to add new tasks to the
workqueue during evaluation.
The following spawn rule allows sub-trees to be converted to tasks by adding them to the
Tasks.

(spawni )

u∈S
v <lex u
Su = subtree(S, u)
hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, Tasks:Su , . . . , hS \ Su , vi, . . .i

Here any still-to-be explored node can be converted to a task by adding the sub-tree rooted by
the node u to the task set.
This rule allows any unexplored node to be converted to a task. In reality search trees are
created on-demand and only a sub-set of nodes will be available to spawn. In practice we
want more control over what is spawned and the conditions governing when spawning occurs.
The skeletons presented in Chapter 4 differ in how they manage spawns and more specialised
spawn rules are given in Sections 4.3.4.1, 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.6.1.
As with pruning, not applying a spawn rule does not affect the correctness of search although
it may affect the effectiveness of parallelism. Likewise spawning every node does not affect
the correctness of search as only future nodes are spawned ensuring progress is made even if
every node is converted to a task. A spawn rule may add multiple tasks to the workqueue in a
single reduction, as in Section 4.3.4.

3.4

Lazy Node Generators: A Functional Interface for
Tree Search

Conceptually M T 3 assumes that the search trees are fully materialised (i.e. in hS, vi, S
contains all nodes of the sub-tree) but this is inpractical. To do so would require large amounts
of memory as, even though specific nodes are likely to require minimal storage, search trees
often consist of millions of nodes. Furthermore it is not possible to determine all nodes
in a tree a priori (if you could then search is unnecessary). In practice, instead of fully
materialising the search tree, we alternate between tree construction and tree traversal.
Not fully materialising the tree is possible as:
1. Node Processing rules never access the current sub-tree S.
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2. Pruning a sub-tree a from a partially generated set {a, b, c, . . . } corresponds to removing
a. Once a is removed children of a will never be generated.
3. advance only ever moves into a direct child, by generating the next level of the tree, or
to a node at a lower depth. All nodes at a lower depth must already have been generated.
4. After a node and all its children have been explored we never explore the node again
(due to ≤lex ordering) so do not need to store this.

The general spawn rule (Section 3.3.8) does not allow the tree to be partially generated as it
must be able to convert any unexplored node to a task. As mentioned previously this rule is
not practically implementable. To allow it to work with partially generated trees we can add a
further constraint that spawn only converts a direct child or an (already generated) node at
a lower depth. The skeleton spawn rules of Section 4.3.4, Section 4.3.6, and Section 4.3.5,
apply this constraint.

3.4.1

Node Generators

A partial tree, e.g. S = {v, u, . . . }, is expanded only in the advance rule to find the next node
to visit, i.e. succ(S, v) may generate child nodes (or pick an already generate node). Children
of a node v may be generated by applying the ordered tree generator function g : X ∗ → X ∗ to
v and constructing a set of (ordered) child nodes. For example, g(v) = acb gives hva, vc, vbi
as the child nodes. There may not always be any children, i.e. when v is a leaf node g(v) = .
We use the term Node Generator to refer to a function that applies the tree generator g to
a single node and returns the (ordered) set of child nodes. That is, Node Generators know
how to both find and order the next node labels (as g does) and from these create the actual
child nodes, i.e. from g(v) = {a} create {va}. Node Generators are commonly known as
branching functions/rules.
Depth-first tree search can be represented as a stack of Node Generators as illustrated in
Figure 3.9.
As Generators are defined using an ordered tree generator function they implicitly encode
ordering heuristics (Section 2.1.4.1) by creating child nodes in a left-to-right order.

3.4.2

Node Generators as a Programming Interface

Node Generators provide a general-purpose programming interface for tree search. As Node
Generators are specific instantiations of ordered tree generators they, by extension, are general
enough to encode any search tree application. By creating trees as stacks of Node Generators

aa {aaa, aab }

push

a {ab, ac}

pop

pop

a {ac}

ac {aca}

push

a {}

ac {}

a {}

aca {}

push

pop

push
aaa {}

aa {aab}

a {ab, ac}

aa {aab}

a {ab, ac}

ac

pop

pop

a {}

aab {}

push

aa {}

a {ab, ac}

Done

pop

pop

a {ab, ac}

ab {aba}

push

a {ac}

aba {}

push

ab {}

a {ac}

Figure 3.9: Example tree search using a stack of Node Generators. a | {ab, ac} may be read as ab and ac are generated from a.

a {aa, ab, ac}

ab

aaa aab aba aca

aa

a
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(as in Figure 3.9) all M T 3 rules can be implemented in practice without knowledge of the
domain-specific tree types. We exploit this fact in Chapter 4 to create domain-independent
parallelisations of tree search that are parameterised by a user specific Node Generator.
From an implementation standpoint, a user can specify their search tree as a single function
with the signature:
function generateChildren(NodeType n) → [NodeType]

This function not only specifies a suitable ordering of elements in the (ordered) list but also
knows how to combine the parent node with child information to construct the child nodes.
For example, the tree generator for TSP returns the next city (in a heuristic order) whereas
the Node Generator encodes both the next cities and how this these are combined with the
current tour (in an implementation defined manner).
In practice Node Generators often require additional information, for example in TSP the
tree generator relies on access to the set of cities, C, and distance function d. In M T 3 these
are implicitly accessible. In the programming interface we instead allow read-only search
specific variable access through an abstract SearchSpace type. Node Generators therefore
take the form of a function:
function generateChildren(SearchSpace space, NodeType n) → [NodeType]

As a practical example a Node Generator for TSP can be defined as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

function generateChildrenTSP(SearchSpace space, Tour n):
cs ← n.difference(space.cities)
cs.sort(λ x y → space.d(n.last(), x) <= space.d(n.last(), y))
children = []
for c in cs:
children.append([n ++ c])
return children

That is, given a tour n and the space containing the distance function d and city set cities,
we first create the set of all unchosen cities (line 2) and sort them into increasing distance
order from the last city included in the tour (line 3). To create search tree nodes, i.e. tours, we
iterate over the (ordered) remaining cities and build the new tour by adding the city to the old
(partial) tour (line 6).
Importantly, the Node Generator does not specify anything about how and when the search tree
is constructed and this is handled transparently by the advance rule/skeleton implementations.
The ability for a user to express a wide range of searches by implementing a single function for
each is very powerful. Node Generators assume nothing about how the values are computed.
For example, a user may perform domain-specific parallel node processing steps that are
transparent to the calling code. Many of the case studies presented in 5.2 use this to perform
data-parallel (vectorised) node processing.
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In Section 5.1.3.5 we describe additional programming interface elements are required to, for
example, provide bound information for nodes and pruning functions.

3.4.3

Lazy Node Generators

Node Generators create the full set of child nodes of a particular node v when they are created
called, i.e. on an advance. This has two downsides:
1. The memory required to store the child nodes is proportional to the number of children.
For large searches this burdens system memory. We also lose the benefit of depth-first
search that memory requirements are low as only one node (and parents) are required at
a time, i.e. only max _depth × nodesize memory is require.
2. Sometimes the full set of child nodes are not required. For searches where the heuristic
ordering is related to the bounding function it is often possible to remove all future
child nodes “to-the-right” on a failed bound check. For example, maximum clique
searches can use colouring to both determine an upper bound on the maximum size of a
clique and also to determine a heuristic search order where the highest colour class is
searched first. If the bound check fails, say with colour class five, then we can be sure
all children to-the-right will likewise fail the bounding checks as they must have colour
class less than or equal to five. We refer to this idea of pruning all tasks to-the-right as
the PruneLevel optimisation.
These downsides can be overcome generating children lazily, that is, each child node constructed by the generator when advance asks for the next child. This mimics depth-first search
implementations that usually operate in a loop, generating one child at a time. We use the
term Lazy Node Generator8 to refer to the interface of this form.
Laziness may be implemented by introducing Node Generator as an object with a next method
that lazily returns the next child node, e.g.
1

class NodeGenerator {

2

NodeGenerator(SearchSpace space, NodeType n)

3

NodeType next()

4

}

It is always possible to move from a Lazy Node Generator to a strict Node Generator by
having the NodeGenerator compute all child nodes when it is constructed and iterate over
these values on a next() call.
8

Lazy Node Generators are closely related to lazy list evaluation as well as the generators provided in
languages such as python via the yield keyword.
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Previous general-purpose search work adopts similar interfaces. Bobpp [75] allows the user
to specify a GenChild class that is similar to the NodeGenerator above, however Bobpp
inserts all children into a global priority queue (GPQ) when called. The interface of the
MaLLBa skeleton library is similar [108] where the branch function inserts all children
into a queue. The Muesli skeleton library features a branch function of the form Node**
branch(Node* n, int* size) [109] where the user must explicitly allocate an result
array and inform the system of the number of children through the size parameter. All these
interfaces exclude lazy generation of nodes causing increased memory requirements and not
allowing optimisations such as PruneLevel to be applied.

3.5

Summary

We introduce M T 3 , a family of models based on small-step operational semantics, for describing parallel backtracking search. M T 3 builds directly on BBM [4] that likewise represents
trees as partially ordered sets of words. Ordered tree generator functions (Section 3.1.1) allow
us to describe both how to construct the search tree and ordering heuristics.
M T 3 is flexible enough to encode all three types of search (enumeration, decision and
optimisation) as well as branch and bound variants. This flexibility is achieved by introducing
4 categories of rules. Traversal rules (Section 3.3.4) that specify thread scheduling, tree
traversal, and thread termination. Node Processing rules that support specific search types
(Section 3.3.1), i.e. enumeration, decision and optimisation (Section 3.3.6). Pruning rules
for branch and bound search (Section 3.3.7). Finally, Spawn rules capture work generation
(Section 3.3.8) allowing succinct descriptions of the search skeletons of Chapter 4.
In practice search trees are both generated and traversed at runtime. We have shown that the
rules do not require fully generated tree structures and how the ordered tree generator functions
allow us to partially generate sections of a tree as required. The notion of partially applying
a (ordered) tree generator may be used to derive a suitable programming interface: Node
Generators (Section 3.4). Lazy Node Generators are a memory reducing optimisation that
allows a Node Generator to lazily return children (in a heuristic order). Lazy Node Generators
provide a domain-independent interface suitable to provide user specific computation to the
skeletons of Chapter 4. While similar programming interfaces exist, e.g. [75, 108, 109], they
do not support laziness, nor are they derived in such a principled manner.
M T 3 is used in Chapter 4 to define an the features of an abstract task-parallel framework for
tree search, to describe work generation conditions for the skeletons (Sections 4.3.4.1, 4.3.5.1
and 4.3.6.1) and to describe how performance anomalies can affect search (Section 7.2). The
skeletons mimic the design of M T 3 by specifying a set of core search coordinations that
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encompass Traversal and Spawn rules. These coordinations are then augmented with specific
search type functionality e.g Node Processing and Pruning rules.
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Chapter 4
Search Skeletons
This chapter describes a set of general-purpose algorithmic skeletons for search. The skeletons
are parameterised by the Lazy Node Generators of Section 3.4 that provide a uniform method
for specifying backtracking search trees. By separation of user specific code and the parallel
coordination we gain interchangeable parallel implementations of search.
Section 4.1 describes the appropriateness and construction of skeletons for search. Search
skeletons consist of two parts 1) a parallel search coordination that determines how tasks
are stored, generated and load balanced, and 2) search type specific functionality covering
enumeration, decision and optimisation searches as well as branch and bound variants.
This approach mimics M T 3 (Chapter 3) that separates tree Traversal and Spawning rules–
describing the search coordination–from Node Processing and Pruning rules that describe
search specific functions. A search application is created by providing a skeleton a Lazy Node
Generator describing how a specific search tree is built.
For performance portability the parallel search coordinations are designed against an abstract
parallel framework (TSF), described originally in Archibald et al. [5], and in more detail in
Section 4.2. Key features of TSF are asynchronous task-parallelism and distributed-memory
support allowing scalability to take advantage of multi-core and cluster architectures, and,
in the future, HPC setups. Issues with using deque-based work-stealing (Section 2.2.3.1) to
manage tasks in search frameworks are discussed in Section 4.4, leading to the creation of
a depth-pool structure that aims to maintain search heuristics (as much as possible) during
load-balancing.
Three parallel search coordinations are discussed: Depth-Bounded (Section 4.3.4), StackStealing (Section 4.3.5), and Budget (Section 4.3.6). Each differs in how they create and
manage tasks. A Sequential search coordination is also available (Section 4.3.3) to aid
debugging and to determine overheads of the skeleton approach compared to a hand coded
sequential search (Section 6.3). Throughout this chapter we use the term coordination to
mean search coordination.
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The coordinations are general-purpose, each supporting all of enumeration, decision, and
optimisation searches (Section 4.5). As a skeleton is formed of a search coordination and a
search type this leads to 12 concrete search skeletons.
An implementation of the skeletons is described in Chapter 5 and evaluated in Chapter 6. In
Chapter 7 we present a specialised search coordination that allows improved reasoning about
parallel performance for branch and bound decision and optimisation problems.

4.1

Skeletons as a High-Level Parallelism Approach

Parallel tree search is often implemented on a per-application and per-scale basis, often
requiring intrusive re-writes of existing sequential searches, and often without parallel code
reuse in mind. A high-level parallel programming model for parallel tree search offers many
benefits. It allows search domain experts access to parallelism without dealing with lowlevel implementation details and inversely allows parallelism researchers access to a wide
range of search applications to develop both new search parallelisations and general-purpose
techniques for irregular applications. By hiding low-level implementation details we gain
performance portability over a range of architectures, i.e. the same code can run on both
multi-core shared-memory machines and distributed-memory clusters without changes to the
user code1 .
Parallel algorithmic skeletons, described in Section 2.2.4.1, provide abstractions of common,
reusable, computational patterns, by separating domain-specific computation from parallel
coordination features (i.e. details of the parallelism). As tree search, both backtracking and
branch and bound, forms an abstract algorithmic pattern, it lends itself well to the skeleton
model.
There is a risk that general-purpose solutions are slower than their hand-coded equivalents due
to, for example, less domain optimisations and polymorphism. We show in Section 6.3 that,
by using programming techniques such as template metaprogramming (e.g. [104]), overheads
of the skeleton approach can be small (quantified as on average 6.1% slower than hand coded
searches in Section 6.3). The reusable nature of skeletons has proved highly advantageous,
allowing seven different search applications, of three different search types, to share the same
parallel search coordinations (Section 6.8). Section 6.9 provides evidence that skeletonised
searches can scale on up to 255 workers.
1

Users may be required to provide serialisation instance for their node types to support message passing.
Adopting parallelism based on recompute, rather than sending nodes, can remove this limitation at the cost of
increased complexity to track recompute paths and time to find recompute the starting node.
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Creating Search Skeletons

Skeletons have both an abstract meaning and a concrete parallel coordination behaviour [110].
The meaning determines the algorithm that is being abstracted over, e.g. a map, while the
behaviour describes how the parallelism should take place, e.g. multi-core divide and conquer
or data-parallelism on GPUs. Parallel behaviours may be given further parameters to control,
for example, data partitioning e.g. into particular chunk sizes. This additional information
does not affect the semantic meaning of the skeleton. Skeletons are then parameterised by a
specific user computations to form (part of) an application.
As shown by M T 3 , semantics of search are specified in two parts: the core Traversal rules
that, in our case, provide depth-first search; and search type information, i.e. Node Processing
and Pruning, that determine the specific type of search. A search skeleton without a search
type is semantically valid but performs no useful work. Given this search skeletons must
be constructed from both a search coordination, e.g. Depth-Bounded (Section 4.3.4), and
a search type, e.g Decision. We adopt a skeleton naming scheme of search coordination +
search type for example, a DepthBoundedDecision skeleton.
As with other skeletons, search skeletons are further parameterised by a user computation to
create an application. For search, this takes the form of a Lazy Node Generator (Section 3.4)
that encodes a specific search tree. The components that construct a search skeletons is shown
graphically in Figure 4.1. The skeletons are extensible, allowing new search coordination
methods to be created. For example a search coordination may provide best-first search or
random creation of tasks.
The main use case for the search skeletons is to solve a single search instance rather than as a
building block within a larger parallel programs, e.g. combining a map and reduce skeletons.
As such, the skeletons are not designed with composition in mind, i.e. we do not support
nesting a search within a search. Supporting nested search is both difficult, due to both
sharing of workpools and the requirement to maintain two heuristic orders, nor have we seen
a use-case where this is necessary. Multiple search skeletons may be run in sequence within a
single program.

4.2

An Abstract Parallel Framework for Tree Search

The search coordinations are designed against an abstract distributed task-parallelism framework, the tree search framework (TSF); first introduced in Archibald et al. [5]. By designing
against TSF, the skeletons are not only search application independent but also framework/language independent. Distributed-memory support aids performance portability by allowing the
framework to scale across to networks of localities as is common in modern high performance
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Enumeration
Decision
Optimisation

Search Skeleton = Search Coordination + Search Type
Sequential
Depth-Bounded
Stack-Stealing
Budget
...
Knapsack
Travelling Salesperson
Clique Search
...

Search Application = Search Skeleton + Lazy Node Generator
SequentialDecision
BudgetDecision
DepthBoundedEnumeration
DepthBoundedOptimisation
...
Figure 4.1: Parameters required to create a search skeletons and applications.
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Workpool
Get Work
Scheduler

Locality 1

Get Work
Scheduler

Spawn
Worker

Schedule

Spawn
Worker

...

Locality 2

Figure 4.2: TSF: An abstract parallel framework for tree search.
environments. Section 5.1.1 and Section 5.1.2 show the benefits of designing to an TSF by
describing the implementation of (a subset of) the skeletons in two different programming
languages/parallel libraries.
TSF is shown in Figure 4.2. It consists of multiple localities (two shown) each with a set of
workers and a single scheduler. Workers, when given a sub-tree, perform depth-first search.
The scheduler is responsible for ensuring the workers are kept busy by either scheduling an
existing task from the locality or finding tasks from another locality. The abstract framework
assumes there are workpools but makes no assumptions as to their layout. For example we
may have one workpool per-locality or a shared global workpool (as shown by the dashed
lines between the workpools).
TSF closely resembles distributed task-parallelism frameworks such as X10 [111] or Chapel
[112]. Likewise the definition of workpools as being either distributed or globally accessible
(or something in between), mimics the separation provided by the global priority queue of
Bob/Bobpp/Ibobpp [74, 75, 76].
The key features of TSF are as follows:
Distributed-memory support: As shown by M T 3 supporting any number of threads, we
could treat TSF as a shared-memory architecture with infinite workers, however, given
the differences in communication cost between localities (compared to within a locality)
we make distributed-memory support explicit. This allows, for example, varying
behaviour between load-balancing for local and remote tasks.
Asynchronous Task-Parallelism To support dynamic parallelism approaches (e.g. Section 2.4.2), new sub-tree search tasks can be created, via a spawn operation, dynamically
at runtime. Newly spawned tasks are buffered in a workpool structure until a free worker
is available. The choice of concrete workpool is non-trivial and is discussed in Section 4.4. Tasks themselves run completely independently, just as threads do in M T 3 .
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Distributed Scheduling Tasks are able to migrate between distributed-memory localities
to support load-balancing. Schedulers ensure that workers are not idle if a local task
is ready to execute, or dynamically search for work otherwise. When more than one
task is available the tasks should be executed in an order specified by the workpool and
search coordination. There is no requirement that the scheduler only interacts with a
workpool structure when looking for work, e.g. direct communication between workers
is possible. This moves away from the fixed workqueue model of M T 3 to allow more
flexibility in the coordinations. As we will see in Sections 4.3.4.1, 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.6.1
the search coordinations may each be approximately described by the single workqueue
model of M T 3 .
Global Data Movement A key requirement of M T 3 is the ability to capture global state σ
(Section 3.3.3). As such, the framework must support a method of data transfer, either
with explicit messages or via a global address space. Global data movement allows the
results of the searches to be shared/combined globally, for example when maintaining a
global incumbent.
As search solutions are captured globally2 , there is no strict requirement for the framework to
provide inter-task communication such as futures and promises [29] or direct message passing.
In a concrete implementation (e.g. Section 5.1.3) inter-task communication is beneficial to
support, for example, termination.
As TSF is a distributed framework it requires search applications to have serialisable node
types to allow sub-trees to be transferred between (distributed) workers. An alternative
approach, useful when dealing with search tree nodes that are costly to serialise/communicate,
is to allow recomputing based on a path within a deterministic tree [113, 102]. We do not
support recompute based approaches in this work.

4.3

Search Coordination Methods

Using TSF, we detail key the design choices for parallel search and introduce four generalpurpose search coordination methods, Sequential, Depth-Bounded, Stack-Stealing, and Budget. Chapter 7 presents an additional skeleton implementation designed specifically for
replicable branch and bound searches.
The search coordinations are given as a simple depth-first backtracking tree traversals. In
Section 4.5 we show how search is specialised to a specific search type. All search coordinations introduce parallelism using space-splitting approaches (Section 2.4) with parallel tasks
corresponding to sub-tree search.
2

This feature distinguishes tree search from divide-and-conquer where results are combined locally.
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Design Choices

The search coordinations are inspired by previous parallel search implementations. We can
distinguish between parallel approaches based on:
1. How tasks are generated.
2. When tasks are generated.
3. How load-balancing occurs.
As described in Section 2.4 work may be generated either statically or dynamically. Static
approaches operate on a fixed set of tasks that are often, but not always, generated in a
work-generation phase before search. Dynamic approaches instead create tasks at runtime,
often utilising some form of work-stealing model.
The search coordinations in this work rely on (distributed) work-stealing (Section 2.2.3.1) as
the main mechanism for load-balancing, as is reflected by TSF.

4.3.1.1

Parallelisation Principles

Although any node in the search tree may be converted to a task, the skeletons are designed
to choose heuristically good search nodes based on the following:
1. We should choose search nodes that will manifest large sub-trees in order to minimise
scheduling overheads, i.e. we want to avoid scheduling many small tasks.
2. Nodes should be prioritised based on the applications’ branching heuristics to quickly
quite the search to promising nodes.
We expect the largest tasks to be those closest to the root as a) The amount of work in a task t
corresponds to the number of nodes in the sub-tree rooted at t, and b) as we move deeper in
the tree the search space becomes more constrained/smaller (for finite search spaces).
Lazy Node Generators implicitly encode branching heuristics in the order that child nodes are
generated (Section 3.4). We should therefore aim to convert nodes to tasks in the order they
come out of a generator.
Taken together, the guiding principle is that we should: aim to create tasks from nodes as
close to the root and as far to the left of the search tree as possible. This principle has
likewise been followed in previous work, e.g. [67].
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Not all search coordinations strictly follow this principle, for example, we purposefully go
against the heuristics when performing discrepancy search (Section 2.1.4.1) in the Ordered
coordination described in Chapter 7.
While we adopt a steal left and close to the root as our guiding principle, other approaches are
possible. For example, confidence based work-stealing [101] suggests that stealing low and
left improves performance in some cases, although care must be taken to avoid communication
overheads of scheduling small tasks.
It is often possible to assign some workers to search low in the tree and others to search high
first. For example, by using a deque Section 4.4 to store tasks and allowing local workers steal
the newest tasks (i.e. those that are lower in the tree) while remote steals receive older tasks.
We adopt this approach in this thesis. Importantly, within a task we always generate work
high and left first although the task itself may be searching a sub-tree low in the search tree.

4.3.2

Pseudocode

In the sections that follow we ue pseudocode to show the main operation of the search
coordinations. The pseudocode has the following features:
• We assume a stack implementation exists with the usual push / pop / empty methods
and a top method for inspecting the top node without removing it.
• spawn is a primitive that creates a new task from the given function and arguments.
Importantly, it computes any arguments to the function (e.g. depth + 1) before generating
the task, but does not run the given function.
• The Lazy Node Generator API has been extended to support a hasNext method,
returning false if all children have been generated. This is for readability only and is
not essential in the the implementations described in (Section 5.1).
• We support higher order functions.

4.3.3

Sequential Search Coordination

The simplest coordination is Sequential. Sequential corresponds to an M T 3 model with no
Spawn rule, i.e. it does depth-first search from the root node. It is a static approach that
generates a single task; searching the root node.
Pseudocode of a stack based implementation of Sequential, featuring the Lazy Node Generator
API (Section 3.4), is in Listing 4.1. It is also possible to implement Sequential recursively.
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Listing 4.1: Pseudocode for the Sequential search coordination.
1
2
3

function sequentialSearch(SearchSpace space, Node root):
generator ← nodeGenerator(space, root)
generatorStack.push(generator)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

while not generatorStack.empty() do
generator ← generatorStack.top()
if generator.hasNext() then
node ← generator.next()
// Search type specific node processing is added here
// This will possibly force a continue instead pushing children to the stack,
// e.g. on a prune

13
14
15
16

generatorStack.push(NodeGenerator(space, node))
else
generatorStack.pop() // Backtrack

Sequential is useful for testing and debugging before adding parallelism. In Section 6.3 it is
used to quantify the overheads of moving from hand written searches to those based on Lazy
Node Generators.

4.3.4

Depth-Bounded Search Coordination

The Depth-Bounded coordination converts all nodes below a cut-off depth, dcutoff into tasks.
As dcutoff is fixed, Depth-Bounded is a static parallelism approach.
Pseudocode for Depth-bounded is in Listing 4.2. As with Sequential, Depth-Bounded may be
implemented recursively. From line 21 onward Depth-Bounded corresponds almost exactly
to Sequential, the only difference being code to track the current depth (e.g. lines 28 and
30). The condition for spawning is expressed on line 6. Spawning occurs based on the child
depth, i.e. currentDepth + 1. An implementation of Depth-Bounded does not need to
always check this condition as once the current depth is above the cutoff no more work will
be generated by any children. Line 14 creates a new task and adds it to a local workpool.
A graphical depiction of Depth-Bounded is in Figure 4.3. This shows a simple scenario where
all nodes at depth 1 are converted to tasks. After spawning all tasks, w1 is left with no work
and needs to go through a scheduling phase before continuing search. One optimisation, not
used in this work, is to have a worker keep the leftmost task and spawn all other children to
avoid the scheduling overhead.
Depth-Bounded has the advantage of being easy to implement, requiring few changes to a
sequential implementation other than tracking the current depth (only needed when we are
below dcutoff ) and the conditional to check if spawning should occur.
Although tasks are generated statically, based on dcutoff , they are not all generated at the
start of the search. Instead tasks spawns only occur when a node below dcutoff is actually
explored. This has two main effects. Firstly, spawns can take place on any locality in the
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1

w1
Root = {a}

dcutoff = 1

w2

Gen(a)
a Next: {aa,ab,ac}

Workpool
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Root = {a}

dcutoff = 1

w2

Gen(a)
a Next: {aa,ab,ac}
d = 1 ≤ dcutoff
Spawn

3
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dcutoff = 1
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Root = {aa}
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Search (aa)
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ab Next: {aba}
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ac

Search (ab)
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Schedule

Figure 4.3: Operation of the Depth-Bounded search coordination. 1 An initial state with
a worker w1 having converted the root node a into a generator. 2 As 1 ≤ dcutoff a spawns
take place, where 1 is the child depth. 3 Tasks waiting to be scheduled. 4 Two tasks are
scheduled and expanded by the two workers. As the children of these nodes are at a depth 2
no further spawns occur.
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Listing 4.2: Pseudocode for the Depth-Bounded search coordination.
1
2
3

function depthBoundedSearch(SearchSpace space, Node root, int cutoff, int currentDepth=0):
generator ← nodeGenerator(space, root)
generatorStack.push(generator)

4
5
6
7
8
9

// Spawn condition
if currentDepth + 1 <= cutoff then
while generator.hasNext() do
node ← generator.next()

10

// Search type specific node processing is added here.
// This will possibly force a continue instead of a spawn
// e.g. on a prune

11
12
13
14

spawn(depthBoundedSearch(space, node, cutoff, currentDepth + 1))
return // root generator is exhausted. Exit.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

// Sequential Search
while not generatorStack.empty() do
generator ← generatorStack.top()
if generator.hasNext() then
node ← generator.next()

23

// Search type specific node processing is added here.
// This will possibly force a continue instead pushing children to the stack,
// e.g. on a prune

24
25
26
27

generatorStack.push(NodeGenerator(space, node))
currentDepth ← currentDepth + 1
else
currentDepth ← currentDepth - 1
generatorStack.pop() // Backtrack

28
29
30
31

system promoting a better load balance in distributed settings. Secondly, for searches that
support pruning, spawning later in the search can reduce the total number of spawns as nodes
are pruned before spawning occurs3 .
Spawned tasks are buffered in a workpool until they are requested by a scheduler. DepthBounded makes no assumptions on the type or locality of the workpool and it may be
implemented as, for example, a single global workpool or using a workpool per-locality. The
issue of workpool choice is explored further in Section 4.4.
The depth cutoff dcutoff provides some control of task granularity and is commonly found
in divide-and-conquer and fork-join applications. The idea is to split the search space into
a number of large search tasks. Using dcutoff avoids generating small tasks where parallel
overheads dominate, i.e. the time to schedule a task is higher than the time to execute. For
dcutoff = 0 Depth-Bounded mimics Sequential, spawning the root task only. For dcutoff = ∞
the skeleton mimics node-oriented search where tasks consists of taking a search tree node
from a workpool, branching, pruning if required, and inserting all remaining children into the
workpool (e.g. [85, 114]).
One disadvantage of Depth-Bounded is that dcutoff must be tuned by the user on a per instance
basis. While in practice we have found a dcutoff of two levels below the root to perform
3

This is the main reason pruning occurs before spawning in M T 3 (Section 3.3.2).
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well for many instances this is not true in general (Section 6.5). Manually choosing dcutoff
also affects performance portability as it must account for the parallel architecture, i.e. more
workers will require more tasks to keep them busy. Automatic tuning of cutoff depths remains
an active research area [115] that is complicated further by the irregularity of search. Otten
and Dechter [46] have considered dcutoff tuning specifically for search, showing a dynamic
cutoff depth scheme applied to a specific style of branch and bound search. It is not clear if
these results generalise and we have not explored this here. We show the how the choice of
dcutoff affects performance in Section 6.5.
Existing static approaches (Section 2.4.1) provide alternatives to dcutoff . For example, Embarrassingly Parallel Search [54] allows a user to specify a number of tasks per-worker.
Unfortunately it is difficult to enable this in a distributed environment without generating all
tasks upfront, potentially loosing the load balance and pruning benefits.
4.3.4.1 M T 3 Spawn Rule
Search coordinations determine how work is generated during a search. As such, they manifest
themselves as Spawn rules in M T 3 (Section 3.3.1).
To express Depth-Bounded with M T 3 we assume that a single global workpool is used for all
spawns. In practice distributed workpools are often used to promote improved load-balancing.
The following rule captures the work generation for Depth-Bounded:

(spawn-depth-boundedi )

|v| + 1 ≤ dcutoff
{Sc1 . . . Scn } = {subtree(S, u) | u ∈ children(v)}
hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, Tasks:Sc1 . . . :Scn , . . . , hS \ Sc1 \ · · · \ Scn , vi, . . .i

That is, if we are exploring a node v with children depth above the user specified dcutoff we
should convert each child of v to a task and add it to the global workpool.
We must spawn all child nodes in a single step to ensure correct rule ordering (Section 3.3.2).
If not all children are spawned then the next traversal rule (advance) may enter a child node
that should have been converted to a task.

4.3.5

Stack-Stealing Search Coordination

The Stack-Stealing coordination, like many dynamic approaches (Section 2.4.2), allows the
search tree to be split on receipt of a work request rather than upfront. That is, Stack-Stealing
allows work-stealing to happen directly from the generator stack of another worker. This
contrasts the usual work-stealing approaches that steal existing tasks from workpools rather
than causing work to be generated.
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Listing 4.3: Pseudocode for the Stack-Stealing Search Coordination.
1
2
3

function stackStealingSearch(SearchSpace space, Node root, StealRequest stealRequest)
generator ← nodeGenerator(space, root)
generatorStack.push(generator)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

while not generatorStack.empty() do
// Handle possible steals
if stealRequest then
// Find work from the top of the tree
for stealGen ← generatorStack.bottom() to generatorStack.top() do
if stealGen.hasNext() then
stealReq ← createNewStealRequest() // To allow steals on the new worker
respond(stealRequest.thief,
stackStealingSearch(space, stealGen.next(), stealReq))
responded ← true
break

16
17
18

if not responded then
respond(stealRequest.thief, Failed) // Signal to the thief that stealing failed

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

// Continue sequential search
else
if generator.hasNext() then
node ← generator.next()
// Search type specific node processing is added here
// This will possibly force a continue instead pushing children to the stack,
// e.g. on a prune

28
29
30
31

generatorStack.push(NodeGenerator(space, node))
else
generatorStack.pop() // Backtrack

Pseudocode for Stack-Stealing is in Listing 4.3. Stack-Stealing must use a stack based
implementation as a steal request requires full access to the generator stack in order to find the
task that is leftmost and closest to the root, i.e. the task we expect to be most promising to steal
(Section 4.3.1.1). Stack-Stealing checks the stealRequest on every search expansion
step to determine if work is required (line 7). If a steal is requested then the generator stack is
iterated through from bottom to top (line 9), i.e. nodes closest to the root first, until a generator
with an unexplored child is found (line 10). If an unexplored child is found then a new task is
given to thief (line 13). If no nodes are available to steal then the requested worker is notified
(line 18).
An interesting feature of Stack-Stealing is that we do not require a workpool structure as
workers communicate directly with each other. For simplicity we introduce a globally writable
StealRequest type that allows a thief to signal when a steal is required. The respond
function allows a node to be returned to the thief. The function createStealRequest
hides the implementation of steal requests to aid readability.
In practice the implementation of stealRequest (including respond and createStealRequest) must be implemented in a thread safe manner, e.g. to avoid two workers
stealing from a single worker at the same time. For simplicity we do not show thread saftey
constructs here.
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A graphical depiction of Stack-Stealing is in Figure 4.4. This shows how workers, on receipt
of a work request, pause their current search to find the lowest, leftmost node and return it
directly to the thief.
While not essential, the Stack-Stealing implementation work supports a mix of work-stealing
and work-pushing (not shown in Listing 4.3). The search is initially split and eagerly scheduled
such that there is one sub-tree per-worker. Once the initial task is complete idle workers resort
to work-stealing. This improves load balance at the start of search by avoiding all workers
trying to steal from the single (root node) worker.
Like other approaches based on work-stealing we use random victim selection, i.e. workers
can steal from any other worker. In a distributed environment Stack-Stealing only steals from
a remote locality when there are no active local workers4 , although this is not a requirement
for correctness.
Unlike Depth-Bounded, Stack-Stealing does not require additional parameters from the user.
This allows it to adapt both to instances and architectures thereby allowing performance
portability and transparent scaling. In Section 6.8 we show Stack-Stealing, while not always
being the best choice of skeleton for a given application, gives the best average performance
over all applications/instances.
A disadvantage of Stack-Stealing is that work requests occur on the critical path of a worker
that must 1) pause the current search 2) find a suitable node for the thief (if one exists) and
3) due to lazy generation, actually generate the node. If there are a large number of steals
these overheads may dominate. We can alleviate this issue using chunking. Chunking allows
workers to return multiple nodes on a steal request that can be buffered in a workpool for later
use, i.e. a worker can take from the workpool instead of interrupting another worker. Due
to the Lazy Generator Model, chunking increases the steal time as the search worker must
call the generator n times. In Section 6.6.1 we show that chunking is often not beneficial in
practice.
Currently a steal always succeeds if the victim has any unexplored tasks regardless of depth.
This can cause many small tasks to be stolen increasing scheduling overheads. For example,
if a worker, w1 , steals a node near a leaf of the tree and then another worker steals from w1 ,
the sub-tree stolen from w1 will be even closer to a leaf node even though it is locally the most
promising task. One way around this is to introduce a lower depth cut-off (as in [101]) that
allows steals only occur if a worker has an unexplored node above this depth. Unfortunately
this approach introduces an additional parameter for the user to specify, decreasing portability.
Stack-Stealing is influenced by existing dynamic approaches based on distributed workstealing of tree nodes. Stack-Stealing resembles the approach of Abu-Khzam et al. [102]
4

We define active workers as those that are currently searching and and are not currently being stolen from.
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Figure 4.4: Operation of the Stack-Stealing search coordination. 1 A worker w1 searching a
tree rooted at a, while a second worker w2 issues a steal request. 2 w1 pauses search and
starts back at the top of the stack looking for work 3 Work is found at the top level and {ab}
is sent to w2 . 4 w1 resumes search while w2 starts search from the stolen node {ab}.
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that supports both random work-stealing of tasks from near the root first. However StackStealing steals nodes directly rather than paths to nodes as in their approach. By following
the parallelism principle of stealing high and left we ensure the search order distributed as
little as possible. The approach of Abu-Khzam et al. performs steals high and to the right
(breaking heuristic ordering).

4.3.5.1 M T 3 Spawn Rule
As with Depth-Bounded, we can describe the work generation behaviour of Stack-Stealing as
an M T 3 spawn rule.
Stack-Stealing allows direct stealing of nodes between workers that is not supported by M T 3 .
Instead, we mimic Stack-Stealing behaviour by having the victim worker detect when there is
an idle thread and spawn work to the workpool, allowing an idle thread to execute a schedule
rule.
Spawning in Stack-Stealing (without chunking) is captured by the following rule:

(spawn-stack-stealingi )

u = nextLowest(S, v)
u 6= ∅
Su = subtree(S, u)
hσ, [ ], ⊥, hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, [Su ], . . . , hS \ Su , vi, . . .i

Where nextLowest(S, v) gives the lowest, leftmost unexplored node, i.e. the most promising
node to steal (Section 4.3.1); if there is an unexplored node present. nextLowest(S, v) is
defined as:
succ0 (S, v) = {u ∈ S | v ≤lex u}

nextLowest(S, v) = {u ∈ succ0 (S, v) | |u| = min|| (succ0 (S, v) ∧ ∀w ∈ succ0 (S, v), v ≤lex u ≤lex w}

Where min|| (S) returns the smallest cardinality in S, e.g. min|| ({00, 001, 012}) = 2.
Importantly the spawn-stack-stealing rule only applies when there is at least one idle thread
and no tasks are waiting to be scheduled.
Chunking can be added by spawning the lowest level of children:
{c1 . . . cn } = lowest(S, v) = {u ∈ succ0 (S, v) | |u| = min|| (succ0 (S, v)}

That is, all nodes at the lowest depth that have not yet been explored.
Each child c1 . . . cn is added to the workpool and removed from the current sub-tree S in a
similar manner to Depth-Bounded (Section 4.3.4.1).
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Listing 4.4: Pseudocode for the Budget search coordination
1
2
3
4

function budgetSearch(SearchSpace space, Node root, int backtrackThreshold):
backtracks ← 0
generator ← nodeGenerator(space, root)
generatorStack.push(generator)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

while not generatorStack.empty() do
// Spawn condition
if backtracks >= backtrackTheshold then
// Find work from the bottom of the stack, i.e.\ closest to the root
for stealGen ← generatorStack.bottom() to generatorStack.top() do
if stealGen.hasNext() then
while stealGen.hasNext() do
node ← stealgen.next()
spawn(budgetSearch(space, node, backtrackThreshold))
break
backtracks ← 0
// Continue sequentially
else
if generator.hasNext() then
node ← generator.next()

23

// Search type specific node processing is added here
// This will possibly force a continue instead pushing children to the stack,
// e.g. on a prune

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

generatorStack.push(NodeGenerator(space, node))
else
backtracks ← backtracks + 1
generatorStack.pop() // Backtrack

4.3.6

Budget Search Coordination

The Budget coordination is influenced by existing periodic load-balancing approaches (Section 2.4.2.1). A period is defined on a per-worker basis, i.e. asynchronous periodic, based on
the number of backtracks the worker has performed. Workers search sub-trees until the task
is complete or the a user defined backtracking budget is met. When the budget is exhausted,
all nodes at the lowest possible depth are spawned and the budget is reset.
Pseudocode for the Budget coordination is in Listing 4.4. As with Stack-Stealing, this must
be written with an explicit stack to allow the task at the lowest depth to be spawned when the
budget is exhausted.
Budget requires a simple change to the sequential portion of the search to keep track of the
number of backtracks (line 29). For every node expansion step, Budget first checks that the
backtrack budget has not been exhausted (line 8). If it has then the generator stack is iterated
through, from the generator closest to the root, until a generator with children remaining is
found. On finding a generator, budget spawns all of the child nodes of the generator (line 12)
and resets the budget. If no unexplored nodes are available the budget resets to zero without
spawning any new tasks.
A graphical depiction of Budget is in Figure 4.5 showing how Budget pauses search when the
budget is exhausted in order to populate the workpool before restarting search.
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Figure 4.5: Operation of the Budget search coordination. 1 A worker w1 performs a search
rooted at a. 2 w1 uses all its budget, pauses the search and retruns to the top of its stack to
find work. 3 Work is found at the top level and spawned into the workpool. w1 resumes
search. 4 w2 finds work in the workpool and begins to search from root ab.
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The main principle behind Budget is that we should only spawn tasks we expect to be large.
If a search finished before exhausting the budget then we conclude that there was a limited
amount of work and it was not worth parallelising. If instead the budget is exhausted then we
mobilise workers to help within this sub-tree.
We use number of backtracks as a budget that ensures search visits multiple branches in the
tree before spawning. For searches with slow generator or node processing functions this may
limit the amount of parallelism. Many other budget measures are possible such as: number of
nodes expanded (used in mts [73]), number of valid solutions found, or time. It is not clear if
there is a budget measure that is guaranteed to work well in all cases. In Section 6.7 we show
that backtracks work well in practice.
The decision to spawn all top lowest depth tasks when the budget is exhausted is to ensure,
particularly near the beginning of search, that enough work is created to keep workers busy.
This choice is somewhat arbitrary, and, as with Stack-Stealing, we could spawn: a single
task, n tasks, or even more than the lowest depth if required. We have not investigated these
choices in this work.
As with Depth-Bounded, a major disadvantage of this approach is the requirement for the user
to select a suitable budget. We show how the choice of budget affects search performance in
Section 6.7. Surprisingly, we show a budget of 105 to be appropriate, but not necessarily the
best choice, for many instances and applications.
Automatically determining a suitable budget remains an open problem. One possibility is to
introduce a dynamic budget parameter that varies based on system properties. For example,
we may want to spawn more tasks, even if they are smaller, when we have additional free
workers.
As with Stack-Stealing, Budget necessarily increases the amount of computation on the
critical search path in order to perform backtrack counting and comparison.
Budget closely resembles mts [73] that applies a similar budgeting approach where unexplored
sub-trees are returned to a master pool when buget is expended. We do not assume any
structure on the workpool(s), allowing fully distributed setups.
The approach also takes inspiration from confidence based work stealing [101] which attempts
to assign more workers to areas of the search tree where solutions are expected. Instead
of solution density we assign workers based on the backtracking budget aiming to let idle
workers help with sub-trees we are confident can benefit from parallelism.
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Search Coordination

Work Generation

Work Distribution

Sequential
Depth-Bounded
Stack-Stealing
Budget
Ordered (Chapter 7)

Static, single root task
Static, all tasks below depth dcutoff
Dynamic, on work request
Dynamic, as budget is exhausted
Static, all tasks at depth dcutoff (upfront)

Assign to single thread
Work-stealing from workpools
Work-stealing from workers
Work-stealing from workpools
Work-stealing from global fixed priority
workpool

Table 4.1: Parallel search coordination work generation/distribution summary.
4.3.6.1 M T 3 Spawn Rule
The work generation behaviour of Budget, assuming a global workpool, can be captured as
the following M T 3 spawn rule:

(spawn-budgeti )

backtracks(i) = budget {c1 , . . . , cn } = lowest(S, v) {Sc1 , . . . , Scn } = subtree(S, u)
hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, Tasks:Sc1 : . . . :Scn , . . . , hS \ Sc1 \ · · · \ Scn , vi, . . .i backtracks(i) = 0

Where lowest(S, v) returns the set of all vertices at the lowest depth in S as defined in
Section 4.3.5.1.
The rule only applies when the number of backtracks performed by thread i has reached the
budget constant. All (unexplored) nodes at the lowest depth in S are spawned in a single
operation.
We assume, for simplicity, that the function backtracks(i) returns the current number of
backtracks for thread i. Setting backtracks(i) = 0 clears the backtrack count. This happens
when a new task is started or when spawn-budget has been called5 .

4.3.7

Search Coordination Summary

The search coordinations determine the work generation and distribution of the parallel search
skeletons, i.e. they encompass the Traversal and Spawn rules of M T 3 . A comparison of
the work generation and distribution choices for the search coordinations is in Table 4.1.
The spawn rules of Sections 4.3.4.1, 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.6.1 allow us to succinctly describe the
operation of the search coordinations6 .
The search coordinations are inspired by a range of existing approaches to parallel search
(Section 2.4), including static approaches by Depth-Bounded, distributed dynamic workstealing in Stack-stealing, and (asynchronous) periodic load-balancing in Budget. While
5

The number of backtracks can be explicitly added to the rules by representing thread state as hS, v, ni,
where n is the number of backtracks, and updating n in the advance, schedule and spawn rules.
6
The Ordered coordination cannot be fully described in M T 3 as discussed in Section 7.4.0.1.
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these represent a mix of approaches, the nature of skeletons makes it easy to experiment with
additional parallel search coordinations. For example, a dynamic centralised approach, or an
approach based on the spawn rule of Section 3.3.8 where we decide at random if a new task
should be created7 .
A recurring disadvantage is the tuning of skeleton parameters. Choosing appropriate parameters needs to account for both the instance being considered, e.g. high dcutoff values
are required for instances with low branching factors near the root, and also the parallel
architectures, i.e. more workers require more tasks to be generated. Given the irregularly
nature of search it is difficult to predict ahead of time the specific properties of an instance.
Even if the properties of an instance are known it is not always clear how to translate these to
appropriate parameters.
Requiring user-set parameters also leaks parallelism details to the skeleton user who must be
aware of how dcutoff or budgets are being used in order to choose appropriate values. This
breaks the separation of computation and coordination. Ideally the skeletons should be able
to operate independent of user input, as with Stack-Stealing, with the ability for expert users
to give additional information for improved performance. This mirrors skeletons such as map
that work without user input but also allow parameters such as chunk sizes to be specified.
One possible method to achieve this, not explored in this work, is to dynamically adjust the
skeleton parameters at runtime8 . This has the effect of changing static approaches to dynamic
approaches.

4.4

Workpool Design Choices

So far workpool choice has been considered in an abstract manner, stating only that it must
provide a buffer for tasks and allow tasks to be removed and scheduled in some order. However,
workpool choice is key to ensuring search heuristics are maintained. Failure to do so can lead
to detrimental search anomalies (Section 2.3.2.1) where large amounts of additional work is
being performed compared with a sequential search.
A popular workpool implementation for work-stealing scheduling is based on a deque. The
key idea, popularised by Cilk, is that local accesses (for both spawn and steal) should occur at
the front of the queue while remote accesses (for steals only) occur at the tail of the queue
[116]. The intuition is that older tasks, those at the tail, are more likely to recursively generate
work. This gives the remote worker a better chance of filling its own workpool; reducing
the total overall steals. This idea is essential to modern work-stealing scheduling. Some
7
8

Similar to the approach in PICO [86] that probabilistically releases nodes to a hub locality.
This does not apply to the Ordered coordination of Chapter 7.
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Figure 4.6: Deque-based scheduling breaks heuristic ordering. Subscripts represent discrepancies, lower is better.
Remote Steal
scan
Local Steal

b1 c2 d3
aa0 ab1 ac2 ad3

Depth

aaa0

Figure 4.7: Depth-pool structure. Subscripts represent discrepancies, lower is better.
deque feature a private (lock-free) section and separate public section to further improve
performance [35].
Unfortunately, deque work-stealing does not respect search heuristics (Section 2.1.4.1). To
see why, consider the scenario in Figure 4.6 where each node is label with the number of
discrepancies (at a particular depth) to show the heuristic search order. We observe that not
only do remote steals not follow the heuristic ordering but they choose the heuristically worst
possible node.
In practice deque work-stealing for tree search still performs well. In particular for cases
where the search heuristics are not strong [117]. This is due to, by shuffling the order of
tasks, diversity being added to the search. Increased diversity improves the chances we get
lucky and find a solution early. This resembles discrepancy based search where heuristics are
purposefully broken.
We argue that a more principled approach to work-stealing is necessary that maintains the
heuristic order as much as possible (unless a user explicitly suggests otherwise). We require a
structure that still allows the distinction between local and remote steals, while respecting the
search heuristic ordering. To this end, we propose an alternative workpool, the depth-pool, as
shown in Figure 4.7.
Here the deque structure is replaced by an list of first-in-first-out (FIFO) queues, one for each
depth we have spawned at. By using FIFO queues the heuristic ordering is maintained at
each depth. The depth-pool embodies the parallelism principle of stealing “high and left” (for
remote threads), while allowing for a local help first approach.
The depth-pool does not guarantee the heuristic search order is fully maintained as two or
more local threads can intersperse spawns at the same depth (e.g. {aa0 , ab1 , ba0 , ac2 . . . }.
It does however ensure that we do not bias towards heuristically poor choices; as deque
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scheduling does.
Depth-pool is similar to the original Cilk workpool structure [34] that stored tasks based on
their spawn “level” (i.e root = level 0, children of root = level 1 and so on) and stole at the
“shallowest” possible depth while working from the “deepest”. Our depth parameter is the
depth in the search tree rather than a count of the number of spawns above, i.e. depth-pool is
specialised for tree search. The Cilk version still removed from the tail of the queue (at each
level) causing the same ordering issues present in a deque.
The depth-pool has two main disadvantages. All task spawn sites must now also be aware of
their depth in the tree. This issue is minor as all spawns happen within a search coordination,
hiding this detail from the user. The second disadvantage is the increased cost in managing
the depth-pool, e.g. performing scans for work is O(n) and FIFO queues do not allow
simultaneous inserts and steals from multiple workers. In contrast, many high performance,
lock-free, deque implementations exists. We show in Section 6.5.1 that these performance
issues do not occur in practice.
The requirement to have specialised workpools further motives the need for specialised tree
search frameworks as opposed to relying on existing task-parallelism systems.
While the depth-pool has been designed specifically with search in mind, we do not see
significant improvements over deque scheduling in practice (Section 6.5.1). It is currently
unclear why this is the case.

4.5

Search Types

The search coordinations determine both how to perform depth-first tree traversal and how
parallel tasks are generated and scheduled. That is, they encapsulate Traversal and Spawn
rules of M T 3 (Section 3.3). As discussed in Section 4.1, useful work is only performed when
the skeletons are given a specific search type, e.g. enumeration, decision, or optimisation
(Section 2.1.3) and branch and bound variants.
In this section we discuss how the search types determine the node processing functionality
for the search coordinations and the return type of the skeletons. The search types capture
both the Node Processing and Prune rules of M T 3 .

4.5.1

Enumeration Search Type

Enumeration searches accumulate information about the search space by visiting each node.
They are captured by the enumerate rule of M T 3 (Section 3.3.6.1) that maps each node into a
monoid and combines this with a globally stored monoidal value. The monoid type allows
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Listing 4.5: Pseudocode for Enumeration Search Type.

1

global map nodeCounts

2
3
4
5
6
7

function enumeratingSearch(Coordination searchCoordinationEnumeration, Generator gen,
SearchSpace space, Node root, args...):
// Calls a given search coordination with processNodeEnumeration added
searchCoordinationEnumeration(gen, space, root, args...)
return nodeCounts

8
9
10
11

function processNodeEnumeration(Node n, SearchSpace space, int currentDepth):
nodeCounts[currentDepth + 1] ← nodeCounts[currentDepth + 1] + 1
return NoPrune // We never prune in enumeration

many different styles of enumeration, e.g. creating a representation for all nodes, counting all
nodes, counting left nodes etc.
The skeletons currently only support enumeration problems that want to count the number
of nodes at each depth in the tree and this specialisation is described here.9 This allows
us to determine, for example, how many cliques of size k are present, without creating a
representation for each clique. Only counting the number of nodes is not unusual as, given the
huge size of search trees, generating and storing representations of the entire tree efficiently is
difficult. For example, Fromentin and Hivert [118] suggest that storing all representations of
numerical semigroups (Section 5.2.1.2) at depth 54 requires “several terabytes”.
Using Haskell type notation, the type of an enumeration search is:
search enum :: Generator → Space → Node → Map Int Int

Where Generator is a Lazy Node Generator (Section 3.4) describing a specific search, the
Space and Node parameters represent the global search space and root node, and the result
is a map between depth and node counts.
Supporting enumeration searches requires 1) a global map structure to maintain counts of
the nodes expanded at each depth, i.e. σe , and 2) ensuring the current depth is tracked at
every node. Pseudocode for the search and node processing functions for enumeration are
in Listing 4.5. For correctness the global nodeCounts map must be updated atomically to
ensure thread saftey. In practice, to avoid the global map becoming a bottleneck, each worker
manages a local map that is combined with the global map on task completion.

4.5.2

Decision Search Type

Decision problems search for a target node with a particular property in the tree. They are
captured by the decide rule of M T 3 (Section 3.3.6.1) that, for each node, calls a match
function to determine if it is the target. The skeletons currently assume that the match
9

The skeletons can be extended to support the monoidal style of enumeration.
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function is equivalent to an equality check on the objective value of a node rather than being
passed explicitly by the user. For example, find a TSP tour of length (objective value) 100.
Using Haskell type notation, the type of the decision searches are:
search decision :: Generator → Space → Node → Objective → Maybe Node

As for enumeration, Generator parameter represents a Lazy Node Generator for a specific
search and the Space and Node parameters represent the global search space and root node.
The Objective parameter is initialised to the objective value of the target node. The result
as an optional type that either returns a solution on a satisfiable instance or nothing for an
unsatisfiable instances10 .
Two additional features are required for decision problems:
1. Early termination that causes all workers to stop if a solution is found. This is not a
strict requirement and decision problems can be solved, inefficiently, by exploring the
space fully even if a proof of satisfiability exists.
2. A method to obtain an objective value for a node, e.g a function obj : X ∗ →
Objective, often implemented as a class member function for the node type. This
value is compared with the user provided target objective for each node in the search
tree. This requires the Objective type to allow equality checks.
Given a suitable bounding function, upperBnd, the decision skeleton may perform tree
pruning based on the target objective value. This implements the pd function of prune-decide
in M T 3 and changes the search from backtracking to branch and bound.
Pseudocode for the search and node processing functions is in Listing 4.6. We assume a
terminateSearch function (line 14) is available to perform a (distributed) termination
proceedure.

4.5.3

Optimisation Search Type

Optimisation problems search for the best node (based on an objective function) in the tree.
They are captured by the optimise rule of M T 3 (Section 3.3.6.1) that, for each node, calls
an improves function to determine if the current node is an improvement over the best
solution (so far).
Using Haskell type notation, the type of the optimisation instance is as follow:
search optimisation :: Generator → Space → Node → Node
10

In the implementation of YewPar (Section 5.1.2) we report unsatisfiable by returning the root node.
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Listing 4.6: Pseudocode for Decision Search Type.

1

global Node solution = Nothing

2
3
4
5
6
7

function decisionSearch(Coordination searchCoordinationDecision, Generator gen,
SearchSpace space, Node root, args...):
// Calls a given search coordination with processNodeDecision added
searchCoordinationDecision(gen, space, root, args...)
return solution

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

function processNodeDecision(Node node, SearchSpace space, Objective requiredObjective,
function upperBnd):
if node.getObjective() == requiredObjective then
solution ← node
// Early termination point for all workers
terminateSearch()

15
16
17
18

// If a bounding fn is provided
if upperBnd(space, node) < requiredObjective then
return Prune

19
20

return NoPrune

As before, the Generator is a Lazy Node Generator for the application and the Space and
Node paramters represent the global search space and root node. There is always a result for
optimisation even if it the root node.
As with decision searches, we assume the objective can be obtained from a particular node,
e.g. via a class member function. An additional parameter (not shown here) may be passed
that determines if the search is maximising or minimising the objective value.
The main change required for optimisation is to track the current incumbent (best solution
so far) and use this when determining if the current node is an improvement. As with the
decision changes, a bounding function may be provided to enable branch and bound search.
This implements the po function of prune-optimise in M T 3 . For correctness, the incumbent
read and update should be performed atomically to ensure monotonically increasing objective
values that may occur due to race conditions.
There is no early termination for optimisation searches as we need to prove that no better
value exists via exhaustive search. Tracking the incumbent can be done efficiently in practice
as is shown in Section 6.4.
Pseudocode for the search and node processing functions is in Listing 4.7.

4.6

Summary

This chapter introduces a set of general-purpose skeletons for search. The skeletons encompass
all three types of search (enumeration, decision, and optimisation) as well as a range of parallel
search coordinations.
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Listing 4.7: Pseudocode for Optimisation Search Type. Assuming maximisation problem.
1

global Node incumbent

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

function optimisationSearch(Coordination searchCoordinationOptimisation, Generator gen,
SearchSpace space, Node root, args...):
incumbent ← root
// Calls a given search coordination with processNodeOptimisation added
searchCoordinationOptimisation(gen, space, root, args...)
return incumbent

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

function processNodeOptimisation(Node node, SearchSpace space, function upperBnd):
if node.getObjective() > incumbent.getObjective() then
incumbent ← node
// If a bounding fn is provided
if upperBnd(space, node) <= incumbent.getObjective() then
return Prune

17
18

return NoPrune

The skeletons are designed with an abstract task-parallel framework (TSF) in mind (Section 4.2). By designing to TSF, the skeletons are not limited to a particular programming
language or framework improving performance portability. The features required by such a
framework may be derived from the formal model of tree search introduced in Chapter 3, as
well as extensions to support scalability by distributed-memory support.
We show (Section 4.1) that search skeletons require a search type, e.g. enumeration, decision
or optimisation, to give them meaning, and that the concrete behaviour of the skeletons can
be specified as a particular search coordination. Four search coordinations are introduced that
differ on their work generation and distribution methods:
Sequential (Section 4.3.3): Generates a single depth-first search task.
Depth-Bounded (Section 4.3.4): Converts any node above user specified depth dcutoff to a
task.
Stack-Stealing (Section 4.3.5): Allows workers to request work directly from other workers.
Budget (Section 4.3.6) Generates work after completing a user specified budget number of
backtracks.
Search coordinations essentially form the Traversal and Spawn rules of M T 3 and the work
generation features of the search coordinations may be succinctly captured as M T 3 spawning
rules (Sections 4.3.4.1, 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.6.1), although full work distribution details, e.g.
work-stealing, cannot.
Distributed work-stealing requires careful choice of workpool structures. In particular, the
standard deque based work-stealing may go against heuristic search ordering. We show how
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this occurs and introduce a new workpool structure, the depth-pool, that avoids breaking
heuristic orders as much as possible in Section 4.4.
Changes introduced by selecting different search type parameters are shown in Section 4.5. In
particular, search type parameters introduces global data transfers to manage state/solutions,
e.g solution maps or global incumbents, and add functionality such as bounding or solution
testing steps. That is, they encompass the Node Processing and Pruning rules of M T 3 .
An implementation of the skeletons is given in Chapter 5 and analysed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7
shows the design of an additional, specialised, skeleton that provides replicable performance
for branch and bound searches.
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Chapter 5
Skeleton Implementation and Case
Studies
This chapter introduces YewPar1 , a C++ framework realising the parallel skeletons of Chapter 4 for distributed-memory architectures, as well as a set of case study applications.
The features and implementation of YewPar are discussed in Section 5.1. Search type specific
functionality and case study applications are introduced in Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.
We show the skeletons are general by applying them to seven different case study applications: Unbalanced Tree Search (Section 5.2.1.1), Numerical Semigroups (Section 5.2.1.2),
k-Clique (Section 5.2.2.1), Subgraph Isomorphism (Section 5.2.2.3), Maximum Clique (Section 5.2.3.1), Travelling Salesperson (Section 5.2.3.2) and Binary Knapsack (Section 5.2.3.3).
YewPar, and the case studies, are used in Chapter 6 to evaluate and compare the performance
of the skeletons.

5.1

Implementation

We begin by describing a prototype search framework, HTSL, (Section 5.1.1) that shows
TSF (Section 4.2) and the skeletons are general enough to be implemented in two different
programming environments (Haskell and C++). The implementation of YewPar is then
discussed in detail in Section 5.1.2 and Section 5.1.3.

5.1.1

A Prototype Haskell Framework for Tree Search

A subset of the skeletons: SequentialDecision, SequentialOptimisation, DepthBoundedDecision, and DepthBoundedOptimisation, have previously been implemented by the author in
1

Pronounced You-Par. A Play on words of the Yew tree and PARallelism.
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a prototype Haskell framework; unnamed in [4] and HTSL in [5]. Support for the Ordered
skeletons of Chapter 7 is also available.
The Haskell skeletons are built on the HdpH framework [119], a distributed-memory asynchronous task-parallel Haskell. HdpH provides the low-level implementation of TSF (Section 4.2).
In practice TSF was derived from this implementation and this has heavily influenced the
skeleton designs and the implementation of YewPar. For example, the laziness of the Lazy
Node Generators initially came from exploiting Haskell’s built-in laziness features, yet has
proven to be more widely applicable.
The Haskell skeletons feature a less general programming interface of the form (adapted for
readability):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

-- Types
type Node = (Solution , Bound , Candidates)
NodeGenerator :: Space → Node → [Node]
BoundFn :: Space → Node → Bound
-- A search skeleton
Sequential.search :: Space → Node → NodeGenerator → BoundFn → Solution

Nodes (line 2) are always formed of three parts:
1. A Solution that encodes a branch in the tree, e.g. the current tour in TSP.
2. A Bound that encodes the bound for the node (typically the objective value), e.g.
current tour distance in TSP.
3. Candidates that encode where the search can proceed, e.g. unchosen cities in TSP.
HTSL is less general than the skeleton presented in this work. There is no support for
enumeration searches and it is assumed the searches are always branch and bound (i.e.
BoundFn in line 7). The interface also assumes a finite representation for a candidate set,
precluding infinite, but depth-limited, search spaces (e.g. the numerical semigroups case study
of Section 5.2.1.2).
Although the Haskell skeletons provide a useful prototype, numerous reasons prompt the
move to YewPar:
• HdpH provides limited control over low-level implementation details, such as schedulers
and workpools, without changes to the HdpH library. This makes it difficult to add
additional skeletons and to implement low-level features, for example, new workpool
structures (Section 4.4).
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• C++ generally provides higher baseline performance than Haskell (quantified to be
around 2–6× slower in [4]) allowing larger instances to be tackled.
• High performance architectures often have limited support for Haskell applications and
are designed primarily with C++ and Fortran tooling in mind.
The ability to implement (a subset of) the skeletons in two different programming languages
and runtime environments gives confidence in their generality. The full set of skeletons
could be implemented in HdpH given small changes to the programming interface to support
enumeration searches and larger changes to the HdpH runtime to support a wider range of
scheduling policies and workpools.

5.1.2

YewPar: A Framework for Distributed-Memory Tree Search

YewPar is a C++ parallel search framework that realises the parallel algorithmic skeletons of
Chapter 4 and provides low-level components such as schedulers and workpools with which
new skeletons can be created.
The standard C++ runtime, on its own, does not provide the features of TSF (Figure 4.2) due
to a lack of support for distributed-memory parallelism. To achieve the required functionality,
YewPar is based on HPX [28], a C++ standards compliant task-parallelism library targeting
both shared and distributed-memory architectures.
5.1.2.1

HPX

HPX2 is a library/runtime for shared and distributed-memory task-parallelism in C++. It
is standards compliant, supporting both the C++11 and C++14 parallelism standards, and
extends these to support remote operations and distributed-memory parallelism. By adopting a
library approach, HPX does not require custom language/compiler toolchains and task-parallel
constructs are exposed to an application developer making it ideal to base new frameworks
on.
HPX is designed with Exascale HPC systems (1018 FLOPS) in mind and focuses on achieving
scalability by exploiting asynchronous task-parallelism as much as possible. It has successfully
been used in a wide variety of application areas including storm forecasting and astrophysics
simulation [120].
The HPX programming model is based around creating many lightweight user-space threads
(HPX-threads) and utilising a lightweight scheduler to multiplex these onto physical operating
2

Not to be confused with the similarly named HPX-5, a C library based around the same ParalleX model as
HPX.
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systems threads. Not only are HPX-threads able to run locally, but they can be scheduled
remotely via active messages [121]. That is, one locality can ask another to create a local
HPX-thread to do some work.
All tasks in HPX are asynchronous and use futures [122] to represent results that may not yet
be computed. Local synchronisation is performed by waiting on (groups of) future objects.
As controlling search order plays a large role in parallel tree search (Section 2.3.2.1), YewPar
does not fully utilise the lightweight task scheduler. Instead we focus on controlling a few
(large) search tasks (still represented internally as HPX-threads). Lightweight task and
synchronisation features are still used for termination and knowledge exchange.
HPX features an adaptive global address space (AGAS) that assigns globally unique identifiers
to HPX components. A HPX component lifts standard C++ objects into globally addressable
objects (given properties around serialisation are met). Interaction with remote components
is done via active messages that create a new HPX-thread (to call the member function) on
the locality where the component is hosted. Resolution of physical addresses are handled
transparently by the AGAS. The AGAS resembles partitioned global address spaces found in
languages like X10 [111] or Chapel [112], and YewPar uses it as such3 .
A key limitation of HPX is the lack of built-in distributed load-balancing (apart from active
component migration). Although work-stealing is used to load balance HPX-threads within
a locality, no built-in support for inter-locality steals exists. This is not an issue as search
problems require custom work-stealing scheduling functionality, e.g. to maintain heuristic
orders (Section 4.4). We therefore implement distributed work-stealing scheduling directly in
YewPar, i.e. at application-level. Implementing work-stealing at application-level has proved
highly beneficial for experimentation and creating custom scheduling/workpool structures
without requiring any HPX library/runtime modifications.
While we have chosen HPX, due to its ability to integrate with existing C++ tooling and search
applications without requiring custom languages/compilers, implementing YewPar ontop of
other languages is possible. Other task-parallel frameworks with similar features are X10
[111] and Chapel [112], that require custom toolchains (and patches to ensure work-stealing
does not break heuristics, e.g. Section 4.4), or HabaneroUPC++ [123] that provides a similar
interface as X10 without requiring a custom toolchain.

5.1.3

YewPar Features

YewPar provides four key features:
3

The key difference is that AGAS supports (transparent) component migration at runtime, wheras PGAS
implementations typically do not.
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Listing 5.1: Worker thread scheduling loop.

1
2

global atomic running = true
global policy

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

function scheduler():
backoff = 0
forever:
if not running then
return
task = policy.getWork()
if task then
backoff = 0;
task()
else
backoff.increment()
suspend(backoff)

1. Search specific distributed work-stealing schedulers and workpools (Section 5.1.3.1).
2. Knowledge management: for example, storing and broadcasting global incumbents
(Section 5.1.3.2).
3. The Lazy Node Generator interface (Section 5.1.3.4)
4. A library of skeletons (Section 5.1.3.5).
For efficiency and type safety, a large portion of YewPar is provided as header only files that are
compiled to specialised implementations based on the specific types of a user’s application (e.g
Node type). By specialising at compile time we allow the optimiser to make additional typebased optimisations for improved performance. This template metaprogramming approach to
skeletons resembles that of Quaff [104]. A disadvantage of the metaprogramming approach
is increased compile times as a new skeleton is created whenever a template parameter is
changed, including if the user passes a new node generator. In practice we have measured
a compile time of around 1 minute to compile a single, fully optimised, skeleton for the
Maximum Clique problem (Section 5.2.3.1). If the node generator type does not change then
sharing of underlying components, e.g. the typed local registries, reduces the compile time of
using additional skeletons within a single application. The amount of implementation sharing
could be increased to further reduce compile times.
5.1.3.1

Application-level Scheduling

YewPar divides operating system threads (usually one per physical core) into two types:
Worker threads (workers): Workers run the scheduling loop shown in Listing 5.1 until
they are terminated (i.e. running is set to false). The creation of workers is left to
the particular skeleton coordination. For example, Depth-Bounded spawns N worker
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threads at the start of search, whereas Stack-Stealing delays this until after a workpushing phase.

Free threads: Any non-worker threads are free threads and are managed entirely by HPX.
YewPar aims to keep at least one free thread available per-locality to allow timely
processing of active messages, synchronisation, and global address space updates.
Within the worker scheduling loop idle workers request new tasks from a specific scheduling
policy. The policy used depends on the type of coordination, for example Depth-Bounded
uses a policy that manages distributed workpools (although could use a global workpool
policy), whereas Stack-Stealing requires a policy that manages stealing between workers.
Three scheduling policies are currently available. Like the skeletons, these are designed to be
extensible.
Distributed Workpool (Figure 5.1(a)): This policy creates one workpool per-locality. The
workpool may use either a deque or a depth-pool (Section 4.4) structure to manage
tasks.
When work is requested the policy first attempts to find a task in the local workpool. If
the local workpool is empty, the policy attempts to steal a task from the workpool of
another locality. Steal requests are not forwarded to other nodes. If a steal fails the thief
performs a backoff routine and then attempts a new steal.
The steal victim is first chosen as the locality of the last successful steal. If this victim
contains no work then the next steal the victim is chosen uniformly at random. This last
steal optimisation is effective as tasks tend to cluster at particular localities (i.e. those
that have just spawned many tasks at some depth). We do not use other work-stealing
optimisations such as low watermarking, where steals occur before the local workpool
is fully exhausted, as this can cause heuristically-good tasks to be stolen and buffered
rather than executed.
The Distributed Workpool policy is used for the Depth-Bounded (Section 4.3.4) and
Budget (Section 4.3.6) skeletons.
Priority Ordered (Figure 5.1(b)): This policy creates a single, globally accessible, priority
ordered workpool. All spawns, regardless of the spawning locality, are sent to this
workpool. Likewise, all work requests target this single workpool. Work is retrieved in
priority order. If the workpool is empty, workers periodically retry (with backoff) until
work is found or the search terminates.
The Priority Ordered policy is central to the Ordered skeletons (Chapter 7).
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Search Worker Manager (Figure 5.1(c)) This policy creates a set of worker manager components, one per-locality. No workpools are required.
Workers register with their local manager when they begin a search tasks and unsubscribe on completion. When a worker requests a task, the local manager issues a steal
request to a (running) local worker at random. The victim worker is signalled to (try to)
return an unexplored sub-tree via a direct channel to the manager4 . If no workers are
running locally then the local manager attempts a steal from a distributed manager at
random (biased by the location of the last successful steal). The distributed manager
invokes the same local steal procedure as before, this time returning the node(s) over
the network.
The managers may contain a work buffer allowing N sub-trees to be stolen at a time.
On a successful steal, one task will be sent to the requesting worker and the others
buffered for later use. This reduces worker interrupts by providing a fast path for a
manager to return a buffered task instead of performing a steal. YewPar uses a simple
FIFO based buffer.
The Search Worker Manager is used for Stack-Stealing skeletons (Section 4.3.5).

5.1.3.2

Knowledge Management

YewPar provides each locality with a (typed) global object that manages search specific
variables that are shared between all workers of a locality. It maintains, among other things:
• The read only global search space, propagated to each locality at skeleton initialisation.
• Skeleton parameters such as spawn depths.
• Local node counts for enumeration problems.
• Local bounds for decision/optimisation search types.
• Termination flags.
Although primary access to this state is local, it supports global updates via active messages.
This is used, for example, when propagating new bounds or gathering the total node counts.
A global incumbent component keeps track of solutions for decision/optimisation problems.
The implementation leverages the AGAS of HPX to build a globally accessible solution
store. For decision search types the incumbent is updated once, if a solution is found. For
4

An alternative approach is to have workers spawn into a local workpool structure on a steal and have the
thieves steal from this structure. This approach matches the M T 3 spawn rule in Section 4.3.5.1.
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(a) Distributed Workpool policy.
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(c) Search Worker Manager policy.

Figure 5.1: YewPar scheduling policies.
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optimisation problems the incumbent may be updated multiple times, and ensures only
improved solutions are accepted. Currently, the incumbent only stores a single solution
although it could be extended to support storing all solution nodes if required.
The store itself is hosted on the master locality, i.e. the one that initiates the search, although
the exact location is transparent to the skeletons. We show in Section 6.4 that a global object
is sufficient for storing the incumbent, due to infrequent irregular access patterns.
Access to the knowledge structures is limited to the skeletons and YewPar users never access
this directly, ensuring all accesses are correctly synchronised.
5.1.3.3

Termination

The HPX future capabilities are used to manage termination in a tree–like manner. That is,
child tasks explicitly notify their parent task on completion. Once the root task determines all
its children are finished then all work must be complete and termination is safe. This form of
termination is completely asynchronous.
Whenever a sub-tree is converted to a task the worker creating the sub-tree is responsible for
allocating and managing a termination future. The global id of this future is captured by the
spawned task and used to signal completion, including to remote localities.
Before a task terminates it checks if it is managing any unfulfilled termination futures. If this
is the case, the worker creates a new HPX-thread to monitor the termination futures and send
a signal to the parent when all are fulfilled. By creating a new HPX-thread the worker is free
to continue with other search tasks. Free threads execute these lightweight termination tasks
when they are ready and is a key reason why YewPar trys to maintain a free thread whenever
possible.
5.1.3.4

Lazy Node Generators
Listing 5.2: Lazy Node Generator. Base Structure.

1
2

template <typename NodeType, typename Space>
struct NodeGenerator {

3
4

unsigned numChildren;

5
6
7
8

9

// When called, return the next child element
// Pre condition: numChildren < number of next calls
// number of calls is tracked by the search coordination, rather than the generator
itself
virtual NodeType next() = 0;

10
11
12
13

// Derived types must have the following constructor signature
NodeGenerator(const Spacetype & space, const Nodetype & node);
};
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User applications are constructed by passing a Lazy Node Generator (Section 3.4) to a
search skeleton. All Node Generators are derived from the NodeGenerator class shown in
Listing 5.2. The class is parameterised by both the type of a search tree node and the global,
read-only, search space (line 1). Laziness is encoded by the next function (line 9), that
should construct the next node when called. A generator can be made strict by computing all
child nodes when the generator is constructed, storing them as a list in the class, and having
next remove elements from the list. As generators are always constructed using the search
space and a parent node they require a constructor with the signature of line 12.
Lazy Node Generators must always set their number of children (line 4) at construction.
Internally the skeletons track the number of times the next method of a generator has been
called and use this to determine when the generator is exhausted. An alternative approach
would be to use an optional type to encode when a node is exhausted, as in the Haskell
framework of Section 5.1.1 (that checks if the generators lazy list is Empty or Cons). This
approach requires additional next calls when searching for work. For example, StackStealing needs to call next for each generator starting from the bottom of the stack, until a
non-null result is returned. By recording the number of next calls, the skeletons search for the
first generator where number calls are less than numChildren without needing to ever call
next.
The assumption that the number of children is known at generator construction limits the
applicability of the implementation, but not the Lazy Node Generator interface. So far, we
have not found an application where calculating the number of children at construction time
is not possible or causes high overhead.
To see how this works in practice, we give an example Lazy Node Generator for the binary
knapsack problem (described in Section 5.2.3.3) in Listing 5.3.

5.1.3.5

Skeleton API

YewPar implements the skeletons of Chapter 4 and Chapter 7. The skeletons are highly
parameterised by types at compile time that allow specialised implementations to be compiled
for each application. Typing information allows stack based memory allocation and compile
time elimination of unused branches, e.g. if branch and bound is disabled then all pruning
code is removed at compile time removing the conditional check at runtime. An alternative
approach is to create type-agnostic skeletons, e.g. those that uses void*, however these
provide less information to the compiler.
When calling a skeleton, the user first selects the coordination, e.g. Depth-Bounded, provides
a Lazy Node Generator (Section 5.1.3.4), and chooses the type of search, e.g. decision.
The skeletons are parameterised by additional settings that, for example, enable specific
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Listing 5.3: Lazy Node Generator for Binary Knapsack.
1
2
3
4
5

struct KPSolution {
vector<int> items;
int profit;
int weight;
};

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

struct KPSpace {
vector<int> profits;
vector<int> weights;
int numItems;
int capacity;
};

13
14
15
16
17
18

struct KPNode {
KPSolution sol;
vector<int> rem;
int getObj() const { return sol.profit; }
};

19
20
21
22
23

struct GenNode : YewPar::NodeGenerator<KPNode, KPSpace> {
int pos;
const KPSpace & space;
const KPNode & parent;

24
25
26
27
28

GenNode (const KPSpace & s, const KPNode & n) :
pos(0), space(s), parent(n) {
this->numChildren = parent.rem.size();
}

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

// Each node tracks the possible items that may be taken without
// breaking the capacity constraint (the remaining items).
// The next child is found by adding each of these possible items to the
// knapsack in turn, creating a new solution (and set of remaining items).
KPNode next() override {
auto nextItem = parent.rem[pos];
auto childSol = parent.sol;

37
38

childSol.items.push_back(nextItem);
childSol.profit += space.profits[nextItem];
childSol.weight += space.weights[nextItem];

39
40
41
42

++pos;

43
44

vector<int> childRem;
copy_if(parent.rem.begin() + pos, parent.rem.end(), std::back_inserter(childRem),
[&](const int i) {
return newSol.weight + space.weights[i] <= space.capacity;
});

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

return { childSol, childRem };
}
};
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optimisations such as PruneLevel (Section 3.4) or allow switching between maximising or
minimising optimisation search. These settings are built into the skeletons at compile time.
Parameters, such as dcutoff , are passed as runtime parameters (in a Params structure) making
it easier for experimentation with these settings.
For decision and optimisation searches we place the additional requirement that a search
node must have a getObj function that returns the current objective value of that node.
This makes the objective function implicit in the types as opposed to passed as a skeleton
parameter.
Listing 5.4 shows three different skeleton calls. AppNodeGenerator is an instance of
a NodeGenerator (Section 5.1.3.4) and specifies a user application, e.g. Knapsack in
Listing 5.3. Node is the node type for the application, i.e. the NodeType parameter of a
Node Generator.
To improve usability, only the Node Generator has a specific template argument position
(position one). All other parameters may be specified in any order and each has a default
value. The return type of the skeletons is derived from the parameters given, for example, a
CountNodes parameter returns a map of depths → nodecounts, while the same skeleton
implementation called with an Optimise parameter will return the optimal search tree node
(type Node).
Skeletons do not perform pruning unless a BoundFunction parameter is provided. The
BoundFunction parameter takes a function type, where function types lift raw function
pointers to the type level, allowing low-overhead function calls5 .

5.2

Case Study Applications

This section shows the reusable and general-purpose nature of the skeletons by presenting a
set of seven case study applications featuring all types of search: enumeration (Section 5.2.1),
decision (Section 5.2.2), and optimisation variants (Section 5.2.3).

5.2.1

Enumeration Case Studies

Enumeration problems fully explore a search space, accumulating information on nodes as
the search progresses. As discussed in Section 4.5.1, the skeletons (currently) only support
the case where the number of nodes at each depth (and no representations) are required.
YewPar implements enumeration searches as follows. At the start of each task, the worker
allocates a map (implemented as a std::vector) to maintain the (local) depth to node
5

Compared to polymorphic function objects such as std::function that are passed at runtime.
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Listing 5.4: Skeleton API calling examples.
1

// Example 1: Branch and Bound Decision problem, using the Sequential search coordination.

2
3
4
5
6

// Runtime search parameters (using bound type int)
YewPar::Skeletons::API::Params<int> searchParameters;
// Decision problems need a target value to search for.
searchParameters.expectedObjective = x;

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

// Returns either "root" or a node with objective value "x"
Node sol = YewPar::Skeletons::Seq<
AppNodeGenerator, // User application code
Decision, // Decision search type
BoundFunction<upperBound_func>, // Use Branch and bound with function upperBound_func
PruneLevel // If a bound check fails don’t explore children "to-the-right"
>
::search(space, root, searchParameters);

16
17
18

// Example 2: Branch and Bound Optimisation problem, using the Stack-Stealing search
coordination.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

// Returns the "maximal" node.
Node sol = YewPar::Skeletons::StackStealing<
AppNodeGenerator, // User application code
Optimisation, // Optimisation search type
PruneLevel, // If a bound check fails don’t explore children "to-the-right"
BoundFunction<upperBound_func> // Use Branch and bound with function upperBound_func
>
::search(space, root);

28
29

// Example 3: Enumeration (Count nodes) problem, enumerating a tree till depth "x" only.

30
31
32
33
34

// Runtime search parameters (with no bound type)
YewPar::Skeletons::API::Params<> searchParameters;
searchParameters.depthLimit = x;
searchParameters.spawnDepth = y;

35
36
37
38
39
40
41

vector<uint64_t> counts = YewPar::Skeletons::DepthBounded<
AppNodeGenerator, // User application code
DepthLimited, // Only run to a fixed depth (set in searchParameters)
CountNodes // Enumeration search type
>
::search(Empty(), root, searchParameters);
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count mapping. This structure is updated throughout the search and, just before finishing the
task, the map is (atomically) combined with a shared per-locality map that is stored in the
localities registry. Once the entire search is complete, the main thread gathers and combines
the maps from each locality to return a final node count map.
Two enumeration case studies are considered: The Unbalanced Tree Search benchmark, and
determining the number of numerical semigroups of genus g.
5.2.1.1

Unbalanced Tree Search

The Unbalanced Tree Search (UTS) benchmark [124] dynamically constructs synthetic
irregular tree workloads. It is often used for evaluating new load-balancing techniques, e.g
[125, 126]. Although there is significant work on UTS as an irregular parallelism benchmark,
few of the new load-balancing and parallelism techniques have been adopted by the wider
search communities.
Using a few parameters, UTS constructs search trees with different shapes, sizes, and imbalances, allowing for a potentially huge range of test instances. In the original version of the
benchmark the total node count and the number of leaf nodes are reported. Here we only
track the total number of nodes (as per Section 4.5.1).
Nodes in UTS are each represented by 20-byte descriptors that are used as random variables,
alongside a tree type, to determine the number of children of a node. Descriptors for child
nodes are generated using a cryptographic SHA-1 hash function [127] applied to the parent
descriptor and the child index. This makes the process deterministic and reproducible, while
also ensuring no method exists to calculate the size of the tree without searching it.
Different tree shapes are created by varying how the number of children are determined.
Although the freely available UTS implementation [128] supports Binomial, Geometric,
Hybrid and Balanced trees, we only evaluate using the Geometric tree type. This common
in the existing literature and gives a wider range of branching factors. Geometric trees use a
geometric distribution such that each node has n children with probability p(1 − p)n .
Keeping in line with the literature (e.g. [129, 130]), we use variants on the T1 sample tree
instance included in the UTS repository. Although this does not express a wide range of
tree types it allows progressively larger instances to be easily created. Because of resource
constraints we choose trees that ensure a YewPar sequential runtime of less than two hours.
In all cases we use the FIXED variant of the geometric tree type. This variant assumes
child count equal to the branching factor and then adjusts based on a geometric probability
function (that relies on the SHA-1 state of the parent node), such that there are between 0 and
branching factor children for each node. The tree parameters are specified in Table 5.1.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first skeletonised version of the UTS benchmark.
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Branching Factor

Depth

Random Seed

4
4
4

15
15
16

29
19
19

T1XL
T1XXL
T1XXL+

Table 5.1: UTS instances.
5.2.1.2

Numerical Semigroups

The second enumeration case study comes from computational group theory and asks the
question “how many numerical semigroups are there of genus g”?
We use the following definition of a numerical semigroup from Bras-Amarós and FernándezGonzález [131]:
“Let N0 be the set of non-negative integers. A numerical semigroup is a subset
Λ of N0 which contains 0, is closed under addition and has finite complement,
N0 \ Λ. The elements in N0 \ Λ are the gaps of Λ, and the number g = g(Λ) of
gaps is the genus of Λ.”
Intuitively, we can view a numerical semigroup as taking the non-negative integers and
removing a finite number of (non-zero) elements, ensuring all remaining elements maintain
closure under addition. For example Λ = {0, 2, 3, . . . }, N0 \ Λ = {1}, forms a numerical
semigroup as 2+2 = 4, 2+3 = 5 and so on. Whereas: Λ = ({0, 2, 3, 5, . . . }, N0 \ Λ = {1, 4},
is not a numerical semigroup as 2 + 2 = 4 so the set is not closed under addition.
Numerical semigroups are often written in terms of their generators. A generator is described
as the smallest set of integers required to create the group. For example, h1i generates
{0, 1, 2, 3, . . . } and h2, 3i generates {0, 2, 3, 4, . . . }. In all cases 0 is implicit.
Numerical semigroups arise in the study of the Frobenius (coin) problem that looks to
determine the largest value that cannot be created using linear combinations of coins with
specific denominations. For example, given coins of denominations 5 and 7 the largest
quantity that cannot be created is 23, with 24 = 2 × 7 + 2 × 5, 25 = 5 × 5 and so on.
Additional uses of numerical semigroups are given by Assi and García-Sánchez [132] and
include algebraic geometry and coding theory.
To find the number of numerical semigroups with a particular genus we build the tree of
generators in Figure 5.2. At each expansion step, a single integer is removed from the current
node’s generator and one or more additional elements are added such that the new child
generator forms a numerical semigroup. For example, if we remove 1 from the root Node
Generator, we must add in both 2 and 3 (else 5 would be a gap). As each expansion consists
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of removing a single element from the generator, i.e. creating a new gap in the numerical
semigroup, the depth of a node corresponds directly to the number of gaps. That is, tree
depth is equal to the genus of the numerical semigroup. To find the number of numerical
semigroups of genus g we need to determine how many nodes there are at depth g.

h1i
h2, 3i

An interesting feature of this tree is its infinite size (as it is based
on the infinite set of non-negative integers). This is in contrast
to many search trees that are finite (yet huge). The skeletons
support infinite trees by allowing search to be run to a fixed
depth.

The implementation is based directly on the depth-first search
approach of Fromentin and Hivert [118]. YewPar wraps the
existing functionality [7] in a Lazy Node Generator to compute
Figure 5.2: Beginning of the child nodes. Underneath, the implementation uses many
the tree of numerical semi- optimisations such as an efficient bitset encoding, bit parallel
groups.
instructions, and loop unrolling for high performance.
h3, 4, 5i

h2, 5i

The original implementation allows parallel searches using
Cilk++ [26] limiting it to shared-memory6 . Parallelism is introduced by spawning all children
until a depth cutoff (the authors suggest max _depth − 11 works well), in a similar manner
to the Depth-Bounded skeleton. By integrating this existing implementation with YewPar,
distributed-memory parallelism is added at a low engineering cost of a few additional node
serialisation methods and some wrapper functions.
Unlike many of the other case studies, only one instance of this problem exists as the tree is
the same in all cases. For experimentation we only consider a genus of up to g = 50 to keep
sequential running times reasonable7 .

5.2.2

Decision Case Studies

Decision problems try to determine if a particular node, the target, is present in the search
tree.
Decision problems allow early termination in the case of satisfiable instances. In YewPar
this is managed by broadcasting a termination signal to all localities. This signal is stored
in the local registry. The termination signal is explicitly checked by each worker at every
search expansion step. If it is set then the worker performs any necessary clean up and exits
the task without performing additional search. Due to the termination algorithm used by
6

A Sagemath binding allows distributed parallelism using a map-reduce style of computation.
g = 49 takes around 3900s sequentially. For g = 50 we only report scaling relative to 16 workers in
(Section 6.9).
7
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YewPar (Section 5.1.3.3), any tasks remaining when termination is signalled are still processed
before the search completes fully. These remaining tasks do no work other than checking the
termination flag on the first expansion step and sending task completed messages to parents
(by filling futures)8 .
We only support the case where the target node can be determined by compared the objective
value of the current node to the known target objective. If a solution is found, it is sent to a
global incumbent object where it is read by the main thread at the end of the search.
We consider two decision problems: determining if a clique of size k is present in a graph
(k-clique), to solve problems in finite geometry, and the subgraph isomorphism problem.

5.2.2.1 k-Clique
A clique in a (undirected) graph is a set of vertices where each
vertex in the set is adjacent to every other vertex in the set. For
example in Figure 5.3 the set V = {a, b, d, g} forms a clique,
but V = {a, d, c} does not, as there is no edge from d to c.

a
g

b
c

f

d
In the k-Clique problem9 we ask if any clique of size k exists
e
in the graph. For example there is no 5-clique in Figure 5.3, but
Figure 5.3:
A graph,
there is a 4-clique.
with its Maximum Clique
Clique search (enumeration, decision and optimisation variants) {a, b, d, g} shown.

has applications in many domains including bio-informatics,
chemo-informatics, planning and network analysis [133].

Our clique search implementation is a variant of San Segundo’s BBMC [134]. We use the
same efficient bitset encoding of adjacencies, but initially order the vertices in non-decreasing
degree order, tie-breaking by vertex number, rather than random tie breaking (i.e. we use the
MCSa1 algorithm from Prosser [10]). No recolouring is used (e.g. [135]).
The bitset encoding allows for instruction level parallelism through vectorisation of bitset adjacency calculations. This can be viewed as a form of parallel node processing (Section 2.3.1).
Parallelism of this form is captured within the Lazy Node Generators and is orthogonal to the
skeletons.
8

An alternative approach would be to use the global address space and have a single isSatisfied future blocked
on by a main thread, allowing further processing to happen before all tasks have completed. This alternative
approach leaves the YewPar scheduler in an unknown state making it difficult to call multiple search skeletons in
a single application run.
9
The term k-clique is sometimes used to describe a clique with a weakened adjacency constraint that allows
vertices in the clique if are at most k-edges from every other vertex in the clique. Here we always use k-clique
to describe the decision variant of clique search.
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Finite Geometry Instances

We apply k-clique search to a particular application: determining if a spread of the Hermitian
variety H(4, q 2 ) exits. We consider the specific geometries H(4, 22 ) and H(4, 32 ) in this work.
We are not the first to apply parallel search methods to problems arising in finite geometry.
The search for a finite projective plane of order 10 is a famous example [136] that was solved
using a static approach where the search space was split ahead of time and ran on multiple
machines.
Finite Geometry Incidence geometry is the study of structures that consist of a set of
elements (points, lines, etc.) and an incidence relation between them. The incidence relation
determines, for example, the points that belong to a line, the lines that intersect at a point, or
lines that do not have points in common. Finite geometry considers incidence structures with
a finite number of elements, and has applications including coding theory and cryptography
[137].
Many finite geometries have associated graphs that represent vertices as elements, and
adjacencies using the incidence relation. The study of (certain) substructures of a finite
geometry can be reduced to studying the features, e.g. cliques, of the associated graph.
One finite geometry is H(4, q 2 ), which arises as the set of projective points of a non-degenerate
Hermitian variety in four dimensions over the finite field of size q 2 . An unknown result is if a
spread exists in H(4, q 2 ) for all q, except q = 2 where it is known (computationally) that no
spread exists.
A spread is a set of lines L such that every point is incident with exactly one element of L.
For H(4, q 2 ), a spread (if it exists) will have size q 5 + 1. Intuitively, a spread forms a partition
of the points.
The question if spread exists in H(4, q 2 ) can be solved computationally (for a particular q) by
constructing an associated a graph G where:
1. Lines of H(4, q 2 ) correspond to vertices in G.
2. Two vertices are adjacent in G if and only if the lines share no common point(s).
Using this mapping, a spread in H(4, q 2 ) corresponds to a clique of size q 5 + 1 in G. The
k-clique implementation described in Section 5.2.2.1 can then be used solve this problem.
Two instances are considered, H(4, 22 ), where it is known that there is no spread10 , and the
unknown H(4, 32 ). The graphs for these instances are constructed ahead of time using the
10

A computational result, attributed to Andries Brouwer, appears to be unpublished. We have previously
independently verified via computational search that there is no spread in H(4, 22 ) [5].
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H(4, 22 )
H(4, 32 )
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Vertices

Edge Density

Automorphisms

Spread Size

297
6832

0.865
0.960

27,371,520
516,381,143,040

33
244

Table 5.2: Properties of the complement line graphs for H(4, q 2 ) where q = 2, 3
GAP computational algebra system [138] with the FinInG [139] and grape [140] packages.
Key properties of the graphs are in Table 5.2, where edge density represents the ratio of edges
2|E|
to vertices (D = |V |(|V
).
|−1)
Symmetry Breaking The number of automorphisms given in Table 5.2 represent the
number of symmetries in the geometry. These symmetries are defined by the collineation
group for H(4, q 2 ), that is well known. While a brute force approach can be used to check the
existence of spreads in H(4, 22 ), this approach is unlikely to scale to larger geometries due to
the large increase in the size of the search space.
The search space size can be reduced by accounting for symmetries. An important optimisation, used for algebraic applications as well as in domains like constraint programming [141],
is symmetry breaking. Symmetry breaking reduces the size of the search space by ensuring
symmetrical branches are visited at most once.
One method of symmetry breaking, performed in the branching step of a tree search, is
orbital branching [142]. In orbital branching, child nodes are grouped into partitions based
on the orbits of the automorphism group. At each step, only one node from each partition is
branched on. This node is then fixed in further orbit calculations (effectively constructing a
new automorphism group).
With Lazy Node Generators, this branching technique is transparent to the skeletons and may
make use of systems such as GAP [138] to do the orbit calculations.
For the finite geometry case studies, we use orbital branching to break symmetries until a
cut of depth dsymmetry_cutoff before running the parallel search. This process returns a set of
new graphs to be explored. To show no spread exists, we must show that none of these new
instances contains a clique of size q 5 + 1 − dsymmetry_cutoff .
5.2.2.3

Subgraph Isomorphism Problem

Given two graphs, a pattern graph P and a target graph T , the subgraph isomorphism problem
(SIP) looks to determine if a copy of the pattern graph is present within the target graph.
We consider the non-induced case for undirected graphs, where adjacent vertices in P are
mapped to adjacent vertices in T . An example of a (non-induced) graph isomorphism is
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a

a
b
d
c

Pattern

b

f

c
e

d

Target

Figure 5.4: (non-induced) Subgraph Isomorphism problem example, a pattern and target
graph with isomorphism {a → b, d → a, b → e, c → f } shown.
given in Figure 5.4. Although there is in edge from a to e in the non-induced variant we are
not required to include this in our subgraph. There may be more than one valid subgraph
isomorphism for a hpattern, targeti pair.
The subgraph isomorphism problem has important applications including chemo-informatics,
bio-informatics, and pattern discovery in graph-databases.
Our implementation is based on a sequential algorithm from McCreesh and is an improved
version of the algorithm presented by McCreesh and Prosser [143]. Each pattern vertex is
initially assigned a domain of potential target vertices. At each step we select a pattern vertex
(a variable) and try, in turn, to assign it all possible values in its domain. Each time an
assignment is made the effects are propagated to all other domains to, e.g, avoid assigning
the same vertex twice and ensure adjacency constraints. If the propagation fails, i.e. the
assignment is inconsistent, then the next value in the domain is tried until a valid assignment
is found. Backtracking occurs when no more valid assignments are possible. If a valid
assignment is made for each pattern vertex (the objective in this case) then the problem is
satisfiable and early termination can occur.
Pattern vertices are selected using the smallest domain first, tie-breaking on highest degree.
Values are chosen in increasing degree order.
Instances come from those curated by Christine Solnon [144] and represent a range of
different graph types. The instances used are detailed in Table 5.3, where the type represents
the directory the instances come from. Instances were chosen at random from those that had a
YewPar sequential run time of around one hour; ensuring a mix of satisfiable and unsatisfiable
instances.

5.2.3

Optimisation Case Studies

Optimisation problems look to find a search node(s) that minimises or maximises an objective
function f .
11

To save space we refer to this as meshes-pat3-tar401 in the evaluation.
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Instance

Type

si2_r01_m600.06
all-meshes-CVIU11-pattern3-target40111
g18-g106
g34-g79
g36-g107

si
meshes
LV
LV
LV

Subgraph Isomorphism?
true
false
true
false
false

Table 5.3: SIP Instances from Solnon [144].
YewPar implements optimisations problems using the global address space of HPX to store
the current incumbent (best solution so far). At each search step the objective value of the
current node is compared to the incumbent to determine if the incumbent should be updated.
If the current node improves the incumbent then it unseats in incumbent in the global address
space (assuming no better solution has been found in the meantime). Unlike in decision
problems, optimisation problems do not allow early termination.
Incumbent updates are infrequent (Section 6.4) and the cost of querying the incumbent each
search step, especially if it is on a remote locality, is high. Instead, YewPar stores the current
bound information for the incumbent in the local registry object of each locality. On an
incumbent update the new bound (without the solution) is broadcast to each locality which
updates the local bound if no better solution has been found.
We consider three optimisation problems: finding the maximum clique in a graph (Section 5.2.3.1), finding the lowest cost tour in the travelling salesperson problem (TSP) (Section 5.2.3.2), and finding an optimal packing in the binary knapsack problem (Section 5.2.3.3).
The implementation of the maximum clique problem is state of the art, while the TSP and
binary knapsack implementations use simple algorithms that show the generality of the
approach as opposed to aiming for the most efficient implementations.
5.2.3.1

Maximum Clique

The maximum clique problem is the optimisation variant of the k-clique problem described
in Section 5.2.2.1. It asks for the largest k where a k-clique(s) is present in the graph.
The implementation uses the same state of the art algorithm as the k-clique implementation
(Section 5.2.2.1). Changing the existing clique search algorithm from decision to optimisation
requires a single change at the skeleton call, and no changes to the clique search itself, further
highlighting the usefulness of the high-level approach. The following subset of the DIMACS
clique challenge instances [145] are used for evaluation12 :
12

A larger set of DIMACS clique instances is used to evaluate the overheads of the Lazy Generator API in
Section 6.3.
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• brock400_1.clq

• brock800_1.clq

• MANN_a45.clq

• brock400_2.clq

• brock800_2.clq

• p_hat500-3.clq

• brock400_3.clq

• brock800_3.clq

• p_hat700-3.clq

• brock400_4.clq

• brock800_4.clq

• sanr400_0.7.clq

This subset is chosen to ensure a sequential runtime of between a few minutes and two hours.
5.2.3.2

Travelling Salesperson

The travelling salesperson problem (TSP) is a classic optimisation problem. Given a set of
cities and the distance between each par of cities, we want to find the shortest tour where each
city is visited only once and the salesperson returns to the starting city. We consider only
symmetric instances where the distance between two cities is the same when travelling in both
directions.
TSP has many important applications including vehicle routing and efficient drilling of
electronic PCBs [146].
In practice, TSP is often solved using linear programming and cutting plane techniques
(branch and cut). These techniques form part of the popular Concorde solver [147] that has
been used successfully to solve instances with thousands of cities.
We use branch and bound here, where children of a node represent all cities that have not
yet been added to the tour. Branching on a particular city adds it to the current tour. At each
step a bound is calculated as the weight of the minimum spanning tree of the remaining cities
added to the current tour length. The minimum spanning tree is calculated using a variant
of Prim’s algorithm [148], where only the weight is calculated, without storing the spanning
tree itself. The bound is pre-initialised to the result of a greedy nearest neighbour search. We
assume no heuristic ordering on the candidate cities, instead working in increasing order of
city labels.
This is a proof of concept implementation, based on trivial branching and pruning functions.
It shows the generality of the approach, but is far from state of the art. In particular, it does
not remove symmetrical tours, e.g. 1234 and 1432, other than by fixing the starting city.
Problem instances are created at random using the DIMACS TSP challenge instance generator portgen [149]. The instances are named as rand_<numcities>_<randomseed>.tsp, and are:
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• rand_35_37662.tsp

• rand_37_14763.tsp

• rand_36_46956.tsp

• rand_39_16423.tsp

They have a sequential runtime of between 30 minutes and one hour.
5.2.3.3

Binary Knapsack

Knapsack packing is another classic optimisation problem. Given a fixed size container and a
set of items, each with a weight and value, we want to find the (sub-)set of items that should
be added to the container such that the total value maximised.
Knapsack problems have important applications such as bin-packing and industrial decision
making processes [150].
We consider the 0/1 (binary) knapsack problem, where an item is either added to the knapsack
or left. Variants of the knapsack problem exist [151] that, for example, allow items to be
chosen multiple times, fractional items to be selected, or multiple knapsacks to be filled.
In practice, knapsack problems are often solved using branch and bound, dynamic programming or core methods [152]. We use branch and bound, where the children of a node are
all possible items that have not been previously considered and do not break the capacity
constraint. Branching on an item represents adding it to the knapsack.
At each step a bound is calculated using a linear relaxation [153] where, instead of solving
for i ∈ {0, 1} (i.e. take i or leave i), we instead solve fractional knapsack problem where
i ∈ [0, 1]. As the greedy fractional approach is optimal, it provides an upper bound on the
maximum potential value. For efficient bounds calculation, and as a child ordering heuristic,
p
profit density ordering is used such that wpii ≥ pjj if i < j, tie breaking first on maximum profit,
then minimum weight, then item number. Due to the profit density ordering, if a bound check
fails then all nodes “to-the-right” should also be pruned, i.e. the PruneLevel optimisation of
Section 3.4 is used.
As with the TSP implementation, this is a proof of concept to show the generality of the
approach and is not a state of the art approach.
Although the knapsack problem is N P-hard, many knapsack instances are easily solved on
modern hardware. Methods exist for generating hard instances, e.g. [154]. Here we use a
subset of Pisinger’s pre-generated hard instances [155] shown in Table 5.4. The instances are
chosen to have a sequential runtime of less than one hour.
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Instance Name

Type

knapPI_11_100_1000_28.kp
knapPI_13_200_1000_48.kp
knapPI_14_200_1000_69.kp

Uncorrelated span(2,10)
Strongly correlated span(2,10)
mstr(3R/10, 2R/10, 6)

Number of Items
100
200
200

Table 5.4: Knapsack instances from Pisinger [155]. Types correspond to the generation
methods described in [154].
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
This chapter evaluates the performance of the skeletons within YewPar (Section 5.1.2) on the
case study applications described in Section 5.2. Evaluations are performed on a 17 locality
Beowulf cluster described in Section 6.1.
We begin by discussing caveats when evaluating parallel search (Section 6.2), in particular
how the non-fixed workloads of branch and bound applications make it difficult to reason
about parallel speedups.
Section 6.3 compares the Sequential skeletons to a hand-written Maximum Clique implementation to show the overheads of moving to the generalised searches provided by the skeletons,
which is shown to be low (around 6.1% slowdown on average).
One challenge of searches is the propagation of knowledge to all workers as it is found.
Section 6.4 studies global knowledge management using the PGAS model with bounds
broadcasting and shows this method is appropriate for knowledge exchange on medium sized
clusters (255 workers), due to the limited number, and spread out nature, of updates.
The three skeletons, Depth-Bounded (Section 6.5), Stack-Stealing (Section 6.6) and Budget
(Section 6.7) are studied in isolation to show how user provided tuning parameters impact
performance for to 120 workers and a detailed study of work-stealing performance counters.
A comparison of the skeletons follows in Section 6.8.
Finally, to show how the skeletons perform at scale, larger test instances such as the search
for spreads in H(4, 22 ) are performed on 255 workers (17 localities) in Section 6.9.

6.1

Experimental Setup

All evaluations are performed on a Beowulf cluster consisting of 17 localities each featuring
dual 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2640v2 CPUs (2Ghz), 64GB of RAM and running Ubuntu 14.04.3
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LTS. Exclusive access to the machines is used and we ensure there is always at least one
physical core per worker thread (hyper-threading is not used). Threads are assigned to cores
using the default mechanisms of the HPX runtime1 and Linux. All applications are compiled
using gcc 7.3.0 which supports the required C++17 features of YewPar.
Complete source code for YewPar is freely available [105]. Nix [156] environment scripts
(for reproducible environments), experiment scripts, and open access data underpinning the
experiments are also available [157].

6.2

Caveats when Evaluating Parallel Search

Analysis of parallel search, particularly those that support pruning, is difficult. Many of the
common techniques used to analyse parallel applications do not apply to parallel search due
to speculative parallelism. Speculation causes the total work to be dependent on both the
order tasks are executed as well as the number of workers, i.e. we can speculate more with
more workers. For enumeration problems, and non branch and bound searches, the workload
is fixed and does not suffer from these effects.
A non-fixed workload makes it difficult to apply Amdahl’s law [158], as the sequential portion
of an application is also not fixed. Likewise Gustafson’s law [159], while dealing with
applications with non-fixed workloads, cannot be applied due to the non-deterministic nature
of applications in N P, i.e. there is no way to pick an instance with x times the workload of
another. With this in mind, although we show scaling results in the analyses to gain insight
into how search performance improves with workers, we should not expect a w times speedup
on w workers.
Elements of non-determinism e.g. the workpool they steal from and the tasks they spawn
(depending on bounds), causes the task order to differ between runs. As this causes different
workloads per run it can lead to large amounts of variability in runtime measurements.
This can cause difficulty for experimental analysis. One way of dealing with this variance is
to average over many measurements to reduce the effect of non-determinism. In the analyses
presented here we opt for averaging over a small number of samples (usually 5 unless stated)
due to resource constraints. It is unlikely this small number of samples truly controls for this
non-determinism2 .
The guiding principle behind the analyses is this. Given resource constraints, instead of
presenting a large number of samples for a small number of instances (to truly control for
1

Version 1.0, commit 51d3d0.
In Chapter 7 we including scaling runs for a higher number of samples (30), that shows similar average
behaviour to the 5 sample runs in this section.
2

6.3. The Cost of Generality
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non-determinism), we instead leverage the skeletons to present a large number of different
applications/instances with fewer samples.
In Chapter 7 we show a method for replicable parallel search runtimes, however this comes at
the cost of performing less well in general.

6.3

The Cost of Generality

Before evaluating the parallel skeletons, we quantify the cost of moving from a hand written,
application-specific, sequential implementation, to using the general-purpose Sequential
skeleton. We explore this using the Maximum Clique benchmark (Section 5.2.3.1), as it is a)
based on a state of the art algorithm, and b) derived as closely as possible from a sequential
implementation by McCreesh [160]. In both cases we fix the bitset sizes to 32 words to handle
all instances without requiring multiple compilations as is performed by the template system
in McCreesh’s original code. The implementations are evaluated using a 55 instance subset of
the DIMACS clique benchmarks [145] that run under one hour using the Sequential skeleton.
Table 6.1 shows a subset of the results where the runtime is greater than one second. Results
are reported as the mean of 10 runs. As the runs are fully sequential we get a strict search
ordering and limited variance in the results.
These results show that there is a cost for generality but in the majority of cases it is small,
almost always less than 10% of the non-skeleton sequential runtime, with a (geometric) mean
slowdown of just over 6.1%.
Application profiling shows the majority of this overhead comes from dynamic memory
allocation in the generator’s next function. This highlights a limitation of the current
implementation. Node Generators currently make no distinction whether or not next is
called to continue traversing the tree by the same worker or to generate new work e.g. on a
steal. Because of this a generator must return a copy of a node rather than allowing updating
in place, as in many hand written implementations. Nodes that contain dynamically allocated
structures require memory allocation (and copies) on each next call. While allocation is
generally quick, given the large number nodes in search trees the overheads quickly multiply.
In the Maximum Clique implementation this manifests itself in the vector that tracks the
members of the current clique. In the fully sequential version a single vector is allocated
ahead of time, vertices are added on expansions and removed on backtracks, requiring no
memory allocation. The YewPar version on the other hand copies the current member vector
and adds the next choice on each expansion step. Likewise on backtracks memory must be
freed.
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Instance
MANN_a45
brock200_1
brock400_1
brock400_2
brock400_3
brock400_4
brock800_4
p_hat1000-2
p_hat1500-1
p_hat300-3
p_hat500-3
p_hat700-2
p_hat700-3
san1000
san200_0.9_2
san200_0.9_3
san400_0.7_2
san400_0.7_3
san400_0.9_1
sanr200_0.9
sanr400_0.7
Mean

Hand-Written C++

YewPar

Slowdown (%)

200.04
200.35
1.3
1.49
675.67
737.47
493.68
539.74
391.07
428.86
188.36
205.46
2,694.15 2,900.21
252.26
264.62
3.18
3.42
2.83
3.05
263.6
277.03
5.08
5.3
2,606.12 2,704.74
2.54
2.46
1.16
1.25
29.41
31.72
4.31
4.6
2.43
2.61
57.83
59.22
69.86
74.63
178.07
198.23

0.16
12.61
8.38
8.53
8.81
8.32
7.11
4.67
7.02
7.42
4.85
4.14
3.65
−3.22
7.64
7.29
6.33
6.64
2.36
6.39
10.17
6.1

Table 6.1: Maximum Clique: hand-written sequential vs. Sequential skeleton Runtimes (s).
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The tree generator API has low overheads for applications with limited memory requirements
at each node. For application domains with greater memory requirements, such as SAT solvers
that often use structures such as in watched literal schemes [161], maintaining a copy at
each node would be impractical; significantly degrading perfromance and increasing memory
requirements. An improved Node Generator API would be possible that could signal to the
user whether a copy needs to be returned, i.e. on a parallel steal, or if updating in place can
be performed. Given that our case study applications all feature limited per node memory
requirements, we do not explore this alternative API here.

6.4

Global Incumbent Management

A key feature of branch and bound optimisation searches is the ability to use knowledge
gained in one area of the search tree to influence the rest of the tree, i.e. through pruning.
In YewPar knowledge transfer is performed using a mix of the global address space and
(asynchronous) broadcast messages. Given a goal of the skeletons is to be scalable, we might
ask if performing knowledge updates in this manner is viable at scale?
In the following experiment we run a subset of Maximum Clique instances on 255 workers
(17 localities) and track both the number of incumbent updates (corresponding also to bounds
broadcasts) and the time at which the update message was received. 255 workers represent
the worst-case number of incumbent updates, i.e. when we have the most opportunity for
parallelism. Results are gathered using Depth-Bounded with dcutoff = 2.
Figure 6.1 shows the mean number of incumbent updates3 for each instance, split into those
that successfully updated the global incumbent and those that failed. Failure to update the
incumbent implies that another worker found a better solution before the update message
arrived.
For many instances the total number of incumbent updates are small, often less than 50. There
does not seem to be any correlation between the total application runtime and the number
of updates, e.g. p_hat500-3 performs 148 updates in 1.1s whereas brock800_3 performs 29
in 15s. The large number of incumbent updates for the p_hat instances looks to be caused
by their large Maximum Clique sizes (50 and 62 vertices), which places a upper bound the
number of successful updates.
For instances with a higher number of incumbent updates we observe that a greater proportion
of these are unsuccessful updates. This appears to be caused by many workers finding
improved results early in the run, i.e. most branches are proving somewhat beneficial, leading
to a large number of updates near the beginning of search.
3

Rounded up to the nearest integer.
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Maximum Clique Depth-Bounded
Incumbent Updates, 255 Workers
9.85s

1.15s

150
100

23.74s

2.01s
1.28s

sanr400_0.7

p_hat700-3

0.94s

p_hat500-3

brock800_4

brock800_3

12.32s
22.66s15.25s

brock800_1

brock400_4

brock400_3

Instance

brock400_2

0

0.89s

brock800_2

50 2.19s

brock400_1

Incumbent Updates

Successful Unsuccessful

Figure 6.1: Maximum Clique: global incumbent updates using 255 Workers. Total runtime
shown above the bar.
We see this clustering effect near the start of search more clearly in Figure 6.2 that plots the
time4 each update is processed by the global incumbent component. Many updates occur in
the first couple of milliseconds in all searches. This is due to two implementation choices.
Firstly, we update on any improved solution not just those at leaf nodes5 . Secondly, bounds
are not pre-initialised. For practical problems approximate methods approaches are commonly
used to find a good initial bound before performing an exact search. With these in place we
would expect to see a reduction in both the total number of updates and the clustering effect
at the start of search.
In most cases unsuccessful updates cluster together around successful updates. This is as
expected as an unsuccessful update implies that the local knowledge, of the unsuccessful
worker, is currently out of date, i.e. due to a successful update occurring from a different
worker and the broadcast message not yet arriving at the unsuccessful worker. brock800_1
appears to go against this, with three data points showing unsuccessful updates with no
obvious successful updates occurring nearby. It is possible that a bound broadcast message
has been delayed in reaching a particular node.
Given the low number of incumbent updates, and the fact many of these are due to implementation choices or lack of bounds initialisation (i.e. in practice it could be even lower), the
4

Where time is measured from the creation of the incumbent object (roughly equal to the start of search).
Changing to only update the incumbent/bounds on leaf nodes is a trivial implementation change. In practice,
an implementation should allow toggling between both. For example, in TSP we know there is never a full tour
on a non leaf node, with this setting we can avoid checking nodes we know will never cause an update.
5

6.5. Depth-Bounded
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Maximum Clique
Incumbent Updates Over Time, 255 Workers

p_hat700-3

(×8s)

p_hat500-3
brock800_1

(×24s)

brock400_3
sanr400_0.7
brock400_1
Time (ms) 0

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000
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Figure 6.2: Maximum Clique: incumbent updates over time. × represents the final running
time for the instance.
use of a global address space incumbent and global broadcast of bounds appears to be an
appropriate method that likely scales to much larger setups. YewPar, using the PGAS and
broadcasts, handles this small number of infrequent updates with ease and there does not
appear to be any contention issues. Delays in messages, while detrimental to performance, do
not affect the correctness of search and updates can be performed completely asynchronously
without specifying rendezvous points.
Incumbent sizes in the case studies are small. For larger incumbent sizes this method may not
be appropriate due to increased bandwidth requirements.

6.5

Depth-Bounded

The Depth-Bounded skeletons (Section 4.3.4) convert any node above a depth cutoff, dcutoff ,
to a task. A major disadvantage of this search coordination is the requirement to choose a
suitable dcutoff .
For the one worker case, as depth increases we expect an increase in parallel overheads, i.e.
the time to add and remove work to/from the workpool (in this case the depth-pool described
in Section 4.4). Figure 6.3 shows this increase in one worker overheads when dcutoff is
varied between 0-8, where dcutoff = 0 is equivalent to a sequential search. For Numerical
Semigroups, we use depths of between 0-35 as the tree is known to be narrow near the
root. Results are reported as the median over 5 runs with error bars reporting the minimum
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Figure 6.3: Impact of changing dcutoff on the 1 worker runtimes for Depth-Bounded. Error
bars show minimum and maximum runtime.
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Figure 6.4: Maximum Clique: total task overheads when increasing dcutoff .
and maximum runtime measured. As work is being removed from the (single) workpool in
sequential order the benchmarks are not subject any search ordering effects.
The results are as expected, as dcutoff increases we incur a runtime overhead cost to spawn/schedule the additional tasks. In many cases the overheads are small, for example Knapsack, TSP,
UTS and much of SIP have small, linear, overhead increases. Maximum Clique shows
many cases where, after some linear increases in runtime, the runtimes increase significantly
e.g. brock400_1 suffers a slowdown of more than 2000s when moving from dcutoff = 4 to
dcutoff = 5. As shown in Figure 6.4 this is caused by a likewise large increase in the number
of tasks generated at these depths. The fact sanr400_0.7 stops increasing task counts at
dcutoff = 6 is likely due to additional pruning or significant narrowing of the branching factor
of child nodes.
Numerical Semigroups shows interesting behaviour between dcutoff = 0 and dcutoff = 15
where the total runtime decreases even though there are more tasks to manage. It is not clear
what causes this effect. One possibility is that the sub-trees fit better into memory, e.g. on
a single page, but we have been unable to confirm this. As with Maximum Clique, due to
rapidly increasing task counts Numerical Semigroups times out with a dcutoff of more than 25.
Figure 6.5 shows a similar dcutoff sweep, this time for the 120 worker case (15 workers over
8 localities). For a dcutoff = 0 we get a sequential search plus the overheads of running
additional schedulers (which will attempt to steal, but never be successful). The general trend
of the results is as expected, as we increase dcutoff we add more opportunity for parallelism
until we reach a point where the overheads of managing additional tasks dominate the runtime.
Depth-Bounded performs particularly poorly on the Knapsack and Numerical Semigroups
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Figure 6.5: Impact of changing dcutoff on the 120 worker runtimes for Depth-Bounded. Error
bars show minimum and maximum runtime.
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instances. For Knapsack this is likely due to setting dcutoff too low, as in most cases the
solution is somewhere deep in the leftmost branch (due to profit density ordering being a
particularly strong heuristic). Numerical Semigroups similarly looks to have too low a setting
of dcutoff , with runtime improvements being observed with a dcutoff of 25 and 35. This may be
expected given to the low branching factors of the search tree at low depths (see Figure 5.2).
Interestingly, a timeout is observed for dcutoff = 30, even though runtimes are observed at
dcutoff of 25 and 35. It is currently unclear what causes this effect.
For many instances, particularly those in TSP, UTS, and (a subset of) SIP, the runtimes quickly
approach a few seconds and continuing to increase dcutoff has limited effect. In these cases,
where the average branching factor tends to be small, it is often better to choose a slightly
higher depth than is expected such that the initial poor scaling area is avoided. This is not the
case for instances with large average branching factor, e.g. brock800_4, where over estimating
spawn depth can easily lead to slowdowns.
It is not clear why the T1XXL UTS instance does not scale well. Unlike Knapsack that does
not scale well due to the position of the solution, as UTS is an enumeration problem it is most
likely due to dcutoff = 8 being too small to introduce enough parallelism. This is backed up
by the small increase in one worker overheads corresponding to limited tasks being spawned.
The improvement of the 120 worker parallel runs relative to the 1 worker case is shown in
Table 6.2. Here we select the 1 worker case at depth 0, i.e one sequential task, and choose
the 120 worker depth that gives the best performance. The min–max scaling ranges are given
as the ratio of the fastest 1 worker run to the slowest 120 worker run, and the fastest 120
worker run to the slowest 1 worker run respectively. That is, they represent the worst/best
case scaling.
The Maximum Clique instances scale well, even with a low dcutoff of 2, taking the performance
from minutes to seconds. Given the low runtimes for the 120 worker case, it is unlikely
that adding additional workers will improve performance by much (if not negatively affect
performance due to overheads). For the brock400 series we see an example of a acceleration
anomaly causing superlinear speedups. This is due to the speculative parallelism finding an
improved bound earlier than a sequential search, reducing the overall workload.
As before, the Knapsack and Numerical Semigroups results show limited scaling, with
Knapsack always showing a slowdown over the 1 worker case.
In general, SIP also performs well, however meshes-pat3-tar401 in particular shows poor
scaling with low values of dcutoff indicating low branching factors near the root of the search
tree.
For TSP a high value of dcutoff is required. As the branching factor for TSP is maximally the
number of cities (i.e 35, 36, and 39) it is likely that the amount of work is not the limitation
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Table 6.2: Relative Speedup of Depth-Bounded with best dcutoff . Median runtime shown. Speedup relative to 1 worker case. NaN values represent
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Figure 6.6: Impact of different workpools on Depth-Bounded. Median runtime shown. Error
bars represent the minimum and maximum runtimes measured.
here, but that bounds propagation causes many of these tasks to be proved trivial (i.e. we have
lots of uninteresting tasks).
The best dcutoff setting for SIP is less consistent than the other benchmarks, e.g. 2 for
Maximum Clique or 8 for TSP. The SIP instances come from a more varied set of instances
likely giving them very different search tree shapes. In general we should not expect a single
dcutoff to work for all instances, as highlighted by the range of best dcutoff values across all
applications.
UTS scales well for T1XL, albeit requiring a deeper dcutoff . This lower dcutoff requirement is
expected as the branching factor of each node is at most 4 (by definition).

6.5.1

Workpool Choice

Section 4.4 discusses the issues with the common deque-based work-stealing, mainly that it
often goes against the heuristic search order. In this experiment we consider the performance
of Depth-Bounded as we change the type of workpool from depth-pool to deque. We consider
the Maximum Clique and SIP implementations running on 60 and 120 workers respectively,
with a dcutoff of 2. Using 60 workers ensures the running time for clique is long enough to see
any effects.
The effect of workpool choice on running time is shown in Figure 6.6.
For both Maximum Clique and SIP the workpool choice has limited effect on the overall
runtime results. In general the depth-pool reduces performance, although not by much given
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(b) knapPI_14_200_1000_69: work-stealing statistics, dcutoff = 6.

Figure 6.7: Work-stealing performance of Depth-Bounded.
the deque implementation is significantly more mature than the depth-pool.
brock800_4 shows particularly large range for deque based scheduling, likely due to differences in heuristic order. Depth-pool based scheduling appears to avoid this, giving more
consistent results.
It may be that due to search heuristics generally performing badly near the root of the search
tree [18] we see limited effect from the depth-pool at dcutoff = 2. Trial runs at dcutoff = 4
show similar behaviour as before with changing workpool having no clear effect on overall
runtimes.
Given that performance is not significantly degraded, we choose to use the depth-pool when
evaluating the skeletons as it is designed specifically for search.

6.5.2

Depth-Bounded Work-Stealing Performance

Figure 6.7 summarises work-stealing statistics, broken down by locality, for a successfully
parallelised run, brock400_1, (Figure 6.7(a)) and an unsuccessfully parallelised run, knapPI_14_200_1000_69 (Figure 6.7(b)). In each case we use performance information from a single
sample at the best dcutoff .
Figure 6.7(a) shows that Depth-Bounded achieves a good work distribution. By spawning
tasks as they are executed, instead of ahead of time, the tasks become spread across the
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Figure 6.8: Work-stealing performance of Depth-Bounded over time.
localities with most reaching more than 2000 tasks. The high number of tasks ensures a large
proportion of the steals occur locally, with limited distributed steals needing to occur (< 500).
YewPar handles the large numbers of tasks efficiently, scheduling and running 26924 total
tasks in 3.5s (7692 tasks per second).
Figure 6.7(b) tells a much different story. Here there is a limited number of spawns and of
these almost all of them happen on a single locality. The large number of both local and
distributed steals shows the system is starved of work. This is expected for Knapsack as
most of the work is dominated by a few left-most branches. With no method of dynamically
generating new tasks after dcutoff is reached, the runtime is bounded by the long running tasks.
Figure 6.8 shows work-stealing statistics as a function of time for both brock400_1 and
knapPI_14_200_1000_69. Figure 6.8(a) illustrates how the total spawned tasks gradually
increases over the run rather than being generated upfront (as in many static approaches
described in Section 2.4.1). The number of tasks waiting to run is given by the distance
between the red spawn curve and the combined successful steals curves. This shows that the
total final amount of tasks is never present in the system at once, keeping memory requirements
low. In the middle of the search we have many more spawns than steals, showing there is
plenty of work left in the system (i.e. starvation is avoided). As expected, failed steals increase
towards the end of the search as work becomes sparse.
As expected given the poor scaling, knapPI_14_200_1000_69 (Figure 6.8(b)) is dominated
by failed steals, shown by the linearly increasing failed steal line (both local and distributed).
Spawns, local steals, and distributed steals, change very little over the full run.
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Depth-Bounded Summary

Perhaps surprisingly, given the simplicity of Depth-Bounded work generation, it performs
well for many of the case studies.
We have shown the overheads of Depth-Bounded can be low, particularly for small values of
dcutoff (Figure 6.3). Even though tasks are generated during search instead of upfront, large
values of dcutoff can lead to large increases in the numbers of tasks that are be difficult to
manage (Figure 6.4).
When parallelism is introduced, Depth-Bounded can successfully reduce runtimes by an order
of magnitude, with a maximum speedup of 122 on 120 workers (Table 6.2). Depth-Bounded
works particularly well for Maximum Clique, TSP, and some SIP instances. It struggles
to parallelise Knapsack, where a single branch dominates the workload, and Numerical
Semigroups, where branching factors are often low near the root of the search. For UTS
performance appears to be related to the instance, showing how the shape of the search tree
plays a role in overall performance. A key disadvantage is the inability to dynamically split
work if the current workpools are exhausted.
Automatically determining an optimal value for dcutoff remains an open problem. For some
applications a single choice of dcutoff works well for most instances, e.g. 2 for Maximum
Clique. However this is not always the case and, for example, SIP has no dcutoff that works
well for all instances.
Section 4.4 discusses the shortcomings of typical deque based work-stealing when applied to
combinatorial search applications, and proposes a new structure, the depth-pool, that attempts
to maintain heuristic orderings as much as possible while still allowing differences between
remote and local steals. We have shown (Section 6.5.1) that the performance of the depth-pool
is comparable to deque scheduling, allowing search to be performed in a more principled
manner without significant overhead.
Finally, a deeper look into the work-stealing performance of Depth-Bounded (Section 6.5.2)
shows Depth-Bounded achieves good load balance for Maxiumum Clique and highlights the
lack of work issues present for Knapsack.

6.6

Stack-Stealing

Stack-Stealing (Section 4.3.4) allows idle workers to steal directly from the search tree of
other, both local and remote, workers. The approach requires no parameter tuning from the
user, instead the amount of parallelism is based on system properties, i.e. idle workers.
Table 6.3 shows the relative speedup of Stack-Stealing without chunking. Speedup ranges
are given as in Section 6.5. Stack-Stealing works well in many cases, successfully bringing
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Table 6.3: Relative speedup of Stack-Stealing (without chunking). Median runtime shown. Speedup relative to 1 worker case. NaN values
represent timeout after 1 hour.
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runtime down from minutes to seconds. As with Depth-Bounded, may instances likely will
not scale further given the low runtime for 120 workers.
On average Stack-Stealing performs particularly poorly for Knapsack, achieving limited
improvements over the 1 worker case. However, the results have huge variance, e.g. in the
best case KnapPI_13_200_1000_48 only takes 96s to solve, a speedup of almost 30. Again
this is likely due to the strong search heuristic of Knapsack, forcing the solution deep into
the leftmost branch. Stack-Stealing may perform many steals in non critical branches (i.e.
those to the right) causing poor speedups, or get lucky and find the critical branch allowing
redistribution of work, achieving much better runtimes.
For SIP, Stack-Stealing manages superlinear speedups in the two satisfiable cases. This is
not true for Depth-Bounded, suggesting that the random work-stealing, or the work-pushed
initial tasks of Stack-Stealing, is effective at adding diversity to the search, leading to finding
a solution earlier. Interestingly, the standard deviations in the superlinear cases are relatively
low (compared to the sequential runtime) which seems to imply that even though the steals
are random, the critical branches are often found quickly.

6.6.1

Use of Chunking

An optimisation for Stack-Stealing is chunking, where multiple tasks are returned on a steal
and buffered for later use. This allows for a fast steal path that does not interrupt a worker.
Figure 6.9 shows the effect of using chunking for each application using 120 workers. Results
are reported as the median over 5 runs with error bars reporting the minimum and maximum
runtime measured. Given the high standard deviation of Stack-Stealing results, it is unclear if
chunking is advantageous.
For Maximum Clique chunking often results in a slowdown, particularly for larger instances.
As chunking takes all tasks at the lowest possible depth, chunk size is related to the average
branching factor of an instance e.g. brock800_4 has large branching factors near the root
causing large chunk sizes. If there are not enough workers free to take this work, then we pay
the price of spawning and scheduling tasks that they would have searched without overhead if
chunking was disabled.
To investigate this, Figure 6.10 shows the distribution of stolen chunk sizes for a random set
of instances across all applications. For most instances chunk sizes are often less than 200
tasks, with the exception of brock800_4 that commonly sees chunksizes of around 400 tasks.
As we expect, for larger chunk sizes the total number of steals (from workers, not the chunk
pool) are reduced.
SIP is particularly interesting, as no chunk sizes are greater than 38. This is due to low
branching factors in SIP as the search space is quickly constrained. Even with this low chunk
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Figure 6.9: Effect of chunking on Stack-Stealing performance using 120 Workers. Error bars
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size, it does not look like chunking is beneficial for meshes-pat3-tar-401. In general there
seems to be little relationship between chunk size and running time.

6.6.2

Stack-Stealing Work-stealing Performance

Figure 6.11 shows the work-stealing performance of Stack-Stealing for a single sample of
brock800_4 without chunking. As we expect, given that Stack-Stealing can perform steals
from a worker at any depth, most of the local steals are successful.
Unlike Depth-Bounded, Stack-Stealing initiates distributed steals whenever there are no active
local workers that are not currently being stolen from, rather than when all workers are fully
idle. This accounts for the higher number of distributed steals. It is possible that this approach
is too aggressive, and instead should ensure all workers are idle before attempting distributed
steals.
Given the low rate of steals from locality 0, it is likely that many of the large tasks are held
there. As Stack-Stealing initially distributes top level tasks in a round-robin fashion it is
interesting to see the large tasks clustering in this way.
One difficulty analysing Stack-Stealing is that, due to the randomness in the work-stealing
there is often a lot of variance in the runs (see Figure 6.9). Figure 6.12 shows the workstealing performance for two different runs knapPI_14_200_1000_69. Figure 6.12(a) shows
a particularly bad run where the work has clustered on locality 1 and all other localities are
struggling to find it. Given the high number of steals this is surprising as we might expect,
by the randomness of work-stealing, that eventually localities should find work (particularly
given the large 715.2s runtime), and it is unclear why they do not. Figure 6.12(b) shows the
expected behaviour of Stack-Stealing, all localities have enough work that idle workers tend
to find work locally, and distributed steals are successful in finding more work as required.
Unfortunately, the Stack-stealing implementation currently interacts badly with the HPX
performance counter system, making it difficult to determine how the work-stealing scheduler
interacts over time (as in Figure 6.8). This makes it difficult to prove, for example, where the
large steal counts occur in brock800_4 and why no work is found in the poor knapPI_14_200_1000_69 example.

6.6.3

Stack-Stealing Summary

Stack-Stealing performs well for many instances, successfully reducing runtimes without any
requirement to manually tune parallelism parameters. Due to the randomness of work-stealing,
the standard deviation of the results is often high. This is particularly prevalent in Knapsack
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brock800_4: Work-stealing Performance, No Chunking
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Figure 6.11: brock800_4: Stack-Stealing work-stealing Statistics (no chunking).
where one instance has an average speedup of 1.5, yet for a specific run achieves a 64 times
speedup.
We have shown that the chunking optimisation does not work as well as expected (Section 6.6.1), often showing no significant improvement over the non-chunked version. The
chunk sizes that are stolen differ on an instance by instance basis (related to the branching
factor of the instance) and there does not appear to be a direct relationship between the number
and size of chunks and associated runtime changes.
A deeper look into the work-stealing performance of Stack-Stealing (Section 6.6.2) shows
Stack-Stealing often finds work locally, however, possibly due to allowing distributed steals
when some workers are not fully idle, the number of distributed steals can be high. The
variance in Knapsack results is highlighted by showing how the work tends to cluster on a
single locality. It is not clear why the distributed steals are unable to find this in order to
further split the workload.
Stack-stealing currently interacts poorly with the HPX schedulers, affecting printing of
performance counters, as well as shutdown. The root cause of these problems is unknown,
however Stack-Stealing both consistently gives the correct answer and achieves parallel
performance.

6.7

Budget

Budget (Section 4.3.6) performs search until a specified backtrack budget is met, at which
point all nodes at the lowest depth (for the current worker) are converted to tasks. A disadvantage of this search coordination is the requirement to choose a suitable budget.

6.7. Budget
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knapPI_14_200_1000_69: Work-stealing Performance, No Chunking
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(a) Poor run: 715.2s
knapPI_14_200_1000_69: Work-stealing Performance, No Chunking
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Figure 6.12: knapPI_14_200_1000_69: Stack-Stealing work-stealing performance (no chunking).
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Figure 6.13 shows the median 1 worker runtime results as the budget parameter is varied
between 104 and 107 . These parameters were chosen based on initial experimentation showing
that they allow a range of application runtime behaviour trends to be observed, without
requiring large amounts of compute resource. We expect runtime to decrease as budget
increases as less tasks are being spawned, reducing the total scheduling overheads. In general
this trend is followed, with many instances, particularly Maximum Clique, Knapsack and
Numerical Semigroups struggling to run in less than one hour with budget = 104 . TSP does
not follow this trend, instead it shows very little changes with the budget. This looks to be
caused by low branching factors causing limited numbers of tasks to be generated even at low
budgets (around 100,000 maximally compared with 2,100,000 for knapsack).
We expect relatively low variance in the results as, for the one worker case, task ordering
should be consistent so long as the budget is fixed. g18-g106, a satisfiable SIP instance,
surprisingly does not follow this trend, showing particularly high variance for budget = 107 .
The number of tasks generated is the same in each run and it is not clear what causes this
effect; one possibility is that the (global) early termination flag, that is set in a second thread,
is somehow being delayed6 . TSP likewise has a high variance of unknown cause.
Figure 6.14 shows the median 120 worker runtime results as the budget is varied between
104 and 107 . For large Maximum Clique instances, Knapsack, Numerical Semigroups, and
UTS, we often see high runtime for low budget values. This is explained by the large increase
in total spawned tasks at these budgets (similar to Figure 6.4). For example, brock800_4
has a mean number of tasks of 9,471,656 for budget = 104 compared with 1,001,047 for
budget = 105 , almost a 10 times increase. While this mirrors the 10 times increase in runtime,
the ratio of task increases and runtime increases is not always equal. Knapsack and Numerical
Semigroups show similarly large task counts at low budgets.
For TSP and SIP low budget settings perform well. At high budget settings low numbers of
tasks are generated, e.g. an average 177 tasks for rand_39_16423, making it likely that the
system starves.
Perhaps surprisingly, for many cases budget = 105 appears to be a good, yet not necessarily
the best, setting. This is remarkable given the differences in the applications and seems
to represent a good tradeoff between keeping the processors busy and not overloading the
scheduler system.
Table 6.4 shows the speedup of the 120 workers over the best 1 worker runtime. Speedup
ranges are given as in Section 6.5. It is not the case the 1 worker runtime is fully sequential,
as even with high budgets tasks may be spawned.
As with the other skeletons, Budget successfully brings runtimes down to a few seconds/min6

A free thread is allocated during the run which should allow this update task to be scheduled in parallel
with the search; even in the one worker case.
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rand_36_46956: Work-stealing Performance, budget = 104
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(a) rand_36_46946: work-stealing statistics.
g = 47: Work-stealing Performance, budget = 105
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(b) Numerical Semigroups: work-stealing statistics.

Figure 6.15: Work-stealing performance of Budget.
utes. The variance of the results tends to be low (even in the cases with large one worker
variances).
Budget does not perform poorly for any particular type of application, and shows stand out
performance for Knapsack that has struggled to scale using the other skeletons. This is likely
caused by the fact that Knapsack solutions are often in the leftmost branch and, by avoiding
spawns until we predict a sub-tree has useful work, Budget avoids the overheads of processing
useless trees.
Although Figure 6.14 showed budget = 105 to be a good across many applications, we see
that achieving the best runtimes often require a different setting. It is also unlikely to continue
to be the best budget at all scales.

6.7.1

Budget Work-Stealing Performance

Figure 6.15(a) shows the work-stealing statistics for the TSP instance rand_36_46946. In
general the load is well balanced with most localities generating similar amounts of work,
and a majority of local steals being successful.
Figure 6.15(b) shows the work-stealing statistics for Numerical Semigroups (g = 47). The
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(a) rand36__46946: work-stealing statistics over (b) Numerical Semigroups g = 47: Worktime.
stealing statistics over time.

Figure 6.16: Work-stealing performance of Budget over time.
statistics are similar to that of rand_36_46946 with almost equal numbers of tasks being
generated on all localities, and almost all steals being completed locally. The number of
distributed steals are orders of magnitude less than those occurring locally and are likely
occurring only at the start/end of search when work is sparse. YewPar itself has no issues
with handling the large number of spawns.
The work-stealing statistics over time, combined over all localities, is shown in Figure 6.16.
Statistics for rand_36_46946 are shown in Figure 6.16(a) and shows that most of the failed
steals seen in Figure 6.15(a) occur near the end of search, as expected. Throughout the search
the number of spawns and number of steals closely track each other, showing that very few
tasks are actually being stored in the workpools for any length of time. Tasks look to be
generated in the system at a steady rate.
Figure 6.16(b) tells a similar story, with spawns and steals tracking each other almost exactly;
as shown by the linearly increasing local steal line (where spawns exactly match the local
steal line). As shown by the near constant number of failed steals, there is always plenty of
parallelism available for the entirety of the run.

6.7.2

Budget Summary

Budget performs well for almost all instances, including Knapsack where the other search
coordinations struggle to see an improvement.
One difficulty of using Budget is there requirement to choose a suitable backtracking budget
for each instance/application. For many applications budget = 105 appears to be a good, yet
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not best, choice (Figure 6.14).
A deeper look into the work-stealing performance (Section 6.7.1) shows Budget maintains
a good load balance, often generating similar numbers of tasks on each locality. For much
of the run tasks are introduced into the system at a constant rate, providing enough local
parallelism to avoid large numbers of distributed steals.

6.8

Skeleton Comparison

The previous section have focused on the performance of particular skeletons. In this section
we compare and contrast the performance of the skeletons.
Figure 6.17 compares the performance of the three parallel skeletons on 120 workers. Runtimes are given for the best set of tuning parameters, i.e. dcutoff , budget and use of chunking,
for each instance.
Maximum Clique performs well for all skeletons with all instances requiring less than two
minutes to run. Depth-Bounded outperforms the other skeletons in all cases. Stack-Stealing
tends to perform better than Budget, particularly for the smaller instances, e.g. brock400s.
Travelling Salesperson also performs well for all skeletons, however this time Budget outperforms Stack-Stealing. Stack-Stealing appears to be struggling to locate useful pieces of work,
while Budget, by only generating expected large tasks, locates promising tasks easier.
For Knapsack, Budget significantly outshines the other skeletons that struggle to perform,
particularly for the hard knapPI_13_200_1000_48 instance. Knapsack has a particularly poor
distribution of non-trivial tasks and Budget, by only generating tasks it knows to be hard,
responds well to this.
It is not obvious the best skeleton to choose for SIP. Depth-Bounded performs particularly
poorly for meshes-pat3-tar401, yet redeems itself in the other cases.
Numerical Semigroups performs particularly poorly for Depth-Bounded, likely due to the
limited branching factors at the top levels. Both Stack-Stealing and Budget, with their more
dynamic nature, perform well with Budget having a slight edge over Stack-Stealing.
UTS results are similar to those of Numerical Semigroups with the Depth-Bounded skeleton
failing to even run for T1XXL+ in less than an hour. Budget has a slight edge over StackStealing in this case. It is possible that Stack-Stealing is stealing too low in the tree while
Budget avoids this situation by generating work in a top down manner.

6.8. Skeleton Comparison
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Applications
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18.01
1.25

38.86
20.79
4.89

68.19
26.27
39.52

Knapsack

Depth-Bounded
Stack-Stealing
Budget

0.81
5.84
1.06

0.87
5.84
8.75

0.92
19.17
36.85

SIP

Depth-Bounded
Stack-Stealing
Budget

3.92
101.92
1.42

33.15
105.54
7.7

68.04
109.61
45.05

Depth-Bounded
Numerical Semigroups Stack-Stealing
Budget

0.87
26.37
3.12

0.87
30.95
3.12

1.47
30.95
59.48

UTS

Depth-Bounded
Stack-Stealing
Budget

1.48
52.68
29.81

8.72
57.52
85.85

9.56
57.52
85.85

All Applications

Depth-Bounded
Stack-Stealing
Budget

1.67
27.99
1.87

8.69
34.21
8.99

26.51
43.51
35.11

Table 6.5: Geometric mean scaling for 120 workers relative to Sequential.

6.8.1

Cumulative Statistics

Figure 6.17 showed that there is not always a clear best choice for skeleton in each case. To
generalise the results, Table 6.5 gives the geometric mean scaling over all instances relative
to the Sequential skeleton. Any instance that does not have scaling data available for each
skeleton (including Sequential) is excluded from analysis.
One difficulty in comparing the results is that while, for example, Depth-Bounded works
well for Maximum Clique, it also required experimentation to find a suitable dcutoff . To see
the effects of choosing poor tuning values, Table 6.5 also shows the scaling if the worst
parameters are chosen7 , and the mean scaling for a randomly sampled set of parameter values.
There is no skeleton performs best for all cases. Depth-Bounded appears to work well
for optimisation problems when there is plenty of work (i.e. Maximum Clique and TSP).
Knapsack struggles with static work generation and improves significantly with Stack-Stealing
and Budget. Stack-Stealing works well for SIP, giving an average of over 50% efficiency even
7

We exclude dcutoff = 0 as this generates no parallelism.
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with the worst (chunking) parameter settings. Budget appears to be a good choice for the
enumeration problems.
Stack-Stealing performs best on average and is a good choice when it is not clear the best
set of tuning parameters to choose. Budget likewise performs well for most instances if the
best Budget choice is available. Depth-Bounded, without the ability to dynamically adapt to
instances, performs worst on average overall.
Importantly these results do not advocate Stack-Stealing as the single best skeleton in all
circumstances, only that on average, it performs well for most instances. Specific applications
work well for specific skeletons, e.g. Depth-Bounded for Maximum Clique.

6.9

Scalability

So far we have only considered instances with a sequential runtime of less than an hour, with
parallelism often reducing this runtime to a number of seconds. In this section we consider
both larger instances, those taking many hours to run sequentially, and scalability on up to
255 workers.
We consider a case study from each of the search types. Maximum Clique for optimisation,
the Finite Geometry case study (Section 5.2.2.2) for decision, and Numerical Semigroups
as an enumeration case study. Skeleton parameters are chosen based on the results of the
skeleton studies (Section 6.5, Section 6.6 and Section 6.7), with some variation to account for
the larger instances e.g. A larger budget to ensure we do not generate too many tasks. Due to
the increased sequential runtimes, we report scaling relative to a single 15 worker locality
(using the same skeleton).
Figure 6.18 shows the scaling performance of the Maximum Clique three brock800 instances
that require more than one hour to run sequentially. The results mirror those of Figure 6.17
with Depth-Bounded being a clear best choice for Maximum Clique. brock800_3 shows
superlinear scaling behaviour for Depth-Bounded, however not with the other skeletons,
indicating that the dynamic nature of the other skeletons is stopping a useful branch from
being explored early.
The interaction between Stack-Stealing and Budget is interesting. For low locality counts
Budget scales much faster than Stack-Stealing. After around 8 localities are added, StackStealing then begins to scale better than Budget. It is not clear exactly what causes this effect.
One suggestion is that at low scale the ability for Budget to generate good tasks dominates.
As we increase the scale the budget setting may be too low causing starvation. By adapting at
runtime Stack-Stealing continues to scale.
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Maximum Clique, brock800_1, Scaling
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Figure 6.18: Scaling performance of Maximum Clique, large instances.
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Finite Geometry, H(4, 4), Scaling
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Figure 6.19: Scaling performance of Finite Geometry.
Figure 6.19 shows the scaling performance when searching for a spread in H(4, 22 ) which
requires just under 11 hours to run using the Sequential skeleton8 . As no spread exists, the
search performs a full enumeration of H(4, 22 ); a fixed workload.
We observe the same disparity in the one locality runtimes as before. Perhaps surprisingly,
given that the finite geometry search uses the same search code as Maximum Clique, the
Depth-Bounded skeleton does not perform as well as in the optimisation case. In this case
Budget, that often performed worst in the optimisation case, gives the best overall scaling,
with Stack-Stealing a close second. In terms of absolute running times, both Stack-Stealing
and Budget give a runtime of 315s while Depth-Bounded lags behind slightly at 373s.
Section 6.9 shows the scaling performance of Numerical Semigroups when counting the total
nodes up to genus 50. As we saw in Figure 6.17, Budget performs particularly well for the
Numerical Semigroups problem. Depth-Bounded (dcutoff = 40) performs very poorly and
times out (after 30minutes) regardless of the number of localities used. Stack-Stealing scales
particularly slowly, often with < 50% efficiency.
Section 6.9 shows the mean efficiency (relative to one locality) the skeletons over all instance
and scales. Except for Numerical Semigroups we see an average efficiency of greater than
60% in all cases; a good efficiency considering the irregularities of search. Maximum Clique
obtains superlinear efficiencies in the case of Depth-Bounded due to superlinear scaling
effects.
Overall we see that YewPar can scale to 255 workers enabling it to solve large, multi-hour
sequential, instances in a few minutes.
8

A (previously reported [5]) prototype version of YewPar, without skeletons, managed to solve this instance
in around 4 hours. The difference in runtime is explained by a) use of a larger node structure (14 word bitsets
instead of 8 words) and b) the additional copies required by the Node Generator API as discussed in Section 6.3.
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Figure 6.20: Scaling performance of Numerical Semigroups, large instance.

Applications

Skeleton

Average Efficiency (%)

Maximum Clique

Budget
Stack-Stealing
Depth-Bounded

60.95
63.2
112.74

Finite Geometry

Depth-Bounded
Stack-Stealing
Budget

74.45
78.07
87.48

Numerical Semigroups

Stack-Stealing
Budget

53.8
95.46

Table 6.6: Geometric mean efficiency over all instances and scales.
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Skeleton
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Instances Solved

Mean Runtime (ms)

177
177
161

144.29
720.62
3,748.8

Depth-Bounded
Stack-Stealing
Budget

Table 6.7: Instances solved in less than 5 minutes on 255 workers when searching for spreads
in H(4, 32 ). dcutoff = 2, no chunking, budget = 107 .

6.9.1

Finite Geometry: H(4, 32 )

As a final experiment we attempt to find spreads in the larger finite geometry H(4, 32 ). This
instance is significantly harder than H(4, 22 ) with an expected sequential runtime of many
days (likely months).
To solve this instance we use symmetry breaking via orbital branching (described in Section 5.2.2.2) until a depth of 4 to split the search into multiple smaller searches. There are 469
smaller searches in total.
We report the number of instances each skeleton can solve in 5 minutes or less using 255
workers in Table 6.7. Mean runtimes are calculated only for instances that are solved by all
skeletons. With both Stack-Stealing and Depth-Bounded we can solve 37% of instances in
less than five minutes and 34% of instances with Budget. No instance managed to find a
spread.
Perhaps surprisingly, given that the Budget skeleton scales the best for H(4, 22 ) it performs
worst in this case. It is not clear why but, as we have seen (Section 6.7), it could be down
to a poor choice of budget. There seems to be little difference in the (mean) performance
of Depth-Bounded and Stack-Stealing given that Stack-Stealing tends to have additional
overheads in the one worker case.
Although there is a 5 minute timeout, the average runtime is less than 5 seconds. This indicates
that the solved instances are likely to be the trivial region of search and much higher timeouts
will be required to fully search this geometry.

6.10

Generality and Ease of Use

The previous sections provide empirical analysis of the skeletons. Before ending this chapter,
we briefly comment on the generality and ease of use of YewPar.
We have shown generality by implementing 7 different case studies, featuring a mix of
enumeration, decision and optimisation search types, as shown in Table 6.8. Clique search
shows how the same node generator can be used for two different types of search without
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Node Generator

Enumeration

Unbalanced Tree Search
Numerical Semigroups
Subgraph Isomorphism
Clique Search
Knapsack
Travelling Salesperson

X
X

Decision

X
X

Optimisation

X
X
X

Table 6.8: Summary of application search types.
change, i.e. the call simply changes from Seq<NodeGen, Optimisation, ...> to
Seq<NodeGen, Decision, ...>. Without the skeletons a user would be required to
write custom search and node processing functions for each application.
All applications can use the four general purpose coordinations (Sequential, Depth-Bounded,
Stack-Stealing, and Budget). Switching to using a new search coordination is a simple
one word change, i.e. from Seq<NodeGen, Optimisation, ...> to StackStealing<NodeGen, Optimisation, ...>. For Depth-Bounded and Budget an additional search parameter (spawn depth and budget) must also be provided. Without the
skeletons parallelissm would need to be manually inserted into each search application,
requiring a large engineering effort.
It easy to migrate existing applications to use YewPar. For example, given the existing the
Numerical Semigroups application (Section 5.2.1.2), creating a NodeGenerator required only
15 lines of code (and 10 lines to define serialisation). That is, with 25 extra lines of code we
get a search that can be parallelised using four different coordination methods.

6.11

Summary

This chapter evaluated the performance of the skeletons on seven applications and over 25
instances.
We have shown that the use of general-purpose skeletons does not significantly degrade
(sequential) performance compared to hand-coded searches, showing a mean sequential
slowdown of just over 6.1% (Section 6.3) over 21 instances.
One challenge of searches is the propagation of knowledge to all workers as it is found. In
Section 6.4 we show that global knowledge management using a partitioned global address
space and bounds broadcasting is appropriate, even for medium sized clusters (255 workers),
due to the limited number, and spread out nature, of updates.
The performance of the Depth-Bounded skeletons is explored in Section 6.5. We show the
difficulty in choosing a good value for dcutoff and that choosing a poor value can result in
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significant slowdown. In general Depth-Bounded works well for Maximum Clique, TSP and
SIP, but struggles to parallelise Knapsack, Numerical Semigroups and some UTS instances.
Maximum speedups of 122 on 120 workers are observed, as are absolute slowdowns in the
case of Knapsack and UTS. Analysing the choice of workpool, i.e. deque versus depth-pool
scheduling (Section 6.5.1), shows little difference in performance. Given that the depth-pool
structure is designed to respect heuristic orderings, we advocate its usage as a more principled
approach.
The performance of the Stack-Stealing skeletons is explored in Section 6.6. In general StackStealing works well for most instances, successfully bringing running times down to a few
minutes. Stack-Stealing does struggle to parallelise Knapsack in some cases, however, due to
random work-stealing, there can be a large variance in results. We show that the chunking
optimisation for Stack-Stealing is often not beneficial, and that, even though the chunk sizes
themselves vary significantly across the instances, there is no relation between chunk size and
overall runtime performance.
The performance of the Budget skeletons is explored in Section 6.7. The difficulty of
choosing a good budget value is shown, with the surprising conclusion that budget = 105
works well, but not necessarily best, for most applications and instances. In the best case,
Budget performs well for all applications, including Knapsack that Depth-Bounded and
Stack-Stealing struggled to parallelise.
The skeletons are compared in Section 6.8. When run with 120 workers and the best configuration parameters, no single skeleton performs well in all cases. Depth-Bounded performs
best for Maximum Clique and Travelling Salesperson, Stack-Stealing performs best for many
SIP instances, and Budget performs well for Knapsack, Numerical Semigroups and UTS.
Often we observe similar performance between Stack-Stealing and Budget. In general, if it is
not possible to know the best parameter settings, then Stack-Stealing should be used as this
provides the highest average performance across all instances, although it may not be optimal
for a specific application.
Finally, we apply the skeletons to larger instances, including the search for spreads in H(4, 22 )
and H(4, 32 ), on 255 workers (Section 6.9). For Maximum Clique and Finite Geometry all
skeletons perform well, successfully bringing running times down to 5 minutes maximally,
while often achieving greater than 60% efficiency. Depth-Bounded struggles to perform well
for Numerical Semigroups as has been observed throughout the evaluation.
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Chapter 7
Replicable Branch and Bound Search
Branch and bound searches depend on strong search ordering heuristics (Section 2.1.4.1) to
improve performance by guiding search towards fruitful areas of the search tree, allowing
early termination (decision) or improved bounds to be found quickly (optimisation).
Parallel search necessarily deviates from the sequential search order, and hence the heuristic
order, often in dynamic and unpredictable ways, e.g. due to random work-stealing. Disruptions
in the search order can lead to performance anomalies (Section 2.3.2.1) that make it difficult
to reason about the performance of parallel search. For example, we may observe highly
variable runtimes or absolute slowdowns when introducing parallelism.
Difficulty in reasoning about search performance has implications for domains such as empirical algorithm design. Ideally we should be able to compare search algorithms, i.e. different
Node Generators, on parallel architectures to allow larger instances to be considered. However,
given high runtime variability, it is often difficult to separate algorithmic improvement from
performance fluctuations introduced by parallelism. That is, is one search algorithm faster
than the other, or was the performance improvement due to an anomaly causing an improved
bound to be quickly found?
This chapter designs and evaluates specialised search skeletons, the Ordered skeletons, that
guarantee the following replicable performance properties:
Sequential Lower Bound: Parallel runtime is never higher than the sequential (one worker)
runtime.
Non-increasing Runtimes: Parallel runtime does not increase as the number of workers
increases.
Repeatability: Parallel runtimes of repeated searches on the same parallel configuration
have low variance.
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Using M T 3 (Chapter 3) we show by example how search anomalies can occur and how,
by carefully controlling parallel task orderings, the replicable properties are achieved (Section 7.2). A new search coordination method, designed to achieve these properties, is discussed
in Section 7.4 and empirically evaluated to show that the replicable search properties are
achieved in practice (Section 7.5).
The Ordered skeletons were previously implemented in the prototype Haskell framework
described in Section 5.1.1 and [4].

7.1

Limits of Replicable Search

Replicable search only applies to branch and bound decision and optimisation searches.
Enumeration searches do not suffer from anomalies as there is no information sharing between
sub-trees1 .
The Ordered skeletons only provide performance replicability. Searches themselves may
return different results, e.g. if there are two or more valid optimal solutions. This allows
performance benefits from finding (different) improved solutions early, potentially leading to
superlinear speedups (acceleration anomalies). For optimisation problems replicable solutions
may be provided by returning all optimal solutions2 . Such an approach cannot be applied to
decision searches unless early termination is disabled.
We only guarantee the replicable performance properties with respect to search order effects,
i.e. those that cause performance anomalies. Flexibility is required in the properties to
allow for parallelism overheads. The sequential lower bound property is given relative
to the one worker (parallel) runtime, rather than a strictly sequential search. This allows
parallel overheads, e.g. spawning and scheduling tasks, to be accounted for. Likewise small
slowdowns in the non-increasing runtimes property are acceptable as these are likely caused
by parallel overheads of managing additional workers. Large slowdowns, likely to caused by
search anomalies, are not.
We measure repeatability using relative standard deviation (RSD). RSD is defined as the
stdev(runtime)
(percentage) ratio of sample standard deviation to sample mean, i.e. mean(runtime)
× 100. RSD
represents how dispersed the samples are. For example, an RSD of 20% implies that we
expect 68% of runtimes (a standard deviations worth) to fall within 20% of the sample mean.
While we may say process X is more repeatable than process Y, what may be considered a
good enough value of RSD depends on the context it is being used in. In Appendix C we give
one interpretation of repeatability, repeatability of scaling, that suggests an RSD of less than
1

In practice the Ordered search coordination can be used to perform enumeration searches but there is no
benefit over the other, often better-performing, skeletons.
2
Alternatively we can use an injective objective function to provide an ordering on solutions.
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17% may be appropriate to detect perfect scaling, and am RSD less than 10% is appropriate
for instances that scale less well. This is only one interpretation of repeatability. Many are
possible depending on circumstance, e.g. if we are considering the effect of algorithmic
changes we may require tighter RSD bounds. We report only the value of repeatability in
comparison to the other skeletons and leave the interpretation open.

7.2

Characterising Anomalies in M T 3

The conditions where anomalies occur, and the necessary steps to avoid detrimental/deceleration anomalies, are well studied in the literature [47, 48, 49, 50]. Proofs are given by
analysing properties of search, in particular the node selection function (known as a heuristic
function) and lower bound functions. While example trees are given to emphasise specific
scenarios, specific search reductions are not.
This section extends the existing literature by showing how anomalies can occur using example
parallel tree reductions in M T 3 (Chapter 3).

7.2.1

Anomalies

As discussed in Section 2.3.2.1, search order anomalies can occur when a parallel search
performs a different amount of work than a sequential search for the same instance. If the
parallel search performs less work than a sequential search then an acceleration anomaly may
occur, allowing super-linear speedups. Inversely, if the parallel search performs significantly
more overall work than a sequential search then detrimental anomalies may appear.
Ideally we wish to avoid detrimental anomalies while allowing the possibility of acceleration
anomalies, i.e. parallelism should make things faster but never slower.
To show how anomalies occur we use the (synthetic) search tree of Figure 7.1. As the exact
node structure in unimportant we identify nodes using their position labels. We further assume
that the task set is constructed statically ahead of time and consists of all tasks at depth 1 (the
sub-trees rooted at 00, 01, 02, 03, and 04).
Like many search trees, the heuristics cause nodes with good bounds to be clustered to the
left of the tree. In this case the node with the optimal solution (0100) is not in the leftmost
branch. Instead it is in the branch with one discrepancy showing the heuristic is not perfect.
Parallelism counteracts non-perfect heuristics by speculatively exploring additional branches.
To analyse anomalous behaviour we add timing information to M T 3 by assuming that in a
single timestep we perform one round-robin schedule of all threads, e.g. for two threads we
can perform up to two reduction rules (Section 3.3) in a timestep. We assume that each rule
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Node Labelling
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Figure 7.1: Synthetic search tree to show how anomalies affect search.
has uniform cost. Within a particular round-robin schedule we work from thread 1 to thread n
and any global state updates made by thread i − 1 are instantly available to thread i.
For brevity we write S00\000 to mean (S00 \ S000 ) ∪ {000}, i.e. the tree rooted at 00 with
the sub-tree rooted at 000 removed, still containing 000. We also let S0 :T correspond to the
non-empty task list T where S0 is the next element to be scheduled.
The one worker reduction of the search tree in Figure 7.1 is given in Figure 7.2. Due to the
good heuristic ordering, the one worker search requires only 29 time steps to complete. By
finding the optimal solution early in the second left-most branch the thread is able to avoid
exploring the sub-trees rooted at 02, 03 and 04 completely.
The two worker reduction of the same search tree is given in Figure 7.3. Parallelism significantly improves the search by finding the optimal solution much earlier than the one
worker search, N = 4 instead of N = 16. This shows a major benefit of parallel search, by
speculatively exploring the sub-tree S01 we account for the non-perfect heuristic function.
Importantly, the knowledge is flowing right-to-left in the tree. While, in this case, early
knowledge only helps avoid an additional optimise step (N = 7 in Figure 7.2), in practice
larger parts of the search space is often eliminated. By completing in 14 steps instead of 29
steps we see that parallelism gives us a better than linear speedup and an acceleration anomaly
has occurred.
In practice parallel tree search often contains an element of randomness e.g. due to (random)
work-stealing. What if, due to this randomness, the workqueue ended up in the worst
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Timestep
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Rule
(schedule1 )
(advance1 )
(advance1 )
(optimise1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance1 )
(optimise1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance1 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(terminate1 )
(schedule1 )
(advance1 )
(advance1 )
(optimise1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(terminate1 )
(schedule1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(terminate1 )
(schedule1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(terminate1 )
(schedule1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(terminate1 )

State
h{}o , [S00 , S01 , S02 , S03 , S,04 ], ⊥i
h{}o , S01 :T, hS00 , 00ii
h{}o , S01 :T, hS00 , 000ii
h{}o , S01 :T, hS00 , 0000ii
h{0000}o , S01 :T, hS00 , 0000ii
h{0000}o , S01 :T, hS00\0000 , 0000ii
h{0000}o , S01 :T, hS00\0000 , 0001ii
h{0001}o , S01 :T, hS00\0000 , 0001ii
h{0001}o , S01 :T, hS00\0000\0001 , 0001ii
h{0001}o , S01 :T, hS00\0000\0001 , 001ii
h{0001}o , S01 :T, hS00\0000\0001 , 0010ii
h{0001}o , S01 :T, hS00\0000\0001\0010 , 0010ii
h{0001}o , S01 :T, ⊥i
h{0001}o , S02 :T, hS01 , 01ii
h{0001}o , S02 :T, hS01 , 010ii
h{0001}o , S02 :T, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS01\0100 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS01\0100 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS01\0100\0101 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, ⊥i
h{0100}o , S03 :T, hS02 , 02ii
h{0100}o , S03 :T, hS02\02 , 02ii
h{0100}o , S03 :T, ⊥i
h{0100}o , S04 :[ ], hS03 , 03ii
h{0100}o , S04 :[ ], hS03\03 , 03ii
h{0100}o , S04 :[ ], ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS04 , 04ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS04\04 , 04ii
h{0100}o , [ ], ⊥i

161

Obj
h⊥i
h0i
h0i
h14i
h14i
h14i
h16i
h16i
h16i
h0i
h15i
h15i
h⊥i
h0i
h0i
h20i
h20i
h20i
h16i
h16i
h⊥i
h0i
h0i
h⊥i
h0i
h0i
h⊥i
h0i
h0i
h⊥i

Bound
h⊥i
h35i
h22i
h14i
h14i
h14i
h16i
h16i
h16i
h21i
h15i
h15i
h⊥i
h29i
h23i
h20i
h20i
h20i
h16i
h16i
h⊥i
h19i
h19i
h⊥i
h18i
h18i
h⊥i
h10i
h10i
h⊥i

Best
0
0
0
0
14
14
14
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Figure 7.2: One worker reduction of the search tree in Figure 7.1. Obj and Bound show the
current objective value and bound for the node currently being viewed by each thread. Best is
the current incumbent objective value.
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Rule
(schedule1 )
(schedule2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(optimise1 )
(optimise2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(advance1 )
(terminate1 )
(advance1 )
(schedule2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(terminate1 )
(terminate2 )
(schedule1 )
(schedule2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(terminate1 )
(terminate2 )

State
h{}o , [S00 , S01 , S02 , S03 , S04 ], ⊥, ⊥i
h{}o , S01 :T, hS00 , 00i, ⊥i
h{}o , S02 :T, hS00 , 00i, hS01 , 01ii
h{}o , S02 :T, hS00 , 000i, hS01 , 01ii
h{}o , S02 :T, hS00 , 000i, hS01 , 010ii
h{}o , S02 :T, hS00 , 0000i, hS01 , 010ii
h{}o , S02 :T, hS00 , 0000i, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0000}o , S02 :T, hS00 , 0000i, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS00 , 0000i, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS00\0000 , 0000i, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS00\0000 , 0000i, hS01\0100 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS00\0000 , 0001i, hS01\0100 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS00\0000 , 0001i, hS01\0100 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS00\0000\0001 , 0001i, hS01\0100 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS00\0000\0001 , 0001i, hS01\0100\0101 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS00\0000\0001 , 001i, hS01\0100\0101 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS00\0000\0001 , 001i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , S02 :T, hS00\0000\0001 , 0010i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , S03 :T, hS00\0000\0001 , 0010i, hS02 , 02ii
h{0100}o , S03 :T, hS00\0000\0001\0010 , 0010i, hS02 , 02ii
h{0100}o , S03 :T, hS00\0000\0001\0010 , 0010i, hS02\02 , 02ii
h{0100}o , S03 :T, ⊥, hS02\02 , 02ii
h{0100}o , S03 :T, ⊥, ⊥i
h{0100}o , S04 :[ ], hS03 , 03i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS03 , 03i, hS04 , 04ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS03\03 , 03i, hS04 , 04ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS03\03 , 03i, hS04\04 , 04ii
h{0100}o , [ ], ⊥, hS04\04 , 04ii
h{0100}o , [ ], ⊥, ⊥i

Obj
h⊥, ⊥i
h0, ⊥i
h0, 0i
h0, 0i
h0, 0i
h14, 0i
h14, 20i
h14, 20i
h14, 20i
h14, 20i
h14, 20i
h16, 20i
h16, 16i
h16, 16i
h16, 16i
h0, 16i
h0, ⊥i
h15, ⊥i
h15, 0i
h15, 0i
h15, 0i
h⊥, 0i
h⊥, ⊥i
h0, ⊥i
h0, 0i
h0, 0i
h0, 0i
h⊥, 0i
h⊥, ⊥i

Bound
h⊥, ⊥i
h22, ⊥i
h22, 29i
h22, 29i
h22, 23i
h14, 23i
h14, 20i
h14, 20i
h14, 20i
h14, 20i
h14, 20i
h16, 20i
h16, 16i
h16, 16i
h16, 16i
h21, 16i
h21, ⊥i
h15, ⊥i
h15, 19i
h15, 19i
h15, 19i
h⊥, 19i
h⊥, ⊥i
h18, ⊥i
h18, 10i
h18, 10i
h18, 10i
h⊥, 10i
h⊥, ⊥i

Best
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Figure 7.3: Two worker reduction of the search tree in Figure 7.1, with initial tasks following
the heuristic order. Obj and Bound show the current objective value and bound for the node
currently being viewed by each thread. Best is the current incumbent objective value.
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heuristic order3 : [S04 , S03 , S02 , S01 , S00 ]? The two worker reduction in this situation is given
in Figure 7.4.
This is an example of a slowdown anomaly as the two workers require 30 timesteps to
complete compared to 29 with one worker. Due to the poor ordering, the search spends most
of the time in the right half of the tree where, as search never finds a good bound, limited
pruning is possible causing the additional work.
The determining factor of this slowdown is when the optimal solution is found. As it is found
later than the one worker case, step 19 instead of step 16, more work is performed on sub-trees
that would have been pruned in the one worker case.
Figure 7.5 shows the same two worker parallel reduction as Figure 7.4, however this time we
update the incumbent to the optimal value at N = 16 to match the one worker case. Armed
with the knowledge about the optimal solution, the search completes in 28 steps showing a
small improvement over the one worker search. Importantly it is never slower than the one
worker case.
If however, as in Figure 7.6, the incumbent is not updated until N = 17, i.e. after the one
worker case, the slowdown anomaly remains. This example suggests that, in order to perform
no worse than the one worker case, we require the optimal solution in the two worker search
to be found before, or at the same time as, the one worker search. This is formalised in the
following section.

7.3

Achieving Replicable Search

An important feature of the anomaly avoidance literature [47, 48, 49, 50] is the choice of
heuristic function, i.e. the function that picks the next node to expand, for example depth-first
or best-first. To avoid slowdowns over sequential we must ensure that, at any point in the
execution, at least one node that would have been expanded in the sequential search4 is
expanded in the parallel search. This can be achieved by having a consistent ordering on
the heuristic function for both sequential and parallel runs. Li and Wah [48] obtain such an
ordering in a similar manner to M T 3 : by labelling tree nodes with a unique path and using
this to tie break between similar nodes (e.g. nodes of the same value in a best-first search).
The ordering on nodes implies an ordering on the time that knowledge is learned. As we
deal specifically with depth-first search, instead of focusing on the heuristic function as in the
previous work, we instead focus on knowledge. The conditions required to avoid anomalies
remain the same as previous work.
3

Given perfect information, the worst order is [S04 , S03 , S02 , S00 , S01 ] as the solution is in S01 . To emulate
a real search that does not have solution information we use the worst heuristic order, i.e. reverse child order.
4
So called primary nodes [47, 50], E-nodes [49] or basic nodes [48].
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Timestep
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
23
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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Rule
(schedule1 )
(schedule2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(optimise1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance2 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance2 )
(terminate2 )
(advance2 )
(schedule1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(terminate2 )
(advance1 )
(schedule2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(optimise2 )
(terminate1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(schedule1 )
(advance2 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(advance1 )
(terminate2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance1 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(terminate1 )

State
h{}o , [S04 , S03 , S02 , S01 , S00 ], ⊥, ⊥i
h{}o , S03 :T, hS04 , 04i, ⊥i
h{}o , S02 :T, hS04 , 04i, hS03 , 03ii
h{}o , S02 :T, hS04 , 040i, hS03 , 03ii
h{}o , S02 :T, hS04 , 040i, hS03 , 030ii
h{}o , S02 :T, hS04 , 0400i, hS03 , 030ii
h{}o , S02 :T, hS04 , 0400i, hS03 , 0300ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04 , 0400i, hS03 , 0300ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04 , 0400i, hS03\0300 , 0300ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400 , 0400i, hS03\0300 , 0300ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400 , 0400i, hS03\0300 , 031ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400 , 041i, hS03\0300 , 031ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400 , 041i, hS03\0300 , 0310ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400 , 0410i, hS03\0300 , 0310ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400 , 0410i, hS03\0300\0310 , 0310ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400\0410 , 0410i, hS03\0300\0310 , 0310ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400\0410 , 0410i, hS03\0300\0310 , 0311ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400\0410 , 0411i, hS03\0300\0310 , 0311ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400\0410 , 0411i, hS03\0300\0310\0311 , 0311ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400\0410\0411 , 0411i, hS03\0300\0310\0311 , 0311ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, hS04\0400\0410\0411 , 0411i, hS03\0300\0310\0311 , 032ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, ⊥, hS03\0300\0310\0311 , 032ii
h{0400}o , S02 :T, ⊥, hS03\0300\0310\0311 , 0320ii
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02 , 02i, hS03\0300\0310\0311 , 0320ii
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02 , 02i, hS03\0300\0310\0311\0320 , 0320ii
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02 , 020i, hS03\0300\0310\0311\0320 , 0320ii
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02 , 020i, hS03\0300\0310\0311\0320 , 0321ii
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02 , 0200i, hS03\0300\0310\0311\0320 , 0321ii
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02 , 0200i, hS03\0300\0310\0311\0320\0321 , 0321ii
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02\0200 , 0200i, hS03\0300\0310\0311\0320\0321 , 0321ii
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02\0200 , 0200i, ⊥i
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02\0200 , 021i, ⊥i
h{0400}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200 , 021i, hS01 , 01ii
h{0400}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200 , 0210i, hS01 , 01ii
h{0400}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200 , 0210i, hS01 , 010ii
h{0400}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\0210 , 0210i, hS01 , 010ii
h{0400}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\0210 , 0210i, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0400}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\0210\0211 , 0211i, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\0210\0211 , 0211i, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], ⊥, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], ⊥, hS01\0100 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 00i, hS01\0100 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 00i, hS01\0100 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 000i, hS01\0100 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 000i, hS01\0100\0101 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 0000i, hS01\0100\0101 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 0000i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000 , 0000i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000 , 0001i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001 , 0001i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001 , 001i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001 , 0010i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001\0010 , 0010i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], ⊥, ⊥i

Obj
h⊥, ⊥i
h0, ⊥i
h0, 0i
h0, 0i
h0, 0i
h8, 0i
h8, 8i
h8, 8i
h8, 8i
h8, 8i
h8, 0i
h0, 0i
h0, 8i
h5, 8i
h5, 8i
h5, 8i
h5, 7i
h5, 7i
h5, 7i
h5, 7i
h5, 0i
h⊥, 0i
h⊥, 6i
h0, 6i
h0, 6i
h0, 6i
h0, 4i
h8, 4i
h8, 4i
h8, 4i
h8, ⊥i
h0, ⊥i
h0, 0i
h6, 0i
h6, 0i
h6, 0i
h6, 20i
h6, 8i
h6, 8i
h⊥, 8i
h⊥, 8i
h0, 8i
h0, 8i
h0, 8i
h0, 8i
h14, 8i
h14, ⊥i
h14, ⊥i
h16, ⊥i
h16, ⊥i
h0, ⊥i
h15, ⊥i
h15, ⊥i
h⊥, ⊥i

Bound
h⊥, ⊥i
h10, ⊥i
h10, 18i
h9, 18i
h9, 12i
h8, 12i
h8, 8i
h8, 8i
h8, 8i
h8, 8i
h8, 11i
h9, 11i
h9, 8i
h5, 8i
h5, 8i
h5, 8i
h5, 7i
h5, 7i
h5, 7i
h5, 7i
h5, 11i
h⊥, 11i
h⊥, 6i
h19, 6i
h9, 6i
h12, 6i
h12, 4i
h8, 4i
h8, 4i
h8, 4i
h8, ⊥i
h9, ⊥i
h9, 29i
h6, 29i
h6, 23i
h6, 23i
h6, 20i
h6, 8i
h6, 8i
h⊥, 8i
h⊥, 8i
h22, 8i
h22, 8i
h22, 8i
h22, 8i
h14, 8i
h14, ⊥i
h14, ⊥i
h16, ⊥i
h16, ⊥i
h21, ⊥i
h21, ⊥i
h21, ⊥i
h⊥, ⊥i

Figure 7.4: Two worker reduction of the search tree in Figure 7.1, with initial tasks going
against the heuristic order. Obj and Bound show the current objective value and bound for
the node currently being viewed by each thread. Best is the current incumbent objective
value.

Best
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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20
20
20
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20
20
20
20
20
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20
20
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Timestep
0
1
1
...
16
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Rule
(schedule1 )
(schedule2 )
...
(advance1 )
(schedule2 )
(Incumbent Update)
(prune-opt1 )
(advance2 )
(terminate1 )
(advance2 )
(schedule1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(terminate2 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance1 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(terminate1 )

State
h{}o , [S04 , S03 , S02 , S01 , S00 ], ⊥, ⊥i
h{}o , S03 :T, hS04 , 04i, ⊥i
h{}o , S02 :T, hS04 , 04i, hS03 , 03ii
...
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02\0200 , 021i, ⊥i
h{0400}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200 , 021i, hS01 , 01ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200 , 021i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\021 , 021i, hS01 , 01ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\021 , 021i, hS01 , 010ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], ⊥, hS01 , 010ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], ⊥, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 00i, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 00i, hS01\0100 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 000i, hS01\0100 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 000i, hS01\0100 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 0000i, hS01\0100 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 0000i, hS01\0100\0101 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000 , 0000i, hS01\0100\0101 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000 , 0000i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000 , 0001i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001 , 0001i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001 , 001i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001 , 0010i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001\0010 , 0010i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], ⊥, ⊥i
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Obj
h⊥, ⊥i
h0, ⊥i
h0, 0i
...
h0, ⊥i
h0, 0i
h0, ⊥i
h0, 0i
h0, 0i
h⊥, 0i
h⊥, 20i
h0, 20i
h0, 20i
h0, 20i
h0, 16i
h14, 16i
h14, 16i
h14, 16i
h14, ⊥i
h16, ⊥i
h16, ⊥i
h0, ⊥i
h15, ⊥i
h15, ⊥i
h⊥, ⊥i

Bound
h⊥, ⊥i
h10, ⊥i
h10, 18i
...
h9, ⊥i
h9, 29i
h9, ⊥i
h9, 29i
h9, 23i
h⊥, 23i
h⊥, 20i
h22, 20i
h22, 20i
h22, 20i
h22, 16i
h14, 16i
h14, 16i
h14, 16i
h14, ⊥i
h16, ⊥i
h16, ⊥i
h21, ⊥i
h15, ⊥i
h15, ⊥i
h⊥, ⊥i

Best
0
0
0
...
8
8
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Figure 7.5: Two worker reduction of the search tree in Figure 7.1, with initial tasks going
against the heuristic order. An additional update is made at timestep 16, as in the one worker
reduction. . . . represents the reduction from Figure 7.4. Obj and Bound show the current
objective value and bound for the node currently being viewed by each thread. Best is the
current incumbent objective value.
State Orderings To discuss the current knowledge of a search we define the following
ordering on states, σ, such that:
{}d < {v}d That is, a state that contains a target node is stronger than one that does not.

{v}o < {u}o If obj(v) < obj(u)5 .

By ordering both decision and optimisation states, we show that the conditions for replicable
search, that have largely been studied for optimisation problems only, also apply to decision
searches.
Sequential Lower Bound The sequential lower bound requires no parallel search to be
slower than the one worker search.
As we have shown (Section 7.2), for this to be the case we require an optimal/target node
to be found in parallel before, or at the same time, it is found using a single worker. This
5

Assuming a maximisation problem. Minimisation problems can be handled by having {v}o < {u}o if
obj(v) > obj(u).
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Timestep
0
1
1
...
16
16
17
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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Rule
(schedule1 )
(schedule2 )
...
(advance1 )
(schedule2 )
(advance1 )
(advance2 )
(Incumbent Update)
(prune-opt1 )
(advance2 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance2 )
(terminate1 )
(prune-opt2 )
(schedule1 )
(terminate2 )
(advance1 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(advance1 )
(advance1 )
(prune-opt1 )
(terminate1 )

State
h{}o , [S04 , S03 , S02 , S01 , S00 ], ⊥, ⊥i
h{}o , S03 :T, hS04 , 04i, ⊥i
h{}o , S02 :T, hS04 , 04i, hS03 , 03ii
...
h{0400}o , S01 :T, hS02\0200 , 021i, ⊥i
h{0400}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200 , 021i, hS01 , 01ii
h{0400}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200 , 0210i, hS01 , 01ii
h{0400}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200 , 0210i, hS01 , 010ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200 , 0210i, hS01 , 010ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\0210 , 0210i, hS01 , 010ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\0210 , 0210i, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\0210 , 0211i, hS01 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\0210 , 0211i, hS01\0100 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\0210\0211 , 0211i, hS01\0100 , 0100ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], hS02\0200\0210\0211 , 0211i, hS01\0100 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], ⊥, hS01\0100 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , S00 :[ ], ⊥, hS01\0100\0101 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 00i, hS01\0100\0101 , 0101ii
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 00i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 000i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00 , 0000i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000 , 0000i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000 , 0001i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001 , 0001i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001 , 001i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001 , 0010i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], hS00\0000\0001\0010 , 0010i, ⊥i
h{0100}o , [ ], ⊥, ⊥i

Obj
h⊥, ⊥i
h0, ⊥i
h0, 0i
...
h0, ⊥i
h0, 0i
h6, 0i
h6, 0i
h6, 0i
h6, 0i
h6, 20i
h8, 20i
h8, 20i
h8, 20i
h8, 16i
h⊥, 16i
h⊥, 16i
h0, 16i
h0, ⊥i
h0, ⊥i
h14, ⊥i
h14, ⊥i
h16, ⊥i
h16, ⊥i
h0, ⊥i
h15, ⊥i
h15, ⊥i
h⊥, ⊥i

Bound
h⊥, ⊥i
h10, ⊥i
h10, 18i
...
h9, ⊥i
h9, 29i
h6, 29i
h6, 23i
h6, 23i
h6, 23i
h6, 20i
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Figure 7.6: Two worker reduction of the search tree in Figure 7.1, with initial tasks going
against the heuristic order. An additional update is made at timestep 17, after the one worker
reduction. . . . represents the reduction from Figure 7.4. Obj and Bound show the current
objective value and bound for the node currently being viewed by each thread. Best is the
current incumbent objective value.
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condition is weaker than that in the literature which requires at least one node that would
have been expanded sequentially to be expanded at all times in a parallel run. However, the
obvious method of achieving this in practice is to nominate one worker to always strictly
follow the sequential search order (excluding eliminated nodes), bringing us back in line with
the literature. That is, any time t, σpar(1) v σpar(w) , where par(w) is a parallel search with w
workers.
With a sequentially ordered worker in place, the sequential lower bound property is maintained
regardless of the number of parallel workers. This condition does not exclude acceleration
anomalies as we only require at least the same amount of knowledge at all t.

Non-increasing Runtimes Non-increasing runtimes requires that search time does not
increase as we increase the number of workers.
By an inductive argument, based on the sequential lower bound property, for non-increasing
runtimes we require, for any time t, σpar(w) v σpar(w+1) 6 . Assuming all workers operate
at the same rate and instant communication between them, we can ensure this with a fixed
ordering of parallel tasks. The exact ordering of the parallel tasks is not important so long as
it is consistent across runs, i.e. we have a consistent parallel heuristic function. Two potential
orderings are discussed in Section 7.4.1.

Repeatability Repeatability requires a low variance on search runtimes.
To achieve this we want two identical runs, at any time t to have the same amount of knowledge.
In practice differences of knowledge at time t can be caused by parallel overheads such that
differences in knowledge form a normal distribution with variance v.
Repeatability is gained as a side effect of the fixed sequential and parallel orderings required
for the first two properties as, at any time t, the knowledge should be consistent across runs
if we have the number number of workers. Repeatability holds in the anomaly avoidance
literature, yet is not commonly discussed.
Taken together the sufficient conditions to achieve replicable search are, at all times t
σpar(1) v σpar(w) v σpar(w+1)
This holds for both decision and optimisation searches.
6

Again we can weaken this as finding an optimal/target node for w workers before or at the same time as
w + 1 workers, but this is difficult to guarantee in practice without the stronger ordering.
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7.4

Skeletons for Replicable Search

Achieving the replicable search properties requires careful control of both sequential and
parallel task ordering to ensure that:
• The sequential order is maintained by at least one worker.
• There is a fixed, but not necessarily sequential, ordering on the parallel tasks.
To allow access to replicable performance, without requiring specialist user knowledge, we
have captured these features in a parallel search coordination, the Ordered coordination, that
gives rise to two additional skeletons: DecisionOrdered and OptimisationOrdered. By having
specialised skeletons we allow existing applications, i.e. Node Generators, to get replicable
performance guarantees without requiring any changes to the Node Generators themselves.
Ordered adopts a static approach to work generation. As in many static approaches (e.g.
Section 2.4.1), Ordered is split into a work generation phase and a parallel search phase.
Pseudocode for the Ordered search coordination is given in Listing 7.1. The generateWork
function (line 1) is called by a single worker7 to generate the initial set of tasks. The worker
performs a sequential search (i.e. the else clause in line 21) until it reaches the user specified
spawn depth (line 7). All node at this depth are added to a list of tasks but are not yet
spawned (line 16). The worker backtracks after adding nodes to avoid entering the nodes that
will be explored later. After all tasks have been collected, they are assigned fixed parallel
priorities (line 36) and only then are they spawned to a global priority workpool (line 38).
The actual priorities do not matter so long as they are fixed. We discuss two possible orders in
Section 7.4.1.
The searchPhase function (line 42) is called by all workers. A single worker is determined
to be the sequential worker (line 43) and searches tasks in a left-to-right, i.e. sequential, order.
All other workers continuously remove tasks from the global workpool in priority order (line
51) until search completes. To avoid both the sequential and a parallel worker exploring
the same sub-tree, we assign a isStarted flag to each task (line 46) that is set before
searching a particular sub-tree. Updates to the isStarted flag are made atomically, as
are the getNextSequential (line 45) and getNext calls (line 51), to ensure workers
communicate safely and tasks are not executed twice.
A graphical depiction of Ordered is in Figure 7.7. This shows both the work generation phase
that populates the workpool with all nodes at dspawn = 1 and the search phase where tasks are
removed from both a local, sequential, workpool and the global priority workpool.
7

As seen in the literature, e.g. EPS [56], work generation can also be done in parallel.
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Listing 7.1: Ordered Coordination.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

function generateWork(SearchType searchType, SearchSpace space, Node root, int spawnDepth):
// Find all nodes at spawnDepth
tasks ← []
GeneratorStack.push(NodeGenerator(space, root))
while not generatorStack.empty() do
generator ← generatorStack.top()
if currentDepth == spawnDepth then
while generator.hasNext() do
node ← generator.next()
// Search type specific node processing is added here
// This will possibly force a continue instead addending a task to the queue,
// e.g. on a prune

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

// Note: execution of orderedSubtreeSearch is delayed until a later spawn.
tasks.append(orderedSubtreeSearch(searchType, space, node))
// Backtrack
currentDepth ← currentDepth - 1
generatorStack.pop()
else
child ← generator.next()
if generator.hasNext() then
node ← generator.next()
// Search type specific node processing is added here
// This will possibly force a continue instead pushing children to the stack,
// e.g. on a prune

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

generatorStack.push(NodeGenerator(space, node))
currentDepth ← currentDepth + 1
else
// Backtrack
currentDepth ← currentDepth - 1
generatorStack.pop()

35
36
37
38

prioritise(tasks) // Assign parallel priorities (see Section 7.4.1)
for t in tasks:
spawn t

39
40

return tasks

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

function searchPhase(SearchType searchType, SearchSpace space, tasks):
if isSequentialWorker:
while running:
t ← getNextSequential(tasks) // Remove task in sequential order
if not t.isStarted():
t.isStarted ← true
sequentialSearch(searchType, space, t.subtreeRoot);
else:
while running:
t ← getNext(tasks) // Remove task in priority order
if not t.isStarted():
t.isStarted ← true
sequentialSearch(searchType, space, t.subtreeRoot);
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Figure 7.7: Operation of the Ordered search coordination. 1 Worker 1 performs a sequential
search to depth dspawn and creates the initial work distribution (both locally and globally). 2
Worker 1 schedules the first (local) task, t0 , while worker 2 attempts to steal from the global
workpool. 3 Worker 2 checks if t0 has already been started on the sequential worker, it has,
so worker 2 steals again. 4 Worker 2 checks if t2 has already been started on the sequential
worker, as it has not worker 2 starts searching from t2 .
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During work generation the search is divided into many tasks using a user settable spawn
depth parameter dspawn . For example, dspawn = 2 causes all nodes at depth 2 to be converted
into tasks.
In the search phase one worker performs a left-to-right (i.e. sequentially ordered) traversal over
the tasks. All other workers perform on-demand work-stealing from the priority workpool.
The left-to-right worker ensures the sequential lower bound property is maintained, while the
global priority workpool ensures non-increasing runtimes property is met by fixing the parallel
ordering. The Ordered coordination is implemented on top of YewPar’s Priority Ordered
scheduler policy (Section 5.1.3.1) that manages steals from a global priority workpool.
This approach creates all tasks during the work generation phase. This is in contrast to
Depth-Bounded (Section 4.3.4) that creates new tasks for nodes below dcutoff only when the
parent task is executed. The requirement to generate work ahead of time is a key limitation as
1. Large8 values of dspawn can cause the (sequential) work generation phase to dominate
runtimes.
2. Large values of dspawn requires large memory requirements to store all tasks in the
global workpool. As both the sequential and parallel workers needs access to the tasks
some task replication is required, e.g. the two workpools in Figure 7.7. In the worst
case the doubles the memory requirements9 .
3. The replicable properties are only valid for a particular dspawn as a fixed parallel
workload is required.
4. Pruning decisions happen for trees rooted at dspawn , never a parent node. Consider two
sub-trees t1 and t2 rooted at dspawn that share a common parent p. In a sequential search
p may be pruned causing t1 and t2 to never be created. However in Ordered, as work is
generated upfront, we must explicitly create, schedule, and prune t1 and t2 . That is, we
may perform more work than a fully sequential search, but not the one worker case (as
specified by the properties).
We investigate these limitations empirically in Section 7.5.3.
Additionally, as with Depth-Bounded and Budget, picking an appropriate value for dspawn
parameter is difficult and both instance and architecture specific.
8

The exact value of “large” depends on the instance we are considering.
The current YewPar implementation suffers from this effect, where tasks are essentially stored once in
the global priority queue and again in the sequential worker, with only a shared future between them to avoid
replicating work. A sufficiently more advanced implementation could enable more sharing to reduce memory
requirements.
9
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The Ordered coordination is closely related to existing approaches that use static work
generation (Section 2.4.1). Many of these approaches, without necessarily designing for it,
achieve replicable performance results. This is due to performing a left-to-right ordering over
the set of generated tasks causing at least one worker to always be working on a node in the
sequential path. These approaches do not support different parallel orderings as in Ordered.
In some situations the parameter that determines when to stop generating work causes existing
approaches to break the replicable performance guarantees. For example, EPS generates work
until there is n × w tasks, where w is the number of workers. This breaks the non-increasing
runtime property as the parallel ordering is not fixed as we add more workers.

7.4.0.1 M T 3 Spawn Rule
Unlike the other search coordinations, Ordered does not have a corresponding M T 3 spawn
rule as work is generated ahead of time. That is, Ordered is equivalent to a search with initial
search state h{}o , [S0 , . . . , Sn ], ⊥, ⊥i.
Ordered cannot be fully specified in M T 3 as is, due to the choice of always assuming a FIFO
based global workpool. In order to allow different sequential and parallel orders the schedule
rule would need to allow different workpool access functions. For example:

(schedulei )

S = next(T asks, i)
S 6= ∅
v = root of S
hσ, Tasks, . . . , ⊥, . . .i → hσ, Tasks − S, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i

By allow next function to remove tasks in priority order, we not only allow Ordered to be
specified, but also allow for other global search orderings such as best-first search. As we
deal solely with depth-first we have chosen not to reflect this change in Chapter 3.

7.4.1

Parallel Task Ordering

To guarantee the replicable properties it is sufficient that the parallel tasks execute in a fixed
order, yet the specific order is unimportant. This can be advantageous to introduce diversity
into the search by purposefully going against the heuristic order. Figure 7.8 shows two search
orders that are currently supported by YewPar.
Figure 7.8(a) assigns priorities in a “left-to-right” fashion. That is, they directly follow the
heuristic ordering for the sequential search, essentially looking ahead of the sequential worker.
This approach is often used in static work distribution algorithms as it is simple to both
implement and reason about.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(a) Linear (heuristic) search order.
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0 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 3
(b) Discrepancy search order.

Figure 7.8: Example of two possible task orders. Lower is higher priority.
Figure 7.8(b) uses a discrepancy search order. Here priorities are assigned based on the
number of discrepancies from the root to that task, i.e. the number of right branches taken 10 .
As discussed in Section 2.1.4.1, discrepancy search is based on the idea that search heuristics
are often weak near the root of the search tree [18]. Poor heuristic choices are be counteracted
by having parallelism go against the heuristics (in increasing number of discrepancies). Other
discrepancy orders are possible, for example Archibald et al. [4] use a discrepancy order that
also accounts for the depth at which the discrepancy occurs.

7.5

Evaluation of Ordered Skeletons

We evaluate the Ordered skeletons by comparison to the closely related Depth-Bounded
skeletons using dspawn = dcutoff . As we are trying to show repeatability, results are based on
the mean of 30 measurements. Failed runs are ignored.
Three case study applications are used: Subgraph Isomorphism Problem (Section 5.2.2.3),
Maximum Clique (Section 5.2.3.1) and the Travelling Salesperson Problem (Section 5.2.3.2).
We use a dspawn of 4 for TSP and 2 for Maximum Clique and SIP.
Appendix D shows that there is often little performance difference between the orderings,
other than overheads to manage the priority queue for discrepancy search. As the purpose
here is to show the using different orderings is possible, so long as they are fixed, rather than
to obtain the best performance for each instance, we arbitrarily evaluate Maximum Clique
with the discrepancy search order of Figure 7.8 while both SIP and TSP order tasks linearly.

7.5.1

Scaling

Figures 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 show strong scaling of Maximum Clique, TSP, and SIP, for between
1 and 255 workers (1 to 17 localities). If the sequential lower bound and non-increasing
10

We ensure that tasks with duplicate priorities are inserted/removed in a fixed order.
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Figure 7.9: Maximum Clique strong scaling. Ordered vs. Depth-Bounded. dspawn = dcutoff = 2.
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Figure 7.10: TSP strong scaling. Ordered vs. Depth-Bounded. dspawn = dcutoff = 4.
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Figure 7.11: SIP strong scaling. Ordered vs. Depth-Bounded. dspawn = dcutoff = 2.
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Skeleton

g18-g106
g36-g107
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Runtime (s)
30
60

1

15

Depth-Bounded
Ordered

1,555.32
1,561.31

101.22
9.69

116.68
9.56

Depth-Bounded
Ordered

1,515.06
1,515.09

120.56
119.37

73.94
86.53

120

240

255

57.91
9.10

25.75
9.59

12.31
10.92

17.50
10.99

45.82
59.03

31.66
41.70

27.34
30.75

26.81
30.27

Table 7.1: (Mean) Runtimes for Subgraph Isomorphism – Ordered and Depth-Bounded.
dspawn = dcutoff = 2.
runtime properties are maintained then we expect the speedup to always be greater than 1 and
non-decreasing. We allow small slowdowns to account for increased parallel overheads (as
discussed in Section 7.1).
These properties are maintained for all Maximum Clique and TSP instances. For SIP we
observe a slowdown for g18-g106 from 60 to 255 workers. Looking at the runtime data
(Table 7.1) we see a runtime difference of less than two seconds between the 60 and 255
worker cases. This is likely caused by the overheads managing the additional 13 localities,
rather than a search order effect.
No instances violate the sequential lower bound property even when using Depth-Bounded. It
is likely Depth-Bounded maintains a near sequential ordering, even with the effects of random
work-stealing, due to the depth-pool (Section 4.4) attempting to maintain a heuristic ordering
as much as possible. Another possible reason is that for many applications a good, but not
necessarily optimal, bound is often quickly found allowing parallelism to still be effective at
pruning areas of the search without perfect knowledge.
For many instances Depth-Bounded also appears to achieve non-decreasing runtime property.
This is however due to an averaging effect. If we consider all samples for a specific instance,
e.g. brock800_3 in Figure 7.12, we see that the non-decreasing runtime property is broken.
That is, we can draw a line between any two scaling points giving many opportunities for the
Depth-Bounded to break the property. On the other hand the limited variability of Ordered
shows that non-decreasing runtimes in all cases, even over multiple runs.
Depth-Bounded scales better than Ordered in general, with maximum scaling in Maximum
Clique for the Ordered case ranging between 0-100 compared to 100-200 for Depth-Bounded.
Looking at the runtime figures of Table 7.2 we see that absolute differences are often relatively
small, e.g. around 6 seconds for the brock400 instances at 255 workers. For larger instances
such as the brock800 series there is wider absolute difference in running time likely caused,
in part, by the increased time spent in (sequential) work generation. Percentage slowdown is
often high, with Ordered being around 40% slower than Depth-Bounded over all instances
and scales, and 72% slower for 255 workers over all instances. These overheads are quantified
further in Section 7.5.3.
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of scaling results for brock800_3.
Travelling Salesperson scales poorly for both Ordered and Depth-Bounded. This is likely due
to the low value of dspawn and dcutoff . As seen in Section 6.5 scaling improves for TSP as
dcutoff increases. Unfortunately, due to the limitations of Ordered, quantified in Section 7.5.3
it is not possible to increase the spawn depth without incurring large memory and runtime
overheads during the work generation phase.
One worker runtimes for Ordered are often better than that of Depth-Bounded. This is expected
as the sequential worker requires no parallel scheduling loop whereas Depth-Bounded always
spawns and removes tasks from the workpool even in the one worker case.

7.5.2

Repeatability

To show the third property, repeatability, we use relative standard deviation (RSD) as a
measure of sample dispersion. Figure 7.13 shows RSD plotted as a cumulative probability
distribution for Maximum Clique, TSP and SIP. The distribution is created by combining
the RSD from all instances at each number of workers11 . The further to the left that the
probability function reaches 1, the more repeatable.
Overall Ordered is more repeatable than Depth-Bounded.
For single worker cases repeatability is high for both skeletons due to the lack of ordering
effects. More surprisingly, for workers > 1, as we increase the number of workers the
repeatability does not significantly degrade even for Depth-Bounded. This is potentially
caused by the low average runtimes for high worker counts giving less room for variation.
11

Unfortunately, as seen in Archibald et al.[4], RSD is not robust to outliers. However the effect of outliers
appears limited in this work.
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Instance

Skeleton

brock400_1

Depth-Bounded
Ordered
Slowdown (%)

brock400_3

brock800_1

brock800_3

p_hat500-3

p_hat700-3

sanr400_0.7
Mean

Depth-Bounded
Ordered
Slowdown (%)
Depth-Bounded
Ordered
Slowdown (%)
Depth-Bounded
Ordered
Slowdown (%)
Depth-Bounded
Ordered
Slowdown (%)
Depth-Bounded
Ordered
Slowdown (%)
Depth-Bounded
Ordered
Slowdown (%)
Slowdown (%)
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Runtime (s)
30
60

1

15

120

240

255

Mean

419.35
417.41
−0.46

30.58
51.84
41.01

14.95
31.02
51.82

6.76
18.11
62.66

3.48
11.79
70.48

2.30
9.06
74.61

2.25
8.89
74.76

51.16

244.78
243.51
−0.52

14.22
34.40
58.65

6.53
21.35
69.40

3.50
12.98
73.01

2.18
8.90
75.49

1.44
7.47
80.70

1.36
7.41
81.58

59.82

5,270.80
5,238.76
−0.61

366.72
733.64
50.01

185.25
413.92
55.24

89.68
216.99
58.67

47.47
117.63
59.65

25.92
69.71
62.82

23.88
66.97
64.35

48.18

4,891.09
4,873.84
−0.35

334.74
425.10
21.26

153.24
242.16
36.72

69.71
130.44
46.56

30.03
73.67
59.24

15.36
47.64
67.76

15.19
46.03
67.01

40.49

154.05
153.64
−0.27

11.95
9.97
−19.86

5.93
8.66
31.48

3.01
7.78
61.30

1.67
7.82
78.60

1.10
8.67
87.38

1.16
8.70
86.70

40.09

1,544.75
1,539.00
−0.37

113.78
79.73
−42.71

59.20
49.29
−20.11

30.97
31.06
0.30

16.93
22.28
24.03

10.02
20.14
50.24

9.26
20.06
53.86

3.95

114.43
113.43
−0.88

8.97
11.90
24.65

4.68
8.57
45.40

2.49
6.49
61.62

1.48
5.77
74.31

0.99
6.03
83.60

0.95
6.02
84.26

50.04

72.85

40.83

Table 7.2: (Mean) Runtimes for Maximum Clique – Ordered and Depth-Bounded. dcutoff =
dcutoff = 2. (geometric) Mean slowdowns are reported over all scales and over all instances.
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(b) TSP repeatability: Ordered vs. Depth-Bounded.
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Figure 7.13: Repeatability of Ordered and Depth-Bounded.
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Figure 7.14: Maximum Clique: impact of increasing dspawn on Ordered. Note the logarithmic
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For Maximum Clique (Figure 7.13(a)), Ordered achieves significantly better RSD values,
less than 4% in all cases compared to greater than 20% for Depth-Bounded. Travelling
Salesperson (Figure 7.13(b)), likely due to poor scaling of TSP at low dspawn / dcutoff , achieves
similar levels of repeatability for both Ordered and Depth-Bounded.
For Subgraph Isomorphism (Figure 7.13(c)) while the RSD of Ordered increases to just over
10%, Depth-Bounded is significantly less repeatable showing an RSD of greater than 50%
in all cases and a maximum 191% RSD. The increased RSD for Depth-Bounded is caused
by SIP being more sensitive to search order as it determines early termination. Ordered, by
carefully controlling the search order, ensures that, if a solution is found early in the search, it
is always found early.

7.5.3

Limitations

The key limitation of Ordered is that all tasks are spawned ahead of time the (sequential) work
generation phase. This incurs both time, to generate the tasks, and memory, to store the tasks
on a single locality, overheads. Figure 7.14 shows both the time to spawn and number of tasks
spawned for the Maximum Clique instances12 . As we might expect, due to the combinatorial
nature of Maximum Clique, both the spawn time and number of tasks rise exponentially (note
the logarithmic y-axis).
No instance managed to spawn work with dspawn greater than 3 in less than 10 minutes, even
for small instances (e.g. brock400_3). Putting this in context, the runtime of brock400_3
12

Based on a single run. Task counts remain constant on repeated runs but runtimes may vary.
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using Sequential is just over 7 minutes (Section 6.3). This means the Ordered skeleton takes
longer to generate work for a parallel search than it would to simply run search sequentially.
For dspawn = 3 the spawn time for brock400_3 is 54s, around 14% of sequential search time.
The memory requirements likewise increase exponentially. Assuming a node for Maximum
Clique takes around 160 bytes of memory13 then for brock400_1 at dspawn = 3 we already
require around 0.5GB to store the initial tasks. In the implementation there is no sharing of
nodes between the sequential worker and parallel workers, requiring at least 1GB of memory.
This effect is significantly worse for larger instances such as brock800_1 that requires more
the 5GB of memory at dspawn = 3.
Finally, while using a low value dspawn does not seem to be a problem for Maximum Clique,
Section 6.5 suggests that for applications such as TSP splitting the work low in the tree can
cause poor parallel performance. To scale Ordered to higher worker counts, future work
is required to parallelise the work generation phase, support better sharing between the
sequentially ordered worker and other workers, and support a distributed-memory, priorityordered, workpool.

7.6

Summary

Being able to reason about the parallel performance of branch and bound searches is essential
for domains such as empirical algorithmic design. A search is performance replicable if it
guarantees the following three properties:
Sequential Lower Bound: Parallel runtime is never higher than sequential (one worker)
runtime.
Non-increasing Runtimes: Parallel runtime does not increase as the number of workers
increases.
Repeatability: Parallel runtimes of repeated searches on the same parallel configuration
have low variance.
Search anomalies are caused by search ordering effects and are central to understanding
the conditions where these properties are broken. We have seen how M T 3 (Chapter 3) can
be used to extend the existing literature on anomaly-avoiding search by extending M T 3 to
support an ordering on search states σ (Section 7.3). The properties may be achieved by
ensuring for all time t:
σpar(1) v σpar(w) v σpar(w+1)
13

Two, 4 byte integers, a 112 byte bitset and a vector we assume requires around 40 bytes at low dspawn .
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Where σpar(w) is the search state at time t with w workers. This result holds for both decision
and optimisation searches.
To make it easy for non-experts to benefit from replicable search, we have designed and
implemented specialised search skeletons, the Ordered skeletons (Section 7.4). Ordered
guarantees that at least one worker is searching in the sequential order while allowing all other
workers to explore the search in any fixed parallel order (Section 7.4.1). This is achieved by
using upfront work generation and a global priority-based workpool. Ordered allows existing
user applications, i.e. Node Generators, to gain performance guarantees without application
changes other than enabling the skeleton.
Ordered has been evaluated on a mix of both optimisation and decision problems (Section 7.5) showing that, while the scaling performance is often worse than Depth-Bounded
(Section 4.3.4), the sequential lower bound and non increasing runtime properties are maintained in all cases. Ordered is significantly more repeatable than Depth-Bounded for Maximum Clique and SIP while, due to a lack of scaling, maintaining similar RSD values for
TSP.
A detailed look at the limits of the Ordered skeleton shows (Section 7.5.3) significant overheads, of time and memory, as the (static) spawn depth, dcutoff increase. Future work is
required to overcome these limitations.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Exploiting the ubiquity of parallel hardware is important for reducing existing exact combinatorial search search runtimes and allowing larger instances to be solved. However, there are
many challenges to overcome including managing the highly irregular search tree shape and
ensuring search heuristics are maintained as much as possible. These challenges mean many
search problems are not parallelised at all, or parallelised on an ad-hoc basis for a particular
application and scale, and not designed to be reusable.
This thesis investigates the potential of a unified approach to exact parallel combinatorial
search that works at every scale (from desktop to large cluster, cloud, or HPC), while removing
the burden of parallel programming from the search domain expert. It does so by presenting
parallel algorithmic skeletons for exact combinatorial search problems as a reusable, domainindependent, parallelism approach.

8.1

Summary

Chapter 2 provides background information on exact combinatorial searches which solve
problems using backtracking search algorithms. By parallelising the backtracking search we
achieve search independent, and hence widely applicable, search parallelisations.
The overview of parallel search in Section 2.2 describes three main methods for introduce
parallelism to search: parallel node processing, where branching/bounding operations are
performed in parallel; space-splitting, where sub-trees of the main search tree are explored
in parallel; and portfolio approaches that run multiple full searches in parallel. We focus
on space-splitting as it is both commonly used in existing parallelism approaches and is
domain-independent.
Existing space-splitting parallelism approaches are critically reviewed in Section 2.4 where
we show that they may be categorised into static approaches, where a fixed workload is
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determined ahead of search, and dynamic approaches, that can generate new tasks at runtime
as required. Static approaches influence the design of the Depth-Bounded (Section 4.3.4) and
Ordered (Section 7.4) skeletons, while dynamic approaches based on random work-stealing
influences Stack-Stealing (Section 4.3.5), and periodic load-balancing influences Budget
(Section 4.3.6).
Many existing parallel search approaches are not designed with reuse in mind. Furthermore,
although there are many existing task-parallel frameworks they are not appropriate for search,
e.g. they steal work from workpools instead of generating work dynamically and they often
break heuristic search orders. Given this we motivate the need for a new framework in
Section 2.4.4.
Chapter 3 presents a novel formal model, M T 3 , for general parallel backtracking search
problems. The model, based on operational semantics, allows for precise specification of
parallel backtracking search. The model informs the design of an abstract framework that
the skeletons are designed against (Section 4.2), succinctly describes the operation of the
Depth-Bounded, Stack-Stealing, and Budget search coordinations (Sections 4.3.4.1, 4.3.5.1
and 4.3.6.1), and shows how performance anomalies affect parallel search (Section 7.2).
In addition the model forms the basis of a suitably generic programming interface for the
skeletons: Lazy Node Generators (Section 3.4). Lazy Node Generators are a uniform abstraction for application developers to specify how application-specific search trees are created,
including implicitly encoding application-specific search order heuristics. Search tree nodes
are constructed lazily, allowing pruning to eliminate redundant computation. That is, it
eliminates sub-trees before they manifest based on shared search knowledge. We show the
generality of the Lazy Node Generator programming interface by specifying the search trees
of seven applications (Section 5.2).
Chapter 4 describes a set of general-purpose algorithmic skeletons for search. The skeletons are parameterised by Lazy Node Generators allowing a user to provide domain-specific
functionality. The skeletons are general enough to allow the three different types of search
(enumeration, decision, and optimisation) to utilise the same parallel search coordinations. For
scalability, the skeletons target distributed-memory architectures. Four search coordinations
are described: Sequential (Section 4.3.3), which generates a single search task and performs
a depth-first search; Depth-Bounded (Section 4.3.4), which causes any node above a user
specific dcutoff to be converted to a parallel task; Stack-Stealing (Section 4.3.5), which allows
workers to directly request work from each other; and Budget (Section 4.3.6), which spawns
work after a user specified number of backtracks has been performed. Reusability of the
skeletons is demonstrated by applying the skeletons to seven different search applications
(Section 5.2).
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Chapter 5 introduces YewPar, a new parallel search framework that implements the
skeletons of Chapter 4. YewPar is written in C++ and utilises HPX [28] to provide distributedmemory support for task-parallelism. It provides both the Lazy Node Generator interface
(Section 3.4) and parallel skeleton implementations (Chapter 4), as well as components such
as custom work-stealing scheduling and global knowledge management, e.g. for incumbents.
The custom work-stealing scheduling is required due to limitations with existing work-stealing
approaches, namely that they often break search order heuristics (Section 4.4).
Seven applications, covering a range of enumeration, decision, and optimisation problems, are
used to evaluate the skeletons: counting the number of numerical semigroups of a particular
genus (Section 5.2.1.2), the synthetic Unbalanced Tree Search benchmark (Section 5.2.1.1),
k-Clique applied to a finite geometry case study (Section 5.2.2.1), the Subgraph Isomorphism
Problem (Section 5.2.2.3), finding Maximum Cliques in graphs (Section 5.2.3.1), finding
shortest path Travelling Salesperson tours (Section 5.2.3.2), and finding an optimal packing
in 0/1 Knapsack (Section 5.2.3.3). The applications themselves are tested using more than 25
problem instances showing the wide applicability of the approach.
Chapter 6 uses YewPar to systematically analyse the performance of the skeletons leading
to the following key conclusions:
1. Across 21 instances of Maximum Clique we see a mean slowdown of 6.1%, with
maximal slowdown of 12.6%, when comparing the skeleton approach to hand-written
searches (Section 6.3). These slowdowns are attributable to the cost of additional node
copies that can be avoided in hand-written searches by updating nodes in place.
2. By recording the incumbent update times of Maximum Clique instances, we show the
use of a partitioned global address space (PGAS) and bounds broadcasting for branchand-bound knowledge exchange is appropriate as, in general, there is a relatively small
number of total update messages (Section 6.4). Techniques such as pre-initialising
bounds can be used to further reduce the number of updates required if necessary.
3. Depth-Bounded, despite the simplicity of the approach, can achieve good parallel performance for most case studies (Section 6.5), including an average best case maximum
speedup of 89 for Maximum Clique and 24 across all applications/instances on 120
workers (Section 6.5). Choosing the value of dcutoff remains a challenge, with the best
value varying widely over all applications. Choosing it incorrectly can lead to average
speedups over all applications of less than 2 on 120 workers (Section 6.8).
4. Comparing deque-based and depth-pool based work-stealing shows that both achieve
similar performance. Given this, we advocate the use of the depth-pool as a more
principled, yet similarly performing, workpool structure.
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5. Stack-Stealing has the advantage of not requiring tuning and achieves good parallel performance for most case studies (Section 6.6). The chunking optimisation for
Stack-Stealing, where multiple nodes are returned on a steal request, does not help
performance (Section 6.6.1). On average, Stack-Stealing performs best out of all the
skeletons showing 37 times speedup on 120 workers, including an average best case
maximum speedup of 91 for SIP (Section 6.8). However, Stack-Stealing does not
necessarily perform best for specific applications.
6. Budget likewise achieves good parallel performance (Section 6.7), including an average
best case maximum speedup of 86 for UTS and 34 across all applications/instances
on 120 workers (Section 6.8). A surprising result is that a budget of 105 backtracks
appears to work well, yet not necessarily the best, across all of the case studies.
7. The skeletons scale well1 for a selection of larger instances on 255 workers, often
achieving a (geometric) mean efficiency of greater than 60% and maximum efficiency
of 112% relative to the 15 worker case (Section 6.9). Runtimes continue to improve even
for 255 workers, suggesting the skeletons will scale further if resources are available.
Chapter 7 designs a specialised skeleton, Ordered, for providing replicable performance in
branch and bound searches. Replicable performance is defined as a search with the following
performance properties:
Sequential Lower Bound: Parallel runtime is never higher than sequential (one worker)
runtime.
Non-increasing Runtimes: Parallel runtime does not increase as the number of workers
increases.
Repeatability: Parallel runtimes of repeated searches on the same parallel configuration
have low variance.
These properties can be broken due to search anomalies (Section 2.3.2.1). Using M T 3 we have
shown how search anomalies can occur (Section 7.2) and that by carefully fixing the ordering
of tasks the properties can be maintained. Empirical analysis shows that the properties are
maintained in all cases (Section 7.5), however the performance of Ordered is shown to be is
41% slower on average than Depth-Bounded (73% worst case) for Maximum Clique. For
SIP, Ordered successfully maintains a relative standard deviation (RSD) of less than 15%
in all cases while Depth-Bounded suffers from an RSD of greater than 50%, showing the
importance of carefully controlling search orders for repeatability (Section 7.5).
1

Depth-Bounded fails to parallelise Numerical Semigroups and is excluded from these average results.
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In summary, this thesis has demonstrated the feasibility of distributed-memory algorithmic
skeletons as a practical and general purpose means of undertaking exact combinatorial search
at scale.

8.2

Future Directions

There are many avenues to further develop this work, including:
Integration with existing frameworks: The skeletons are designed to be used in a domainindependent manner. This makes it possible to use YewPar as a parallel coordination
layer for existing search frameworks, such as Gecode [162], rather than only for custom
search applications. While many static parallelism approaches (Section 2.4.1) allow
existing solvers to be used, dynamic solvers often do not as it requires tracking the
search internally in order to be able to perform dynamic work-splitting. Further work
is required to investigate this integration further, including ensuring the Lazy Node
Generator API is sufficiently general and to provide additional skeleton APIs to aid
integration.
Supporting rich search techniques: The skeletons are based around a core set of classic
and relatively simple search algorithms, i.e. backtracking search, possibly with branch
and bound. More recent search algorithms are rich in that they support features such
as restarts [163] and no-good recording [164]. Many of these techniques have been
explored in the SAT and Constraint Programming communities and future work is
required to bring these into a general-purpose framework. This includes determining
a suitable domain-independent programming interface than allows a general-purpose
framework to use these techniques. Recent unpublished work suggests that techniques
such as restarts are not only beneficial for search, but can also be used to remove
irregularity from the parallelism by bounding maximum task running time. Such
techniques are most commonly used for decision and optimisation searches and it is
unclear how they map to enumeration problems as the same part a search space may
be traversed more than once. This needs to be carefully controlled to avoid double
enumerations.
Improved work-stealing for scale: The Unbalanced Tree Search benchmark (UTS) is commonly used as an example irregular workload for testing new load-balancing algorithms,
e.g. [125, 126]. It remains an open question how well UTS represents non-synthetic
search trees, or the set of parameters required to make it do so. If UTS is a good
representation of real world search trees then a future direction is to apply these new
load-balancing techniques to different application domains. The skeletons presented
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in this work, by hiding the implementation details, makes it possible to trial new
load-balancing transparently, without changes to a users application code.

Automatically deducing parallelism parameters: A major downside of the skeletons in
their current form is the requirement for a user to manually specify appropriate tuning
parameters, e.g. dcutoff and budget. Given multiple skeletons, which should the user
choose for maximum performance? Automated approaches to choosing appropriate
parameters is a promising research direction and one that is beginning to be explored
by the parallel search community, for example using the SMAC tool [165]. Parameter
tuning is further complicated when trying to run parallel searches at scale as we may
not have access to the final hardware environment, e.g. due to supercomputing budgets,
in order to perform ahead of time turning.
Investigating multi-parallelism approaches: Currently, by selecting a specific skeleton,
the user chooses a single style of parallelism for the application. An interesting research
direction is whether it is beneficial to allow multiple types of parallelism within a
search, for example, applying a static approach at the beginning of search, moving to a
budget based approach within each static task to identify large tasks, and then random
work-stealing near the end of search to quickly process these tasks. Such an approach
can be implemented transparently in the skeleton framework. This is different in style
to portfolio approaches in that this runs one search with three types of parallelism,
wheras portfolios would run three searches with one type of parallelism.
Increased Scale: A key goal of the skeletons is to provide a unified approach to parallelism
that works from multi-core to HPC scales. Currently the skeletons have only been tested
on a medium sized cluster (255 workers), although the HPX framework underpinning
YewPar has been shown to be effective on large HPC setups [120]. Further work is
required to ensure transparent scalability. For example algorithms could adapt to be
better suited to multi-core, where steals are cheap, or cloud environments, where due
to the shared nature of the resources networking performance cannot be guaranteed.
Heterogenous architectures are becoming increasingly common and require careful
management, particularly for static approaches.
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Glossary
MT 3
A formal, operational semantics, for parallel tree searches. Chapter 3.
Budget
A parallel search coordination. Workers spawn tasks from their generator stack when a
backtrack limit (the budget) is reached. Section 4.3.6.
Depth-Bounded
A parallel search coordination. Converts all search tree nodes below a cutoff depth
dcutoff into tasks. Section 4.3.4.
HPX
A C++ framework for asynchronous task-parallelism with support for distributedmemory architectures. Section 5.1.2.1.
Ordered
A parallel search coordination. Generates tasks upfront and explores these in a fixed
sequential and parallel ordering to ensure replicable performance. Section 7.4.
PruneLevel
An optimisation where, on failing a bound check, the failed node and any node to the
right is pruned. Section 3.4.3.
Sequential
A search coordination. Performs a completely sequential depth-first search. Section 4.3.3.
Stack-Stealing
A parallel search coordination. Requests tasks directly from running workers who
returns sub-trees from their generator stack. Section 4.3.5.
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Glossary

Tree Search Framework (TSF)
An abstract framework for tree search, used to design the skeletons in a implementation
independent manner..
YewPar
A Framework for distributed-memory parallel tree search featuring the skeletons described in this thesis. Section 5.1.2.
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Appendix A
M T 3 Rule Listings
The complete set of M T 3 rules, from both Chapter 3 are Chapter 4, are given below.

Traversal Rules (Section 3.3.4)

(advancei )

u = succ(S, v)
u 6= ⊥
hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, ui, . . .i

(terminatei )

succ(S, v) = ⊥
hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, Tasks, . . . , ⊥, . . .i

(schedulei )

v = root of S
hσ, S:Tasks, . . . , ⊥, . . .i → hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i

Node Processing Rules (Section 3.3.1)

(enumeratei )

h{m}e , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → h{m + h(v)}e , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i

(decidei )

match(v)
h{}d , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → h{v}d , [ ], ⊥, . . . , ⊥i

(optimisei )

improves(u, v)
h{u}o , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → h{v}o , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i
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Pruning Rules (Section 3.3.7)
(prune-decidei )

pd (v)
S 0 = subtree(S, v)
h{}d , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → h{}d , Tasks, . . . , h(S \ S 0 ) ∪ {v}, vi, . . .i

(prune-optimisei )

po (u, v)
S 0 = subtree(S, v)
h{u}o , Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → h{u}o , Tasks, . . . , h(S \ S 0 ) ∪ {v}, vi, . . .i

Spawn Rules (Sections 3.3.8, 4.3.4.1, 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.6.1)
(spawni )

u∈S
v <lex u
Su = subtree(S, u)
hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, Tasks:Su , . . . , hS \ Su , vi, . . .i

(spawn-depth-boundedi )

|v| + 1 ≤ dcutoff
{Sc1 . . . Scn } = {subtree(S, u) | u ∈ children(v)}
hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, Tasks:Sc1 . . . :Scn , . . . , hS \ Sc1 \ · · · \ Scn , vi, . . .i

(spawn-stack-stealingi )

u = nextLowest(S, v)
u 6= ∅
Su = subtree(S, u)
hσ, [ ], ⊥, hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, [Su ], . . . , hS \ Su , vi, . . .i

(spawn-budgeti )

backtracks(i) = budget {c1 , . . . , cn } = lowest(S, v) {Sc1 , . . . , Scn } = subtree(S, u)
hσ, Tasks, . . . , hS, vi, . . .i → hσ, Tasks:Sc1 : . . . :Scn , . . . , hS \ Sc1 \ · · · \ Scn , vi, . . .i backtracks(i) = 0
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Appendix B
Executable M T 3 Rules
The following Haskell program implements the branch and bound optimisation variant of
M T 3 to show the reductions can be implemented. It does not support the spawning of new
tasks, although it could be extended to do so. The application can be tested by running the
runExample function within ghci.
{-# LANGUAGE ViewPatterns #-}
{-# LANGUAGE OverloadedStrings #-}
{Simple encoding of the branch and bound optimisation rules of MT^3
Spawning is not supported, assumes initial task set contains required tasks
-}
import qualified Data.Set as S
import qualified Data.Map.Strict as M
import Data.List
-- NodeLabel * Objective Value * Bound
data Node = Node [Int] Int Int deriving (Show)
instance Eq Node where
Node x _ _ == Node y _ _ = x == y
instance Ord Node where
Node x _ _ ‘compare‘ Node y _ _ = x ‘compare‘ y
isPrefixOf_ :: Node -> Node -> Bool
isPrefixOf_ (Node n1 _ _) (Node n2 _ _) = n1 ‘isPrefixOf‘ n2
obj :: Node -> Int
obj (Node _ o _) = o
bnd :: Node -> Int
bnd (Node _ _ b) = b
-- (Sub) Trees are sets of nodes
type SubTree = S.Set Node
-- A subtree rooted at N is all Nodes in S with a common prefix of N (including N)
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removeChildren :: SubTree -> Node -> (SubTree, SubTree)
removeChildren s n = S.partition (n ‘isPrefixOf_‘) s
succ_ :: SubTree -> Node -> Maybe Node
succ_ s n = let future = snd $ S.partition (<= n) s
in if null future then Nothing else Just $ S.findMin future
-- Thread States
type ThreadId = Int
data RuleCategory = Null | Traversal | NodeProcessing | Pruning deriving (Show, Eq)
data ThreadState =
ThreadState {subtree :: SubTree , view :: Node, lastRuleType :: RuleCategory}
| Bot deriving (Show, Eq)
threadFromSubTree :: SubTree -> ThreadState
threadFromSubTree s = ThreadState s (S.findMin s) Traversal
-- Search State (sigma)
data State = State {
incumbent :: Node
, tasks
:: [SubTree]
, threads
:: M.Map ThreadId ThreadState
, ruleLog :: [String]
} deriving (Show, Eq)
isEnd :: Int -> State -> Bool
isEnd n st = tasks st == [] && threads st == M.fromList [(i,Bot) | i <- [0..n] ]
-- Rules. Return Nothing if they cannot be applied
type Rule = ThreadId -> State -> Maybe State
advance :: Rule
advance i st@(State _ _ ((M.! i) -> Bot) _) = Nothing
advance i st@(State inc _ ts@((M.! i) -> ThreadState s v _) _) =
case succ_ s v of
Just n -> Just st { threads = M.insert i (ThreadState s n Traversal) ts, ruleLog = (
ruleLog st ++ ["t" ++ show i ++ " advance"]) }
Nothing -> Nothing
terminate :: Rule
terminate i st@(State _ _ ((M.! i) -> Bot) _) = Nothing
terminate i st@(State inc _ ts@((M.! i) -> ThreadState s v _) _) =
case succ_ s v of
Nothing -> Just st { threads = M.insert i Bot ts, ruleLog = (ruleLog st ++ ["t" ++ show
i ++ " terminate"]) }
Just _ -> Nothing
schedule :: Rule
schedule i st@(State _ [] _ _) = Nothing
schedule i st@(State _ (t:tasks’) ts@((M.! i) -> Bot) _) =
Just st { tasks = tasks’, threads = M.insert i (threadFromSubTree t) ts, ruleLog = (
ruleLog st ++ ["t" ++ show i ++ " schedule"])
}
optimise
optimise
optimise
if obj

:: Rule
i st@(State _ _ ((M.! i) -> Bot) _) = Nothing
i st@(State inc _ ts@((M.! i) -> s@(ThreadState _ v _)) _) =
v <= obj inc
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else Just st { incumbent = v, threads = M.insert i (s {lastRuleType = NodeProcessing
}) ts, ruleLog = (ruleLog st ++ ["t" ++ show i ++ " optimise"]) }
pruneopt :: Rule
pruneopt i st@(State _ _ ((M.! i) -> Bot) _) = Nothing
pruneopt i st@(State inc _ ts@((M.! i) -> ThreadState s v _) _) =
if bnd v > obj inc
then Nothing
else Just st { threads = M.insert i (ThreadState (snd $ removeChildren s v) v Pruning
) ts, ruleLog = (ruleLog st ++ ["t" ++ show i ++ " prune-opt"]) }
-- Rule executor
untilSuc :: a -> [a -> Maybe b] -> Maybe b
untilSuc st fns = go fns
where
go [] = Nothing
go (f:fs) = case f st of
Just x -> Just x
Nothing -> go fs
-- Get the
getRuleSet
getRuleSet
getRuleSet
getRuleSet
getRuleSet

next rule ordering based on the previous rule.
:: ThreadId -> RuleCategory -> [State -> Maybe State]
i Null = getRuleSet i Pruning
i Traversal = [optimise i, pruneopt i, advance i, schedule i, terminate i]
i NodeProcessing = [pruneopt i, advance i, schedule i, terminate i]
i Pruning = [advance i, schedule i, terminate i, optimise i, pruneopt i]

-- Could do with adding in better output here
step :: ThreadId -> State -> State
step i st@(State _ _ ts _) =
case ts M.! i of
Bot -> step’ Traversal
ThreadState _ _ last -> step’ last
where
step’ l = let rules = getRuleSet i l
in case untilSuc st rules of
Just s -> s
Nothing -> st
-- -- Reduce the subtrees on N threads
reduce :: Int -> [SubTree] -> State
reduce numTs trees =
let initSt = State (Node [] 0 0) trees (M.fromList [(i,Bot) | i <- [0..numTs - 1]]) []
in until (isEnd $ numTs - 1) stepFn initSt
where
stepFn s = foldl foldFn s [0..numTs - 1]
foldFn st’ n = if isEnd (numTs - 1) st’ then st’ else step n st’
-- Example search tree from Chapter 7
exampleTree :: SubTree
exampleTree =
S.fromList [Node [0] 0 35,
Node [0,0] 0 30,
Node [0,0,0] 0 22,
Node [0,0,0,0] 14 14,
Node [0,0,0,1] 16 16,
Node [0,0,1] 0 21,
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Node [0,0,1,0] 15 15,
Node [0,1] 0 29,
Node [0,1,0] 0 23,
Node [0,1,0,0] 20 20,
Node [0,1,0,1] 16 16,
Node [0,2] 0 29,
Node [0,2,0] 0 12,
Node [0,2,0,0] 11 11,
Node [0,2,1] 0 5,
Node [0,2,1,0] 2 2,
Node [0,3] 0 18,
Node [0,3,0] 0 12,
Node [0,3,0,0] 8 8,
Node [0,3,1] 0 11,
Node [0,3,1,0] 7 7,
Node [0,3,1,1] 3 3
]

runExample = reduce 1 [exampleTree]
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Appendix C
Repeatability of Scaling
The thrid property of replicable branch and bound search (Chapter 7) is repeatability. Repeatability states that: “Parallel runtimes of repeated searches on the same parallel configuration
have low variance.”, but what do we mean by low variance?
We define the repeatability of measurements using relative standard deviation (RSD) that is
std(x)
× 100. Repeatability is a relative term, that is, we can say 10% repeatability
defined as mean(x)
is better than 20%. However, there is no predetermined RSD percentages that represents good
repeatability as this depends on the context.
In this appendix we derive appropriate values of good repeatability based on RSD values
required to detect scaling in parallel environments. This is only one of many possible measures
of good repeatability. For example, if we were studying the effect of algorithmic changes in
an identical parallel environment then we may need lower values of RSD to detect changes.
The following derivation was originally derived by Patrick Maier.

C.1

Derivation

We want to determine a suitable value of repeatability such that we can detect parallel scaling
if it is present. We assume two experimental setups, one with p workers and another with q,
where p < q.
We assume:
1. Parallel runtimes for p workers are normally distributed with mean µp and standard
deviation σp .
2. µp < µq , that is, search actually scales.
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σp
µp

= β µσqq . That is, relative standard deviation increases by a factor β as we increase
the number of workers.

To show scalability we require the confidence intervals, e.g. hµp − zσp , µp + zσp i, for p and q
workers to be non-overlapping. Where z is based on the required confidence, e.g. setting z =
1.96 gives the 95% confidence interval.
As p < q (by definition) we require:
µq + zσq < µp − zσp
In order to detect scaling.
Letting α =

µp
,
µq

we obtain:
zσq + zβασq < αµq − µq
(βα + 1)zσq < (α − 1)µq
σq
α−1
<
µq
z(βα + 1)

We can use this to determine the value of RSD (repeatability) required to determine scaling.

C.2

Example Values of Repeatability

Table C.1 shows the RSD values required to detect scaling with different values of α, the
amount of scaling we want to observe, and β, the expected increase of RSD as we increase
scale. We assume a 95% confidence in all cases.
RSD (%)

α

β

3
2
1.8
1.5
2
2
1.8
1.5
1.5

1
17
1
17
1
14
1
10
1.1 16
1.5 12
1.1 13
1.1 10
1.5 7

Note
Superlinear Scaling
Perfect Linear Scaling
80% Efficient Scaling
50% Efficient Scaling
10% increase in RSD at scale
50% increase in RSD at scale

Table C.1: Example RSD values required for scaling repeatability. RSD is rounded up to the
nearest percentage.

C.2. Example Values of Repeatability
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The results in Section 7.5.2 suggest that for p 6= 1 the differences in RSD values is generally
small, e.g. β = 1.1. The scaling results in Section 7.5.1 show Ordered to scale poorly in
general, e.g., α = 1.5. Taken together, these results suggest that an RSD value of around 10%
should be considered to have good repeatability, if we are trying to show scaling.
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Appendix D
Discrepancy Ordering
The Ordered skeletons of Chapter 7 allow the parallel workers to explore the search tree in
any fixed ordering, while still providing replicable performance guarantees. YewPar currently
supports two orderings (described in Section 7.4.1): Linear, where the parallel workers explore
in the same order as a sequential search, and Discrepancy, where tasks are assigned priorities
based on the number of discrepancies taken to get to the starting node.
This appendix explores the effect on performance of the different orders using the benchmarks
and instances of Section 7.5.
Figure D.1 compares the median runtime (over 30 runs) for linear and discrepancy ordering.
As expected, for a single worker the runtimes are equal as both workers follow the sequential
order. As we increase the number of workers the discrepancy search ordering performs worse
than the linear ordering for almost all instances. Given the magnitude of the overhead, this
is likely caused by increased management cost for the global priority queue of tasks in the
discrepancy case.
Both the linear and discrepancy orders are heavily left biased (i.e. often follow the heuristic
as much as possible). It is possible the the limited difference in performance is caused by
many of the instances having a strong heuristic causing both orderings to find an improved
bound/solution quickly. In practice additional orderings are possible and with these we might
expect to observe larger performance differences.
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Figure D.1: Ordered Skeleton: Linear vs. Discrepancy Ordering
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